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bad such constant applications lor
i'* relation about the much dreaded Colrado Potato Poetic, that some more e.xded and minute account of it will be
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tin ii-liih 'tin, or Ten Lined Spear.1
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\eadeniv of Natural Sciences,
picking, especially very early in the seal1-:
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fore they have had time to lay their eggs,
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is highly advantageous, and that the use
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of l’aris green is recommended by the
p< aram e. as a destructive insect, was in
best authorities; but that, when using
when Judge, Kdgcrton described it
this dangerous poison, the greatest care
ng very destructive to tlm potatoes
should lie taken when dusting the plants
I \ :i. a id. in lsf-J, it was reported by
that none of it is carried by the wind on
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Atchison,
Kansas, the
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crops,
at least ten to twelve parts of Hour, plaster, or some other material, and that an
overdose is apt to kill the plants, besides
leaving a residuum in the soil which may
prove injurious to the crops. We have
seen it stated that a tabiespoonl'ul of Paris
green can lie dissolved in a pailful of water and sprinkled over the plants, and
that it is strong enough in this solution
to be effective.
[Ploughman
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1'lie eiu we present is the natural
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attached by one end to I,lie under
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Marriage.
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special to Chicago Triimnc-l
1 lie following strange story of a morganatic marriage of the Emperor of Germany, many years ago, is told on doubtini authority in the Sunday Mercury, and
can't he continued to-day.
An elderly
lady recently arrived in this city and took
rooms at a hotel where she registered as
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Mine. Brandenburg, from Germany. After
a week’s sojourn she took the entire lloor
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avenue,

which she furnished sumptuously. It now
turns out she is Anna, Countess Dolma
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Brandenburg, and claims to have been
lawfully married to the Emperor William
<-I Germany in lsi'd, when he was only
care till

amount to over si
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ITince of Prussia and second son of Fred
crick William 111. She first met the Prince
in September 1 spo ; she was only sixteen
years old at the time. After several secret
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conferences they were married late one
night by a young country parson who did
not know tin1 Prince.
The latter gave the
name of William,Count. Brandenburg, and
his occupation as that ol an officer of the
1 loyal Guards
flic man iage certificate
was duly made out, and then her husband
told her that it would be expedient to keep
their union secret for a time. To this she
iuul assented.
She bore him, in the next
live vi ui-s three sons, all of whom are still
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Professor
Vgrieidtural College,
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potato vines

ruiiicii by a
Pai i> gii i'ii, mixed in the
I'l-rlcii "1 ntie j art of the mineral to
e
p o ts it Hour
II .MrAii''', superintendent ol
II
xpcrimontal (arm ol tin: I uiversitv
\\ .:i-;n. disapproves ol the use of
green, on account of its poisonous
|m f i--, aieI i ecominenils hand-picking
n \ injj the beetles when they first
i,- j i-ar : lie also states that the potatoes
lien waterv, rank, ami of a bad 11a-i
where the Paris green has been used.
11
llili-v -ays. "Watch for and destroy
and on-mare as many as you
.tr,, In i-l 1
maiviiig small heaps ot potatoes ill
he in-id planted: !<» these the beetles
;-e attracted tor lood, and may readilas killed in the morning.” Paris green,
n- -tates, il
used too abundantly, will kill
vines, and recommends it to bo used
in -i\ tn twelve parts ol Hour, ashes,
lie also says it
i.-ter. or slaked lime,
an!-
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alive.
Two of them are superior oflieers
in the Prussian army, while the third holds
a
prominent position in the diplomatic
service. When her third child was horn
she implored her husband to reveal their
marriage—at least to his father, King
Frederick William 111. The latter had
promised that his .-.croud son William
should marry the Princess Augusta of Saxe
Weimar. I le Hew into a terrible rage when
William told him he could not become the

husband of that Princess, as he was already married to the young Countess
Dolma. In his wrath the King compelled
the Prince to sign a renunciation of the
( oimtcss’ hand
.—■Ik- was conveyed to a
small castle near Konigsburg, in East
Prussia, where she was kept a close prisoner for
years. In is;>7 she succeeded in
escaping, and crossing the Polish frontier,
she reached Warsaw, where she lived in
obscurity. In ls;!8 the Emperor of Russia
was visited at Warsaw by the King of
Prussia, who was accompanied by his two
eldest sons.
She could not resist the

temptation
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highly improbable that any substance
sprinkled either on the vines or on the
-T'-und wiil

ever

accompany to the table

vegetable that develops underground,
r. in other words, that the arsenic ean: be absorbed by the
plai t, to render
me
t m any degree
poisonous.
1 be < anadian Kntumologist also recouimends Paris green, mixed with Hour,
isle s. or air slacked lime, but states that
"

Hour is much the best when mixed in the
"I one part of Paris green, by
iciglil, to ten or twelve parts of Hour,
listed over the plants when the dew is on
'.lie lolinge, from an ordinary Hour dredge.
Three pounds of Paris green to thirty or
thirty-six parts of Hour is suilicient for an
a re ol
potatoes. It also states that it is

proportion

Several
not dangerous if carefully used.
substitutes for Paris green are also mentioned, among them arsenic itself, (arsenous acid.) which may he used in the proportion of one ounce to a pound of Hour,
but it, should be colored black with charcoal or some other coloring matter, to
lessen risk of accident from use.
Powdered cobalt, or tty poison, was ui'o tested, but it is a much dearer
remedy.
Milestone ( mlphate of copper) solution
neither
nor
injured
lings
plant. Mchtomate of potash, dissolved in water, killed
insects and plants.
Powdered hellebore
bad a perceptible effect. Carbolatc of lime
varies much in composition and character: some of it was partially successful
with the larva;, but doubtful with the ported insect.
Ashes and air-slaeked lime
gave no perceptible results.
In summing tip all the evidence on the
subject of remedies, it appears that hand

oiw- more to

tier husband

see

am! to that eml she went to

a

gala per-

the Opera-house which all
l’rinecs were to attend. One of the King's
party recognized heron the occasion, she
was arrested by the
police in her hex, and

formance at

on

the following nmming conveyed

to

Pastern Kussia, where she was kept under
strict surveillance until the death of p'rederii-i; William 111, in lspl, leil to her re- i
lease. She was permitted to return to
Prii.-sia, and the new King oflered to compromise the matter with her. This she refused to do. she. applied to the Koval
Privy Court for redress, hut her appeals
remained unanswered. Jler father’s death
gave her a largo fortune, and she spent
several years traveling
In ISIS she. intended to appeal to tlm Prussian National
Assembly lor relief, but the police got
wind of it, and she was “interned'' in her
chateau in Silesia
When William I became King of Prussia she was informed
that she must leave the country or become
an inmate of a lunatic asylum ; so she left
Prussia and went to Paris, from thence to
London, and finally to Geneva. She says
now that she lias come to this country because that will enable her to get redress.
How tlii- is to take place she declines to
tell, but is confident that she will succeed.
Sue displays numerous letters purporting
to he those of King William, acknowledging her as his wife, and the following
copy ol a decree and an appeal, from the
Prussian Slants Anzeiger, June 1, l.sg9:
“By order ,d His Majesty the King: A
< ciinte-- Holma
having claimed to lie the
wifi d the Prince William, Prince of Prussia. 1 herewith decree that such a un on if
it ever took place, he null and void.
l-iti.i>i:i:icK Wji.i.iam lti.x.
Antuoni Von Ai.tknskin. Sec’y of
State.”
1 Ik1 last appeal :
fo the Supreme Tribunal of Prussia:
1 he Prince William. Prince of Prussia,
married me in lssim, near Ciegada, Silesia,

lie has now married the Princess Augusta
ol Saxe-Weimar, and committed bigamy.
1 ask you to protect me, and to declare
bis second marriage null and void.
“Anna. Countess Dolma Brandenburg.”
The Court declared that it was incompetent to do any thing, the King being Summits
Kpiseopus (if the State, and thereby
entitled to dissolve the marriage.
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Ghastly Tragedy.
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Gratitude and
tion.'*

Republican platform

Commendadeclares

that

tlio Administration merits commendation
and President Grant deserves hearty gratitude. for what?
l'or the Crooked Whiskey frauds.
For the unnumbered railroad jobs and
swindles.
For the Feet and
tom house frauds.

Stocking-Murphy

cus-

For the post-ofliee straw bid frauds.
For the navy contract frauds.
for the Freedman's Savings Rank swindle.
For the Secret Service frauds—paying
-John F Davenport thousands of dollars
from the people's treasury to elect the Republican ticket.
For the Selienek Fmma Mine frauds
and disgrace.
For the Belknap soldier gravestone
frauds
For the Belknap post-trader frauds.
For the District Ring “Boss” Shepherd
frauds.
For tlie Indian Ring frauds.
For tlie Sale Burglar villainy and Babcock and Harrington.
For the Credit Mobilier infamy.
for the St. Domingo job.
For “Lamlaulet” Williams and his in-

famy.

For

Casey,

Orvil Grant and Company.
the sale of arms to

For the fraud in

France.
For corruption in every department of
the Federal Government.
For increasing the salaries of the President and other public officers.
For increasing the burdens of the taxpayers, and blocking every eft'ort at Retrenchment and Reform.
These are some of the reasons why tlie
people should commend the Republican
Administration and remember President
Grant with hearty gratitude, and stand by
Hayes and Wheeler.
A gentleman inquired of the young lady
clerk in the bookstore the other day if they
had “Gates Ajar.” She said yes; they had
one. It was the front gate, and since the
warm weather began it had got to sagging
so that they couldn’t shut it, and it was ajar
most of the time. She suggestively added,
however, that the side gate still worked
nicely. [Norwich Bulletin.
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“The man sc rip’s bin called fur.”
Miss Thatcher turned quite pale.

NUMBER 2.

with the bitter thought licit his hardRose Eytinge’s Poisoning,
Kidnapping; of Washington at Newearned fortune would ho spent by those
burg.
[From the New York Sun.;
she
it gone?”
who never knew or cared for him, devised
asked, faintly.
Tito poisoning of Rose Kytingeon WedIt
was
while
at
these headquarters a
“No, miss, not gone,” said Tim, radi- a method by which a part at least should nesday last in the Ncwhall House, Milantly, well satisfied with “the start” he be the reward of affectionate gratitude.” waukee, is the uppermost topic among bold attempt was made to capture WashClinton was very anxious to get.
had given her; “not tuk away when you
She explained to him then her theory of theater
people. She was dying when dis- ington.
wus a readin’ on't.
Catch me! Says I, the maps, and her instinctive construction covered
God’s silent, searching flight;
possession ot his person, and Washington
her cousin, Mrs. Julin
At
the
by
When my Lord’s head is tilled with dew, and all
‘Sir, you must bring a written order.’ So of one particular map which stie had bed-side was an empty three-ounce vial received many letters warning him of his
His locks' are wet with the clear drops of night;
lint with all the plans that were
lie went up the lull to the old deacon's— studied at the very last reading in the old marked laudanum.
His still, soft call;
The stomach-pump danger,
Hi> knocking time; the soul’s dumb watch,
that wus yisterday. He’ll be hero fur cer- mill
laid, none seemed to be so easy of execuwas brought into requisition, and her life
When spirits their fair kindred catch.
tion as the one that was foiled here by the
tain to-day. But you’ve got the
Leonard i\Ianslield's cheek Hushed as he was saved. She
manserip,
requested her friends to
There is.in God, some say,
miss, to look at once agin, anyhow. Catch listened. At the close he said, “Your let her die, and the
patriotism of a young lady, the daughter
of
three
A deep, but dazzling darkness; as men here
strength
me a-givin’ on’t up till I had ter.”
reasoning is sufficiently plausible to de- powerful men was tested in restraining of one Ettrick, who professed to be a
Say it is late and dusky, because they
See not all clear.
“Tim, you are a very good, kind lei- serve to be tested, and so it shall be But her Irom making further efforts to kill her- warm patriot, but those who knew him
Oh, for that night! when I in him
best looked on him with suspicion, i bis
first promise me one thing: promise me self. She was
low,” said Miss Thatcher.
closely watched, and was
Might live invisible and dim!
She took the manuscript, and it was that if this miracle of intuition proves true,
heard to say "1 wish 1 were man and this spot were selected to effect
repeatedly
(Henry Vaughan.
then that, before she had read a word, you will be my wife to-morrow. M3' dar- dead.” On the
Washington’s capture. The plan proposed
day previous to the pois- was
to have a boat ready, and a
she wrote in line pencil mark upon Iho ling, you shall not say ‘No.’” He preventparty of
she visited a lawyer and executed a
oning
None to Caress.
margin ol one of the sallow pages—a ed her, indeed in a lover-like way from power of attorney for her cousin to take lories secreted in the wood nearby, when
There hud been'a summer shower ; roof, page she turned over leaf after leaf es- saying any thing. And silence is “yes” to charge of her property in the city. Those Washington should be invited to dinner,
liis daughter overheard a conversation
love.
who know Rose E'ytiuge and who are fawindow, garden, were washed to dazzling pecially to lind—
that exposed his plot, and informed WashThe last day of August the whole village miliar with the
N’o one to love, none to cares*.”
and
the
of
wonderful
her
life
that
couleur
polish,
story
agree
liquid
of
Bed
Cedar
was thrown into a torington of her suspicions, and begged him
Bond
do rose of the moment poured over all an
her
had
for
she
the
lew
written
this
when the
past
Hardly
despondency
years
has come ot her unfortunate marriage rut to accept the invitation of her father
air of enchantment. The slender young sound ol a eruteli was heard on the mill ment of excited curiosity.
to dinner.
The dinner hour was to be
The excitement began in one of the with
woman in deep mourning whom the stalGeorge 11. Butler, the nephew ol
bridge, and voices, and in another mo
late, so that it would be dark before the
wart proprietor of the awkward vehicle nient the sunny doorway ol' the mill was twin houses on the “Meeting-house Hill” General Benjamin I\ Butler.
meal was over.
Then the seizure was to
at five o’clock iii the morning.
Miss TabNo actress was ever a greater favorite
lifted down jike a feather accepted her darkened by two figures
be effected and the captive home off to
dreaded destination with a smile.
There was no escape for Louisa. She I itha Butts stood in her night dress peep- on tlie drinialie stage of New York than
the bosom ot tin: Hudson.
The boat,
"How lovely!” were the lirst words arose from her love of a corner, with the ing through the blinds of a dormer-ivin- | Hose Eytinge has been,
ki private life
dow. She never could tell, as she declared i she has hosts of friends and admirers, and manned by strong rowers, would easily
that escaped her lips; and they were ap- manuscript in her hands
have reached the English vessels below
I am sure you have come for this,” afterward, what made her peep
is especially brilliant in literary circles.
propriated as a lining compliment by a
West l’oint before Washington would tie
She saw the back-door of “Dick Sea- After her divorce from David
clad
she
said
to
who
the
old
deacon
Then
seized
the
little
she
then
man,
lustily
Barnes,
missed.
Instead of declining the invitaman's"
and
Louisa
Thatcher
look
editor
of
the
New
hand
at
his
open,
York
in
his horny glanced
Times, she
gloved
city
companion.
vigorously
be accepted it, but in tiio meantime
lie could certainly hear no relation to mysteriously out. Then she saw Tim. the formed the acquaintanceship of George II. tion,
palm, and "hoped he saw Miss Thatcher
miller’s hoy, creep stealthily around the Butler, lie is the son of Andrew II But- ordered a detachment uf his lite guard to
“the eim sest spesmin of a human cretin
quite well.”
march to the place just at
evening, ami
“Supper’s bin ready this hall hour,” described by Tim as the author of the porch with a pickaxe and a spade, which ler, and the brother of Benjamin E Butthemselves at the door.
A Idle
was the laconic and not amiable salutadiary. She caught the impression, in her lie gave to Miss Thatcher, who disappear- ler. George 11 Butler was horn in Mis- present
'1 hen Tim, souri, and was educated in a Catholic col- Kttriek was engaged in conversation with
tion of Mr Seaman’s spouse, wiio receiv- rapid glance, oI a scholarly lookingyoung ed with them into the house.
ed Louisa in the porch.
man, with a pale forehead and a dark
stealing hack again as far as the lilac lege in Georgetown, in the District of Co- his distinguished guest, he heard their
bushes, and cautiously surveyir g all ip- lumbia. Through the aid of-Mr. George footsteps and the low command of their
“An’ the hoys is gone lishin’, you see,”
mustache, who wore eyeglasses.
and supposing them to Ij; tile desaid the iiost.
“1 believe I am the owner ot the record proches, put bis hand over his mouth and Wilkes, editor and proprietor of the Spirit leader,
“When Solon’s to hum
front grammar school, Ezri’s sure to jino left here so many years ago,” the young gave alow whistle. Immediately from the of the Times, he was appointed on the tachment ot lories, he rose, am', laying
his hand on Washington's shoulder, said
man explained.
“But 1 have no reason horse shed by the church a man came stall of Major-General Joseph Hooker.
him, an’ take a day oil'.”
“I believe, (ieneral, you are my
Alter tea, served in a narrow white- to carry it away at this moment.
pris1 shall very quickly, and, nodding to Tim as he Butler, it is said, soon became tired of
washed anteroom to the still' funeral par- be in the village over the Sabbath, per- passed, hastened to the high-road. Miss what was likely to he active service in the oner.”
“I
believe
are
not,
sir,
was
was
Tabitha
mini,”
you
sure, although his cat) was held
lie resigned his commission and
lor, where Miss Thatcher was bid “take haps through the week, if you have not
oil’ her things,” the young lady begged finished reading it. i shall leave the book drawn over his lace, that this man was went to California. There, through the the reply, as the life guard closed around
the young stranger to the village who had i influence of his uncle. General Butler, he him.
to lie shown to her own room, and was with you gladly.”
lie was immediately marched oil' and
led up stairs to a low-windowed bed“Oil no,” said Miss Thatcher, quickly— been so infatuated with Miss Thatcher.
was appointed Consul to 1‘auama. Thence
Then Miss T hatcher came to the door he contributed over the nom ile phone of locked up. This threw tiro daughter into
room, carpeted with braided rags, and too quickly she afterward thought; but
a paroxysm of grief.
She had not anticifurnished with reddened pine and calico embarrassment, or perhaps fate, urged again and beckoned to Tim, ami whis- “Rifle” to the columns of Wilkes’ Spirit ol
such a result.
She had given no
and
be
around
o(
went,
her
to
The luggage had been
decline the stranger’s politeness.
the Times, lie met Emily Thorne, after- pated
pered;
by way
counterpanes.
She was going, and as she went an un- the church, down the plum orchard, to the ward known as Emily Gordon, in l’anama. positive information—simply told her suspushed in with a mental ejaculation,
to \\ asliiugtou, thinking the
only
“What on earth can a distric’ school- controllable impulse caused her to turn mill.
He soon crushed out the affections that she picions
result would be to make him decline the
A pickaxe and a spade!
Miss Tabitha
ma’am want with two big trunks?” and back, and say, “II you are kindred to the
she
had
for
him.
lie
was
reimagined
invitation.
That
lie
would
make
her
kindtlie audible information, “I've tilled your man who wrote the hook, ’twill make you had cohl shivers; she could think of noth- called from the Consulship. Then lie reness to him the cause of
to her
pitcher. Here’s a candle. The git-up" boll very sad. 1 hope—I hope you will feel a ing but a grave. A lien, two hours'after- turned to New York, and became enamor- lather she did not for punishment
a moment dream,
ward, the coast being clear, she sped ed of Rose Eytinge, but she declined his
'll ling at six.”
little love for him.”
and she besought him not to repay her
With as slight preparation as might lie.
At church on Sunday the claimant of across the garden patch to the “ineetin’- proposals of maraiage. as she was. she
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of “tho visitors at Bed Cedar Bond” had the writer of the diary had been made people. For some time past an adver- of the Company to go to Chicago and and will be one of the most eminent exbeen inspired with sufficient curiosity to physically repellant, and his sensitive soul tisment has appeared in country papers Milwaukee and thence to California. Butamples of American skill and taste at
read the volume to its close.
exaggerated his misfortune into a barrier saying that a home was wanted for an ler followed his wife to Chicago and then Philadelphia. Larger bells have been
Not one
excepting Miss Thatcher. between himself and the loving sympa- orphan girl, that the child had an annual to Milwaukee, and it is said that lie there made in the Old World, but this is unShe read every page carefully, even with thies of all mankind. As for womankind, income, half of which would be paid to persecuted her and forced her to give him
doubtedly the finest bell in America.
he knew not—for his mother died at his any responsible family in the country that money, lie promised to go to California
avidity.
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agent, but the money
Scene in a recitation room : l’rotessor—
“Leonard dear,’’MissThatcher went on, fortable home. Applicants were instructed gave him lie lost in a gambling-house.
sunny morning, for rainy days could no
The ancient Egyptians were in the habit
Mr. Sheridan Shook, Mr. A. M. Palmer
longer be waited for, the interest ol the “you will think me, perhaps, the most to address a certain box, New York city,
diary had become so absorbing Miss superstitious being; but 1 think—and the and invited to send fifty cents fora pho- and Mr. James W. Collier went to her in of sacrificing red-headed girls to the devil.
Thatcher was early in her favorite place idea has gathered some reasonable pleas— tograph of the little girl. It is stated that Milwaukee after it was acertaincd that she Auburn-haired student—“What did they
at the cld mill, when Tim, with a sur- I can not help thinking that this book is the advertiser received a hundred letters had taken laudanum.
They will return to do with the rod-headed boys?” Professor—
prisingly long face, accosted her in a framed as a mode of bequest. I believe daily, enclosing half a dollar lor the pho- this city to-day, but it is not known “They supposed they would go ol they
own accord.”
whether she will accompany them.
the writer, your father’s brother, stung tograph
startling whisper:
Dear night! this world’s defeat;
The stop to busy fools; care’s check and curb
The day of spirits; my soul’s calm retreat
Which none disturb!
Christ’s progress and his prayer-time!
The hours to which high heaven doth chime.
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the X. 1. Ileraiu. Joly 2.J
Orson A. 31. House, tin* notorious divorce
lawyer, formerly of No. 7s Nassau street, and
more
recently of No. jpf Broadway, was shot
and killed by his wife, Irene,: t their home near
Lawrence fetation, on the !*• nnsvlvania Iiailload, about seven o’clock on Fi ldav night. The
sto-.y of 31 r. House’s murder is a brief one. Jt
was the termination
long looked for to one or
tin- many quarrels between this strange
couple.
Their history was a peculiar one. 31 r. House’*
career as a divorce lawyer was notorious in the
community. JI is murderers was at one time
his client. She calls her-elf Irene Anderson
Van Zandt House, feiie is about thirty-two
years old. She is a dashing blonde, moderatciy
tall, and of good liguiv. Her father i- a cigar
maker in I’rcntou. When about "ixteeu she
married a man nam'd Charles Anderson, who
is now an oliicial in the jail in which >hd> conlined at Trenton. They had a son, win* "till
lives with ids mother, felio quarrelled with le
husband after living with hint for some tinn
and, through the efforts of 31 r. House, obtaund
a divorce for liim.
At this time House li.id
wife and two children ol'his own.
This wile
has since died, her death, it i- said, having been
hastened by wo riment at Hoii-.’s loose behavior, especially toward lbs later paitner.
The children have died also. Prior to the former wife's death House cohabited with Irene,
who very soon seemed to exercise a masterv
over him.
Whether he wa- ever ormally
married to her or not is not a well cMablishe t
fact. Since his former wife’s death, however,
they have lived together as man and wife botn
here and in New Jersey, blit as man and wife
in name merely,
i hey are said to have fought
perpetually and have mutually threatened to
’kill the other as a settlement of the dilferenee-.
The sequel "hows that one of the two kept hei
word. I util quite recently they lived hi this
city. About the beginning of the present \ear
[louse bought a farm of some -Jlo acre",' for
310.000 cash, near Lawrence station, and was
actively engaged in improvement" upon it when
his ear er was cut short by Mrs. House’s pistol.
A new dwelling was being erected, tree* were
plained, and efforts were being made in various
dbvctioii" to make it a pi* axmt and attractive
home. But 31 rs. House tli<i not relish these
proceedings. ;<s they betokened a more prolonged stav in the quid country hoin* than she
desired. >he quarrelled with House ai>out In*:
counlrv life, about money matters, about tin*
visits of Ids relations and the thousand *thci
things that might iirims** her disp’easure from
d iv to
day. Sin threatened bis lif. and In* her",
bach carried a pistol.
J leir lax quarrel arose
immediately after House's return from New
\ oi k by tins train vv 11i«*!* reaches Lavvi i*
at
six o'clock on Friday evening. Hi- lioiix* isituated about three-quart< rs of a mile from tin*
station on the ro cl leading to Trenton Junction.
1 >n arriv
ing In* t mini hi" vv fo m a quarrelsome
mood. At fin* "Uppei table she rev iv» d an old
ditleivncc about tin* pavincnt of tin carpcutci*"
at work on tin* new lions**.
She wanted him to
pay them, and In* having turned over to her—t*
i." supposed-—ail Ids property, wanted her to
l‘ay. After "Upper tli -y went out on a litlh
piazza in the rear of the non-. and tin- <b!b
cnee eontimn *1, her son being atioth* an-*
of
its prolongation.
The talk amt trouble caused
House’s lather, vvh«* was at lln. tine- -laving
with him, and vv ho i- blind, a good deal ol di*tit-ss. House becalm- violent in consequent- •*:
hi" wife’s quarrelsome di"pO"iti«m ami tic an
iioyam-e to Id" father. To right matters In- J*
termiin-d to chastise his wife. \Yitn«—•*- dill.a
as to the cxlenf to which he carried this determination, but it i" gein-rallv admit ted that Instruck Iht. Willie Anderson. In r "on, intei
t.-r *.l when they wen- in fin* room, and Ibmx*
subsequently seized him in his rage after, a- istated, knocking down and dragging hi- wile
along the piazza. When sin- was rcl*ax d ami
while her son was being attacked she wa nt up
■"tails lui a pistol, and. coming down lo where
in* stood, shot House through the right lempir,
lln* bad pa-sing to the other side of hi" In-ad
ami killing him in about live minute-. When
the deed was done, 3Irs. House acted ;u a wildly demonstrative wav for some thm-. She
shout' d io ii r dead husband, called lor help,
S' lit
for a d .dor, wrung her hamls, clutched
her throat and bemoaned her dear husband
dea 1. whom "In: i- said to have so often vowed
she would kill. A doctor soon cairn-. Word
was sent to
1 ivnton, tin* next station beyond
Lawrence, and before om* o’clock yesterdav
morning tin- sorrowing wife was on her wav to
the Mercer County Jail to be held for murder.
On the wav s|n- continued her wailing for the
loss she had rau-ed with her own littie pistol,
fell'* cried out, “Ye-, lake me to jail. 1 have
killed my dear hiishand. I want to die. Hang
me at once.”
3Irs. House’s raving for her loss was not
well sustained, it would seem; for, alter being
a while in custody, she gave expression to ln-r
fear- that the reporters would find access t.«
her husband's papers and disclose to the world
through the press some ol the dark secrets
therein contained. >he was kind enough subsequently l<* express a preference that llncorps.- which sin- had provided should be
buried in Trenton, and she \< n expres-ed a
de"ir<- I*. attend the funeral.
1 n eorroporati<*n
of tie fact tiiat there had !>••*.■ n a tight before
she tired tin- fatal shot it i- state ! v tho-e win*
< onve\ ed
in r to the jail that her face and n*. k
were marked with bruises.
>;ncv llie purcbusc ot the N.w Jersey lanu
bv House, In ne lias gathered about her quite
a
eirel of her own family connections. Her
brother-in-law, sister and a cousin are among
tlie number. Some of House's family were also
m tin' h ddt of visiting there, but they got
on only
inditlei utly with the mistress ol the
house. She did not want them about tin* place.
And no wond-r; for she i- reported to ha\e indulged in tin- grossest improprieties with a
servant m her husband's employ.
This eonduet reached House’s car* and he l.eeum- very
> alotis, wide she, hearing evil reports of hdu
at tin sam. time, is said to ha\c been equally
incensed at ids conduct with other women.
1’heir peculiarities wre the subject of e«.mnion taU\ among the neighhors. wii > attriimted
to the murdered mail many redeeming social
euaiitii s, seemingly inconsistent with iiis contemptible practices as a divorce lawyer, qualities which arc -aid 10 have been wholly absent
Tom tin- churn t r of hi- murd -less.
Her tir-t
husband, it is said, also obt cned a divorce from
ln r, and her conduct after their separation is
'aid to have been notoriously had.
--*
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Herald reporter found, at the residence
ot House, y aster lav
id- brother, (..ma tt /
House, who imparted freely
.me
interestinformation
ing
regarding tie- murdered m u..
Oneui Alou/.o Moore House was born in \'ii
gil. ('ortlandf county, tnrly-thn-o years ago.
He read law ill ('ort'lar.dl vi'il-- u .(!i P
*. Uevnolds and Hiram Crandall, both prominent
lawyers, and w is admitted to the bar in ( o.q.erstowti in 1 *(>.'».
He came io New Y
the
same year and started business with 1 mi-.'.in
i*. Hunger. under tie- tirm name ol P.urg
A
House. lie took te the divorce lutsitiess f.-om
the first, advertising il quite extensively. It
was then a* i‘. is still, a disreputable trad.-, and
House r< soj-ted to the expedient ot Using tie
names of «». A. House and M. House. m*
;
dcu ivc respect able lien's, i hiring' Ids care
be is said to ha\c obtain-d Toon divur- es, including many m.iab!.- on. s, ami to have unasked something like rdunjioo j,t the trade, I <u
divorcing ,!o>ie Man-’ '■! dim ICk gave him
ml
between * 1,000 and -T.u'O
!>.»y :it tin
(< rand »>|
r.i House.
■

Hi"

i*i:•

n*i:i:

v.

besides 1ii> farm in N a -I *i*s» v. House imd
a farm in c'orti tndt
"im‘>. between 100 and
l!00 acres in Old *, and a home and plot of foil iteeii a *res in \\ lute l'l:r ". lb- had also a larg
quantity «»f jewelry, accepted iii many cares
lieu of fees, ami
large bank account, di-Iril.uted among ISifeieiit banks. All of this
said to have been turned owr to his wife, who
has repaid him with a bullet.
She wear" a
diamond necklace estimated to be worth
.out), and iiis shirt front was studded with splendid diamonds at the lime of his deal h. Thenare twelve good horses and about a dozen head
of cattle on his Jersey farm.
A few years ago tin* House was indicted in
Connecticut for subordination of perjury. Hi"
bail w;i" li ved at >'J.ooo. Knowing of tin* weakness of sonic ollieials, he asked how’ much it
would eiist to settle the matter. The Histriet
Attorney ha\ ing charge of the prosecution "aid
he could do nothing tmlesss tin* lull amount of
hail wa< put up. “That was blackmail, >-o
know,” said Mr. House’s brother to the wri < :
yesterday, and 1 presume if he turned over his
property to this woman it w as with a view to
avoiding such loss.*" in the future.” The y.t.ouo
was then put up, and that was the last In ard ot
the <’onneetieut <*a-«■.
While the I b raid reporter was speaking with
Mr. (Jarrett House, Mis. I louse’s sister w trued
liitn elf, thinking the validity of her sister’"

marriage

was

being questioned, approached

and endeavored to interrupt the interview.
You had better not take any information here.”
she said, “or \ou may get into trouble. This i"
our place and we can prevent you it we w ant
I have the proof,” sin* continued, exhibitto.
ing a massive plain gold ring,‘ and the certificate is in the house.
lb-member,” she "aid.
“you are in Jersey, and if you write anything
about us you may get in trouble.”
mi: i\qri-:.si
Iuieretia Ilouse testified to being a sister of
deceased, and to having been present when her
brother came home: >in* lieard the quarrelling,
and saw House push bis wife down; bad never
seen him use violence to her before; they qunr
ndled because she wanted to live in New York :
she always began the quarrel; did not know
whether they were married or not.
Mary Ilammill, a sister to Mrs. House, testified to the main facts as given by the former
witness. She also stated that House’s father
struck Irene: also that House struck her with
his list, hard enough to knock her down, and
kicked her as she was falling, dragged her by
the hair and slapped her in the face; upon his
attempting to put her son out she cried to him
not to hurt her boy; then beard a report and
saw deceased fall; this was not more than a
minute from the time lie struck her; hail seen
the certificate of their marriage; did not think
any one could love each other better than they
did, but they had their quarrels; heard him
threaten he would lick her; he frequently threat
ened to use his pistol on her; he was very violent, but witness never saw him so violent as
on that night.
l>r. T. H. McKenzie, County Physician, testified to having seen deceased on Friday night
lying in tne porch: saw a sear aoout four
inches in length over his forehead, two bruises
on bis no>e and a bullet wound on the right
temple; removed the upper portion of the skull
and the ballet dropped on the floor; the cause
of death was the bullet in tin* brain.
The ca*e was then submitted to the jury, who
retinal, and after a short absence, returned with
I the following verdict
“We, the jurors, called to inquire into the
death of Orson A. House, do find that death was

pi't< 1 sho! wound, caused by a
hands of Irene A. V. House, in
Windsor township. Mercer c unity. State
New Jeraav, at or about seven o'clock on the
an big of dona ;in, and tiiat tlie a ■: was willful
and lialiberale."
i !iy
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Teirible Hattie with the Indians.
Gen. Custer anil his whole Command Killed,
Xr.tt Yum;. July 7.
llie following in..gen o ha- been received from the
amp ai tlie mouth of the Big Horn, dated -lull :M, via Bismarck, 1). T
Julv
to

'dll

:

Hiui' id i 'aster left the llosebud, Juno
I'-’d. witii twelve companies of the Seven ill
i a, al l. 'Hiking a trail whore Reno left
in the direction of the Lillie
the evening of tlie filth.
Fresh

loading
II

rn.

a

t'.
wore loported. and on the morning
the I'-oJi an Indian t illage. l’O miles
a
to the month of the Little Horn, was
ion riod. a! out three miles
long, half a
m...• wide and fifteen miles
atvay.
Hon
ustor pushed his command
rapidthough thot had a march of 7.S miles
:
twenty-four hours preceding the battle,
:d when leu the village it was discov:. u that the Indians were
moving in hot
1. i-te. a- if let renting.
Ma
Reno with sett'll companies of the
>oventh favalrt was ordered to the left
t
attack the t illage, at its head, while
Hoi
ral Custer w ith live companies went
I
file light and commenced fi
vigorous

t.

1

...

.Major Reno began the attack
..
companies ami was almost iu-

••lack

wuii

surrounded.

s!:r..;.v
'1

■re

Alter

an

hour

or

vigorous lighting, during
Hodgson amt

which
MolnIlewoll ami twelve men. with

I.lento: ant-

‘-t

Hr
Indian scouts, killed, anil many
mded, he cut his tvay through to the
•ei and gained a liiuU'bttd feet in height,
re lie
intrenched, and tvas joined by
ami Benton with lour companies,
t o
menntini'■ the Indians resumed
ittaek. making repeated and ilesper..

Which

elbirges
it

e

■

b

ai

e

Were

repulsed

with

-laughter to the Indians.
'J’hey
login
ground than Reno occu-

and as their arms were of longer
and oetter than those of the caval\
kept uj> a galling lire until night-

the night Leap strengthened Ids
• mi was
{•:. jiaied tor another at'\aa-h Was made at daylight, and
*la\ Ueno lost, in Killed and
a
large portion of ids eoin"\i r
forty having been killed be: ie ami was reached,
many of them
ii uni 1 hand conflict with the Indians,
" a
uinuiiibcrcil them ten to one.
llis
im
had been without water for thirtyurn. and the
suifeiing was heatti’-i:

a

state

ater at

w
■

'•

1

they determined

all hazards, and Colonel
rally with his company

made a
uted tee mam body of Indians, who
guarding the approaches to the riva

:

Indian sharp-shooters
thi

were near-

nth id the ravine through
tii brave hoys approached tile rival Hie attempt w i- made, and
though
m
was killed and seven wounded.
" Ui
wagained and the command
:t■

...

ieved.
When

n

ot aflair.s

ni'

lighting ceased h r the night,
lo no prepared !■ if Im I her attacks,
"tel ad in
;
forty-eight hours of light-

d

itie

e

word irom Custer, hut after
''■■
iity -i mr hours moio lighting, the sttsoi I.
1’he Indians abandoned their
i such great haste and confusion
-'l o o Ueno knew that succor was
near at hand.
■■"a
I errv with < itbbon,
commanding
owu
infantry bud arrive d. and as the
i
nil
s
met. nu n
on each other's
w i;

no

■

wept

■

then made for (ien.
Imt none could tell w here In: was.
> ell ail
"i e,- e nne
rushing into camp
lat.<<1 licit In- had found (ien. Cusd' id. stripped naked hut not nmtilate.d m u him his two lirothers, Ids
ones

.s

<

were

ti r,

■

law. Calhoun,

1 at"',

and tli.it Col.

*•

nd his nephew,

Keogh, ('apt.

If
ritteiiden, Lieut. Sturgis,
’"I.*.. I. ••lit Loner. Lieut.
IlarriugI‘r i. rd Mack
Kellogg, the ilis1 nbmii correspondent, and loo
m
toi l
"out' were also killed.
*"
Custer went into battle with companies ( !.. 1. 1 and ii, of tile 7th eavalI tm- stall' ami non-commissioned
regiment, and a number of
* h v one i row
s 'out
u a- left
■

■•

■

-■

am
1

-ter

was

surrounded

on every

I d: i11' and horses, and fell lightli" was among the lirsL who fell,
wti a li.- cheering voice was no
lung■
ud tl:e Indian- made easy work of
;.

i-

remainder.

tin

app.-ors that Cen

Custer undcr-estienemy. separated his force
as dotealed in detail,
lie probably
en d tTi
time necessary to make the
e
in-tween his own and llcno's lord,
■-mg the ell'eet of a simultaneous
e k.
ind w ith only live companies at"'I'ed the lower part ol tlie eamp down
tu" ever s,.m,. lour or live miles from
's told
ie
1 act Were repulsed at the
a'd. Imt made a gallant detense
aiming
the
!ti~, where the command was excited
i'iie loss is thirteen oilieors
ad
i-r ; a ii hundred men.
The balance
m:»*i:ig and are probable killed
t
V lister, ( o
( uster, ( HI.
Keogh,
t ol, (
h iti
ik. (.'apt.Smith. Lieut.
Lo ut. Lerter. Lieut.
Sturgis,
< rilti t Ien and Hr.
Lord were killa
(o n
( aster's brother
Boston,
"’n-w, and the Herald's eorresi- K
is
logg. Lieut.
■

■

■

'i
<*i til, >:i\t*
"sj.. .inlent, w.-re stripped and must of
m
..mutilated.
Custer's was
i mui: ite-i
lie was shot Lhrough the
s

i:

t

*

■

■'

:o.d

taroilgh
T’"

ai.

the head.
d ti.r tlie wounded and

dead, and returned to their
and instruetions from
iit'in i'll of the
army. Colonel .Smith
■'
■I1
1 at
llismarek Wednesday night
w ilh
'.I tlie wounded.
la- Indians lost
heavily in the hat,tie.
I no C:.’U seoiil survived
hy hiding in a
lh- htdioves that the Indians lost
ni"ie than the whites.
The village niimi'd Isihi lodges and it is
thought there
I

f"

supplies

!"oii warriors.
i.'tiei-al ('ijslrr was directed hy (ieneral
I
ry l. asivi taiu the ioreeofthe Indians,
t tn light unless
Terry arrived with
a * a 11 \ and with < iihl,oil's column,
file
s-nxities 11 ml up gd 1 killed ami ,'ig wound.1

were

■

edition of the Tammany ring and the
canal ring, of New York, shows that lie
possesses both the will and the purpose

men was

tasked

to the utmost. The infantry then
halted for the night, but the department

1

language

gill bodies have been
buried Irom ('lister's and Reno's command
The last one found was that of Mr. Kellogg, correspondent ol' the Bismarck Tribune. and also 1 believe of the New York
Herald.

quent than words,

1 he

following

aio

tiir names of the olii-

whose remains are recognized :
<ion. Custer, Col. Keogh. Col. Yates,
Col. Custer. Col. Cook, Capt Smith, Lt.
McIntosh, Lt. Calhoun, Lt llodgsdon and
Lt. lteilly
All of these belonged to the
7tli cavalry. Lt. (Titcnden ot the gd inlantry was serving temporarily with the
regiment. Lts l’orter, Slurges and Harrington and Assistant Surgeon Lord, are
reported missing, as their remains are not
recognized, but there is small ground to
hope that any of them survived, as it is
obvious that the troops were completely
surrounded by a force of ton times their
eers

number.
1 he

history

of lteno’s

prises all that is
guinary allairs.

now

It

seems

eight companies, reached
forenoon of the 2.1th,

operations

known of this

comsan-

Custer, with

the river on the

having inarched con-

tinuously all the previous day and night.
Seeing the upper or southern extremity of
1 In-;
m;\vsj);ipc*r the village and probably under-estimating

Harrington

lms'ing.
■

that the endurance of the

of property had been thrown away by
them to lighten their march and was
found scattered for many miles over the
commander with the cavalry advanced prairie. Many of their dead were also distwelve miles further to the mouth of the covered secreted in ravines a long disLittle llig Horn, marching till midnight tance from the battle lie’nl. Among them
with the hope of opening communication were Arapahoesand Cheyennes as well as
with Custer.
.Sioux.
The morning of the 26th brought intelOmaha, July 0. Information at the lied
ligence communicated by three badly Cloud agency, dated July t, is that a
frightened Crow scouts, of the battle of great deal ot mourning and uneasiness is
the previous day and its result. The story exhibited by Indians at the agencies. This
was not credited because it was not exwould seem to confirm the reports of sepected that the attack would be made vere loss by Indians in the recent engageid chiefly because ments.
earlier than the °"t h
no one cou d believe that a force such as
FURTHER UETWLS OF THE TRAGEDY.
Custer commanded could have met with
The only survivor of the Custar expedisaster. Still th report was in no way dition is a Crow siout who
managed to
disregarded.
escape, lie says the Sioux completely
All day long the toilsome march was
enveloped Custar, who killed his horses,
plied and every eye bent upon a cloud of using their remains for breastworks, lie
smoke resting over the southern horizon,
fought desperately, the Indians charging
which was hailed as a sign that Custer his
position repeatedly, and losing heaviwas successful and had tired the village,
ly. The Crow believes they lost more
it was only when night was falling that than Custar. One
company, that of Capthe weary troops lay down upon their tain Smith, tried to cut its
way out to the
arms. The infantry had marched 20 miles.
rear, but all were killed, and their bodies
The march of the next morning revealed
lay some rods from Custar, all in a little
at every step some evidence of the contliot knot.
Custar was among the last to fall.
which hud taken place two days before Colonel Cooke, with his
heavy, flowing
At an early hour the bead of the column beard, was the last one standing that the
entered a plain half a mile in width bor- Crow
recognized. Custar and his comdering on the left bank of the Little Big mand were all killed within an hour. Cusimbeen
an
bad
tar's command having been finished, the
Jlorn, where recently
Indian village, extending three Indians
mense
gathered their entire force around
miles along the stream, and w here were Reno,
the squaws to mutilate the
leaving
standing funeral lodges with horses slaugh- dead and torture the living.
tered around them and containing the
When the bodies of Custar and iiis combodies of nine chiefs. The ground was panions were found it was three
days afof ter the
carcasses
strewn everywhere with
battle; and, having lain in the
horses, cavalry equipments, besides buffa- scorching sun, they had become badly delo robes, packages of dried meat and
composed. All were buried where they
weapons and utensils belonging to the fell.
Indians. (in this part of the field was
The remains bear many evidences of
found the clothing of Lieuts. Sturgis and torture. Some seemed to have been shot
Bolter pierced w ith bullets, and a blood with arrows in certain
parts while still
stained gauntlet belonging to Col. Yates. living, and from others portions of their
f arther on were found the bodies of the bodies were removed. The heads of nearmen
dust then a breathless scout arrived ly all had been crushed with stone clubs.
with the intelligence that Col. Reno with
In some cases the heads were severed
a
remnant ot the 7th cavalry was en- from the
body and the entrails taken from
for
trenched on a blutf near by waiting
some, and from many the limbs were
I lie command pushed rapidly on
relief.
chopped off. Some bodies were, partly
and soon came in sight of a group surburned. The clothing belonging to some
rounding a cavalry guard upon the right was found and recognized, but the bodies
bank of the river.
could not be found.
Cen. l erry lorded the stream and rode
The squaws had stone mallets and
to the sprit
AH the way the slopes were smashed in the skulls of the dead and
dotted with bodies of men and horses. wounded. Many were
gashed with knives
The Ceneral approached and Ihe men and some had their noses and other memswarmed out of the works and greeted bers (ait oil'. The heads ot four white
him with cheers.
soldiers were found in the Sioux camp
W ithin was found Reno with the re- that had been severed from the
trunks,
mains of seven companies ot the Regi- hut the bodies could not be found on the
ment.
Reno's command had been light- battlefield or in the
village.
There are at Fort Abo Lincoln twenty
ing from Sunday noon the rtrtlii, till the
arrival
of
the
when
'Jlith,
ferry's
nine widows, made by the late Indian
night
caused the Indians to retire.
L’p to this massacre, seven of them officers’ wives.
time Reno and those with him were in Mrs. Custar is ielt without a blood relacomplete ignorance of tin- fate of the tion. Mrs. Calhoun is very low from nerother live companies which had been sep- vous exhaustion.
Mrs. Custar bore up
arated Irom them onlv on the if.th to
-at lirst, but now is almost in debravely
make an attack under Citster, on the vil- spair. Mrs. l’orter refuses to see
any one.
Flic believes her husband fell alive into
lage at another point.
While preparations were being made tiie hands of the Indians and was tortured
for the removal of the wounded a party to death.
for
was sent on Custer’s trail to look
traces of his command. They ioiind awaitThe Terriblo Weather,
ing them a sight to appal the stoutest
•1K!
X. ,J„ July hi.
The therxrox,
heart At a point about three min's down
the right bank of the stream. Custer mometer to-day was lit* in the shade at
and 17" men are prostrated,
had evidently attempted to ford and at- Camp Belle,
The trail many of whom are in a dangerous conditack the \ illage from the ford.
tion. Thirty men dropped unconscious as
was found to lead up to the Blurt's and to
the decimated brigade stood in dress pathe northward, as it the troops had been
rade to-night, and the review was broken
repulsed and compelled to retreat, and at
Governor Bedle’s son Bennie was
the same time had been cut oil from re- up.
this afternoon, but has recovprostrated
the
forces
under
Reno.
All
along ered and
gaining
gone home. One death occurred,
the slopes and ridges and the ravines h ing
and the probabilities are that hundreds
as they had (ought, line behind line, show
will follow, as many ot the cases are conhad
where
the
defensive
ing
positions
sidered fatal. Six out of seven brigade
been successfully taken up and held till
surgeons are down, and every available
none were left to tight, then huddled in a
Trenton physician has been called in to
narrow
compass, horses and men wore assist. The Second
Brigade is ordered to
pihul promiscuously
relieve the First next Tuesday, but muAt the highest point of the ridge lay
is expected.
Custer surrounded by a chosen baud. tiny
V\ Asilixu'i'ox, July y. The heat has
Here with his two brothers his nephews,
been terrible here to-day.
During the afMr. Reed t 'oles Y at os and Cooke and ('apt.
ternoon the thermometer stood at log in
Smith, all lying in a circle of a lew yards,
the shade. A member of Congress from
their horses beside them.
Here behind
Yates’ company the last, stand had been Kentucky, Mr. Parsons, suddenly dieil at
bis lodgings on the avenue, the remote if
made, and here one alter another those
the proximate cause of his death belast survivors of Custer’s live companies not
ing tilt! heat. A Senator, Air. Davis of
had met their death, and the companies
had successively throw: themselves across West Virginia, fainted in the Senate
Chamber and was carried out. Another
the path of the advancing enemy and been
Air. West of Louisiana, was overannihilated. Not a man escaped to tell the Senator,
come
by the heat. .Many members of Contale, but it was inscribed on tiie surface
gress are complaining of the weather and
ol the barren bills in
more elo-

rugged

its extent he ordered lteno to lord the
river and charge the village with three
companies, while lie with live companies
moved down Hire right bank, and behind
tin: blulls to make a similar attack at the
other end.
Hello made bis charge, lull
finding lie was dealing with a force many
times Ids own number, dismounted iiis
men and sought shelter in the timbers
which fringed the river bank. The position appearing to him untenable, he remounted and cut his way to the river,
forded under a murderous lire, gained the
blulV, where he was subsequently found.
Here he was afterwards joined by Col.
Benton, with three companies which had
just reached the liclil, and by Capt. Mellowed, with his company and the pack
id mules.
1 lie position was afterwards
completely invested by Indians, who for
more than 21 hours allowed no rest, and
indicted seven: losses.
But for the timely arrival of relief the
command would have been oul off to a
man.
The number saved with lteno was
•')2‘J, including <11 wounded. The loss

praying

for an

early adjournment.

SfitixoiiF.i.t), July -S. This has been
the hottest day ot the season. The mercury indicates hb deg. in the shade, and
stood at b."> deg. as late as (j P. AT, which
was very extraordinary for this latitude
XT.w I'dliic, July 8.
Yesterday was
the culmination of the heated term, trom
which we have been suffering lor ten or
twelve days and nights. 'The thermometer in the shade trom 1 to b P AI. marked
‘J'd degrees.
At midnight it marked near
'jo, and the pavements of Broadway are
yet hot. The moon is shining bright and
no clouds are to he seen.
Physicians report. a great increase in sickness. Nine
cases of sunstroke have been
reported to
the police.
1 11!i. vdkij’iiia,

July 8. The h(‘;tt in
this city to-ilay has been intense. The
thermometer stood at 99 degrees this afternoon.
Several deaths from heat arc
reported, and a number ol sunstrokes
occurred among the participants in the
American Mechanics’ parade today. Many
horses on the city railways gave out. The
day was without exception the hottest ol
the season.
Even to-night the thermometer registers '.JO degrees.
At Toronto, Out., the mercury stood at
9J degrees.
Washington, July 11. Excessive heat
still continues and building operations
have been suspended, owing to the heat

since Saturday. Twelve deaths have occurred from sunstrokes, and many persons are in a dangerous condition.
Fifteen or twenty horses also died.

llALTiMOliE, July

11.

Twenty-seven

sun-strokes yesterday; fourteen fatal.
New VottK, July 11.
The weather is
still excessively hot,‘with no breeze. The
threatened showers last night passed over.
There were lbrty-two (43) deaths yesterday from sunstroke.
i’liir.ADEU'iiiA, July 11. At least titty
cases were treated at the medical
department of the exhibition to-day, nearly all
due to the extreme heat.
Faying admissions to-day amounted to

$30, ii;!S.
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tilings

Our

they

as

are.

Coming Congressional Convention.

The time lor
date for

the Convention

holding

lor the nomination of

Democratic candi-

u

in the Tilth District js

Congress

at hand,

in another column will be
found the call for the convention to meet

near

Tiisworth,

at

lOlii.

August

The

oc-

casion will be of more than usual

importance, because of the strong probability of
a Democratic majority in the District in
September, and the consequent election of
the candidate who shall be voted for by
the supporters of Tilden and Reform.
Until within tho past two weeks but lit-

tle has been said in reference lo the candidate. But since the St. Louis nominations have put a vastly improved appearance upon Democratic prospects, we hear
of the willingness upon the part of several
prominent Democrats in the District to ac-

the honor of

cept

chances ol the
all

right

nomination and the
This is of course

a

canvass.

provided such aspi-

and proper,

consistent with the rights of
We very well remember that in

are

others.

1ST I the Democratic nomination

for that

sought after. Tim position. as the saying is "went a begging.'’
J’miiiineiit and aspiring Democrats did
not volunti ur with any alacrity to accept
was

not

But there was one man, an able, accomplished and popular gentleman, who said
that his fortunes were cast with the party,
at all times and under all circumstances—

lou

covluxou,

that it

JOHN C. TALBOT,
OF

I’
At

or

MAST MATHIAS.

Llectors ol President ami X’ic«• -Pre.-ideat
TITO Dili,
CIIAULF.S \V. l.*oi;LIMS.

Large —JOSFFlf

Fiftli District Democratic Convention,
liie Democrats of tin- Fiftli Congressional Di-trict
of Maine are requested to meet by their delegate- at

LI.I.SW'nitTlI, Ttll'USDAV, Al'CCST in. ls?<-.

AT lu U’Cl.t >CK A. M.
To nominate a Candidate* for Uepre.-enlative to Con
«r« -s, and a Candidate for Presidential Lleclor, fur
said District.
1 he basi-of representation will hi* one
delegate
for every City, Town and organized Plantation, and
an additional delegate fur every .-«vent\ live votes
east tor the Democratic Candidate fur Coventor at
the State election of ls71, and majority fraction will
entitle to an additional delegate.
i..
U. A.
\ i.
A .a lift; Moor.
li \M 11.ton Jat
Pi.1.11 a n Muni:.
I.DWIN U«»S!
July lo, ls7u.

to endure its adversi-

Ids

duly
ty, if lie hoped to share
was

its

prosperity—
and that if Ins name would help to solve
a
dilliculty or till a void in the ticket, the
party were at liberty to use it That man
was Hon. Charles A. Spullbrd, of Deer
Die
It was a manly position which that
gentleman took, and one for which ho dc
served and received file Blanks of the

party.
Two years have gone by, anil we are on
the eve of another Congressional election.

The aspect of the canvass is different from
presenteil in ls7 1. In the Covernnr
vole ot last fall the Republican majority
that

in the Fifth District was cut down to a
very small figure—sat four hundred—and

General

justice

Inirtiionintts.

Mr. Jewell
and advocated
ree. nl retnoy al
of Mr. Dyer as District Attorney at St. [,oniyvns not approved by Mr. deyveli, who h i- for
some time predicted that lie would lie invited
not

were

portunity to explain his connection with sympathized with Mr. liristnv
the business, and to exculpate himself retrcnelnnent and relortn. The
from the

charges

of

corruption

attributed to him,

generally

as

and fraud

being

one

to

of the most notorious in the

stitute-brokers

ring of subin tiic State of

operating

resign.
Tints it

whiskey
honest

glass

thieves, was an outrage that no
could approve. And for pre11. Manley, that this patriotic
by
to ditVor trout the President and
suming
citizen, in order to help fill the (junta of
party in favoring honesty and decency,
men called I n' Irotu his State to recruit
Mr deyveli steps down anil out
the depleted ranks of the army in the
.1

whl

field, procured

I rum some

person

a

list ol

man

The

-•'■I names claimed to lie names of recruits

not

Kaiser William writes a very
pleasant
letter to I'i'esulcot t i ant,
congratulating
the country on the 100th anniversary it
its existence,
I hanks
1.1 t ns all take a

under this administration.
The removal
of Dyer, for a too vigorous pursuit nl

page Jo ol the eommis-ioners’report we
find under the title "Assignment ot men

111~ health i,

icress

iniprovod

to advocate retrenchment and reform

nate

Maine, and ot course we arc at liberty to
draw our own conclusions therefrom. On

no'iueed in (

to be fatal to a subordi-

seems

HI,line has accepted the appointment aS .Senator, and the la. ; lias been an-

I

gets mixed

Prog. .Age

in

its

lagei

o|

Kllsworth

is
a
Hire place for peopnish to avoid 1' mrlti if July
1
file Anti rc.uu says that Dot a licit was
rung ltor a w histle Idnwn on the last 11a
tional annivers in

who

ac-

count of the St. Louis convention. It say s

u

in the navy, and finder the existing law that a portion of the Neyv York Demo1 he l’rog. Age, in speaking
1 I dden
allowing towns credit for citizens previ- crats went thither “bearing with them a a- a
with the splendid National ticket and the
reformer, says •■In that respect then
ously cnli.skd in the navy, who were sub- protest [against Tilden’s nomination
was never a
Dnlv a mis
greater sham.
spontaneous movement for Reform, the
to enrolment, actually bargained and
ject
signed by a large number of the most take ol one letter,
\ oil me a 1
aspect is very lavorable for Democratic sold those names to vaiious towns, and to
neigtiboi.
prominent and intluential leaders of tin- ! “there was never a greater Sam,"
success in this District.
Arid the question
other brokers, as his own property, after
party in that Stale.” The fart is that no
Vantage Ground of the Democracy, recurs„who shall be nominated f We must however, procuring from the provost-mar- such
Now tic t lllaine has resigned, it will be
protest rvas ever signed or presented
confess to a liking for the man who stood
1 here is no mistake about one
shal general in U ashingtou an order by Mr. Kelley did
e aimed that the
importo the Convention
present
investigating committee
the party, who upheld its banner in the
tant point in the present Presidential cam- by
which they could he put to the credit of a list id names said to be
opposed to Mr. has 110 longer a right to make impiii v re
lmur of need, and proved himself a true
the State.
The commissioners found thaf Tilden’s nomination, which rvas ruled out
paign, which is tint all the excuses, exgarding him, e he is no longer a nii-mman when true men were wanted,
it is
'l'llt! ill'll ll‘l I'r uni ills i'lr ills nl' Ml ini' hi' of order.
ber of the 1 louse.
planations, &o. are to be made by the adIt is widely dillbrent for men
(lil'lts (in! istlll
to be an observer when the
Kill! thrl'n fils 110
ministration and its party. They have had easy enuugn
to sign a protest against certain action,
h(H‘ III' if nil' ll Iii'llri' hn fhirh till!/ t'lltl/l! In
1

In

absolute control for lour terms of the administration in all its branches, including
both houses of Congress. Whatever lias

issue is doubtful, and come to the front

lln ri'rili! nf Imfits in Muiilii lull a
jin!
spreial oritui', however. was obtained from the
pivvost-uiur>l);d iiem-ral, under which the assignment aetua ly made scents to lie justified....
Perhaps it i- fairly inferralde from what we
have of .Mr. Manley's testimony [taken before
another eommisslon] that lie had some agenev
in proem-ini' this special order. It turned out
that In- had a very strong peisonal interest in
proem-ini' sneii order, tor tie seems to have sold
to Iteerina ,Y Co. [a linn of lirokersj alone, 121
of these men for is(7.000. and if In- sold the rest
at the same rale his gross sales must have
amounted to more than spin.imu.
In

\ test

and for

get up
say they
victory is substantially won—but
are opposed to it.
Kvcn the Age cannot!
the people have a preference lor men who
fail to see that.
are ready in the hour of need.
been dune is their work, and it is their
Another and if possible a stronger rea1 he Chicago l imes, speaking of Mr
part to explain. That explanation too,
son for re nominating Mr. Spoiford, is that
1 ildeli’s candidacy for the presidency say
which comes before the election is but a
there is a party custom, as strong as law,
that he stands before the country as pecutrillo to that, which will follow the examitor giving all candidates a renomination.
nation of the departments ami records
liarly the representative of ideas—ideas
If would be a grievous wrong toward a
which are stronger, more radical, and
after the Democrats have taken possession
who has this d mole claim upmore clearly detined in ilm character of tin
t he St. Louis Republican [Hits this point gentleman
This is the idlieial ol ••excellent ivi
d”
on tlie
to coolly bid him step aside
party,
candidate than in any party platform or 1
forcibly when it says that the wise Demo- at this
1 his is the extime, and give place to some other that the W hig endorses !
cratic nominations relieve that party from
party organization that the country has
e
of reform that
nciirrentwhen

some one

to

and

the

disadvantage it has labored under in
the last three campaigns, of making a tie
tensive tight, and transfers that disadvanto the other side.

The Republicans
tage
have got to explain and deiend themselves
They arc the party in power, and they
must justify the
policy and the results id
the last four years if they can. They are
responsible for every act of the Grant administration, and for all that has been
No other
permitted and omitted by it
ground and conditions are allowable.
their candidate
They deliberately
a man of
undistinguished and umlislinchose

as

guishublc personality, simply

because

no til-

candidate—a wrong which we leel sure
the Democracy of the Fifth District will

ample
Iy with the

not countenance.

ment of reform in the civil service !

■ ■

the dclendunt. upon tin* gr. ttinl. we
derstand, that a sulUeieut aimmiit had
been subscrile tl to complete the load,
to the terms of

cording

Hie Helfast Journal speaks of Mr. 'fildeu as
ina possessrij of honesty "that was never
That letter oi' Horace (ireeley to
Air. Tililon is rattier a strong eontrailietioii of
what tie- Journal sties above. I (' it does not
question Tilden's honesty then Horace (ireelcv
di 1 noL understand the meaning and force of
hinauna". [Kennehce Journal.
In

questioned."

Horace
any

man’s

public

taken

honesty

questionings,

as

Greeley

sense.

accusations against

Greeley's

tire

in

to

not

the

ordinary

impulsive,

was an

able man, as uncontrollable
engine without a regulator.

as

It

lie

excitsteam

a

was

his

lished in the Tribune.

crously

strained

These

were

and void of all

ludi-

reason.

11 is letter in 1 s.i I to \\ m. II. Seward, anresponsible. The Democrats nouncing "the dissolution of the political
have paid to tin: country the deference of linn oi Seward, Weed Ac Greeley, by the
presenting the two most distinguished withdrawal oi the junior partner,'’ is a
It w.as more bitter than
men in their party.
The Republicans set case in point
aside all their distinguished men, and that to 1 dden, and accused Seward of innominated for the lir.-t olliee one whose gratitude. falsehood and downright disboasted im fit is that lie is a stranger to honesty.
Viui lie, villain!” was his rethe people. The Democrats listen atten- sponse to a political article by Henry ,1
tively to tlic popular demand for reform, Raymond, flic crazy "On to Richmond'’
must be held

and present

an

eminent statesman who is

recognized reformer. The Republicans
defy tlic popular demand, reject the only
man in their
party who is a recognized
a

reformer, and oiler
will lie

as

wax

a

quiet, estimable

.Mr. Doolittle said,
in the hands of the party

gentleman, who,

as

leaders. If llaycs is a man of no faiills.
Tilden is a man of great merits. If Haves
would do no harm, Tilden would do a

great deal of good. If 11 ayes is a personally honest man, Tilden is more; he is
the enemy el dishonest men. Hayes is a

in fifteen years.
Mr l ihlett is the
embodiment of the most earnest public

proposed

llow

Tlio
I lie

Lottcr

of

Hayes

the f ourth,

other candidate.

to the ot-

[l‘rog.

that; will he

Xovcmber,
Siam is

placed

precisely

the

e

t

when he

t neb-

host,
tic approves tiie resolution declaring
against the dictating ol appointments b_v
'I’he nomination of Mr. Tdden areformer
members of Congress. In the matter of to attract the independent reform voters wdmse
have
been
loo
comes
proelivilies
republican,
eligibility to a second term, tin- (lencral late. [ Prog. Age.
takes occasion to amend tin; platform by
I’retty nearly so. The thieves at A'aslideclaring that, lie will accept no second iiigton have stolen about all there was to
a

moves

feeding

a

term, even while the first one is

verv

un-

steal

the specie question the acceptance is more pronounced than the
platform, and promises to approve meas<

tn

—

lull

something

can

little to start the wheels

w

yet he saved,

rock

for resumption and oppose backward
Tin: letter comes out strong on
civil service reform—a matter that has
been a good deal talked of by the party in

much

worse

condition for

lowing his sudden
ally known

power, and towards the accomplishment of
which not one effective step lias been
flic letter ends with some gushtaken,

one

day

s

places,

or

seams

l ie- works

three siib-aijueous acres, and the
amount of debris to be re mm ed is estimated at not le
than ■'b*no> cubic \anls. re
cover

a

ith next .March.

s,

except where the lied rock may

have weak

'iniring

two

more

years

work lot its

1

al.

mm

Blaine does not build up so rapidly
as was hoped, and in fuel is no better than
when he left Washington, lie was ia a

steps.

the

room

ten pounds. Not much, it' am.
expected to lie throw 11 above the

is

sind ice,

Mr

ures

1

i'll
edge ol tin- ] 11
wiil In- about tin ee hen
died and titty feet from i;
l'iic explosive
materials used will be 11 ,tro-giyet r ne :u d
it' various compounds, in
marges not e\

next

c

a

was

as

near

operating

Age.

from all appearances,

(

R i- del
promised
red to sometime in September, I'lie wa-rk
“f e\ra\ ation is all coiupli te l
I lie battery l"f exploding the eh:t: ;es will be

Xeva r were Uov. rildvm's peculiar talents as
political organizer brought so niuspi<-mm-lv
to view as at St. I.otiis.
Ilis organization waso thorough and complete that his
opponents
found it impossible to cause a diversion to an

licial notilication ol his nomination is published. it is a long and wordy document,

certain.

and ends tile stliLs.

The great explosion t ir blow ing up
at Hell Late, did not take
place

a

Acceptance.

response ol (Jen.

other subscribers who have

all

paid,

not

t

1 lii-

subscription

roe!;

demand for the most thorough and radical
reform.

new
dispensation by RepubliWashington ?

canism at

reieascs

ut

me

seen

much better than the old would he the

ing could be said against him. They must custom, when in a lit of anger, to sit
II down and write to the object of his wrath
accept tile inevitable consequence.
Hayes cannot be found, the present itc- a long letter, which lie immediately pub-

publicati administration can; and there is
a great dual to bo said against it, for
which the Republicans and their ticket

appears
Presidential aspirants endorse-

among the numerous suits

ease

brought by the Bellasl ami Moosehea I
Bake Railroad against the subscribers to
it 'toe!;, was decided at Bang, r last u eo,.
being that "t toe company against ..
W Cottrell,
1 he derision i- in tax 1

■

Last Saturday night Bellelonte, Fa., was
visited by a terrific thunder storm, ltain
fell in torrents, Hooding the cellars and
tiein rai srterman is reported t" iiave
od i
a
carrying oil'dwellings in the low districts,
newspaper i.'urrespondent in anwho can he implicitly
the water sweeping down the hill sides, “good Republican”
'W. r In ipn si ions
concerning Custer’s comrelied
on to do whatever the party leaders
the
Indians
was
conin
among
mand :
probably
destroying everything itscourso. Harpsiderable, as bodies have been found in er Bros., merchants, lost $3000 worth of require, and leave undone whatever they
"We are doing this at tlie
special redirection
and
left
behind
they
only goods. B. Tyron was carried away in his disapprove. Tilden is a wilful Democrat
jUe-t id the Indian department., and it every
a small
of till: dead.
portion
nut originate with the war
slaughter house and is supposed to have who will do right whether the
depart[tarty ap\Ve remained nearly two days on the been drowned.
The Phenix Hour mill,
ment at ail
\ on will see on my
map scene <d' this disaster to
the dead and Linn & McCoy’s iron works and Curtin’s proves it or not. These are ilie two men
bury
where the Indian reservation is. Our
purfor transporting the wounded to iron works also suffered
great damage. that the country must choose between.
pose is t" drive these Indians who are of prepare
a place of safety.
The neighboring coun- The railroad tracks were badly washed
the von wildest and most
Gov. Hayes ami Ins party are on trial.
savage race
try was still full of scattering bands of In- out and a dam carried away.
down on the reservation. You can
say that dians
What the party is we know from the reour
movements
and
doubtwe will do it now, or exterminate
watching
them."
cord of the administration which it inless were prepared to take advantage of
Blaine to be Senator.
ANUTIliilt AO ill NT OK THE FIGI1T.
want
of vigilance to add to the numtlie yet unended catalogue
any
7.
The news of lion. dorsed—from
Augusta, July
ClIICAtiO, July 7.
ber of their victims. A species of rude
Tot M. Morrill’s entering upon his duties of gigantic frauds and peculations which
Sioux City Lxpcdilion, Mouth of tlie horse litter was constructed of
|
poles and as Secretary of the Treasury reached this it
required six grand-juries and as many
Rig Horn, July 1, via Rismarek, H. '1'., strips of hide and on these the disabled
lie
loro
the
arrival of this were carried 20 miles to the forks of the city this nlternoon and was the occasion committees of congress at one time to inJuly
Long
of much rejoicing among iiis personal
despatch you will have heard of the trag- Big Horn, where they were placed on
friends. Gov. Connor called on vestigate; from the presistent efforts
edy which has been enacted here. The board a steamer and last night brought political
Mr.
Blaine
in his sick room and tendered made by high officers of the administraghastly details would seem to court obliv- down to the junction with the Yellow- him
lire appointment of United States tion and the
ion it it were in the nature of
stone.
party leaders to thwart- these
things posSenator in the most cordial manner, saysilde to forget or cloak them up.
Information derived from many sources,
and from the fate that Secinvestigations,
that
lie
believed
it
to
be the very gening
At noon on the 22d day of Juno, Gen.
including ol course the observation of the eral
Bristow
met, at last, for doing his
expectation and wish of the Repub- retary
Custer, at the head of his line regiment of officers engaged in the battle, lead to the
licans of Maine that he should lilL the duty.
We
have
no assurance whatever
twelve \cteran companies, left
camp at conclusion that 2500 or 3000 Indians comvacancy caused by Mr. Morrill’s resigna- that the administration of the government
the mouth of the Rosebud to follow the
posed the lighting lorcc arrayed against tion. it is understood
that Mr. Blaine
trail of a very large band of hostile Sioux Custer and his GOO. Still these were odds
under Hayes would be any better than
will accept the place.
h ading up the river and westward in the which
officer
of
the
7
th
would
any
cavalry
under Grant. The convention that nomidirection ot the liig Horn. The signs inunhesitatingly’ have accepted for his regiWho is this man Tilden ? [Cincinnati nated Hayes approved the administration
dicated that the Indians were
for
ment
under
making
any ordinary circumstances Gazette.
of Grant, and thereby gave the country to
the eastern branch ol the last named river, of Indian warfare. The force under Gen.
11c is the man who sunt the Tammany
marked on the map as Little Horn. At the
understand that it need not expect an imTerry’s immediate command was designed thieves and their republican allies
in New
■'.line time Gen. Terry with Gibbon's comnot only to cut off the retreat of the IndiYork to the penitentiaries or to foreign provement. It refused to demand reform;
mand ol live companies of iutantry, four ans, but to afford
support to Custer if lauds as fugitives from justice. And he it refused even to admit a state of
of cavalry and the Galling battery started needed.
tilings
Its march was made in accurate is the
man who is
going to clean out the that required to be reformed.
to ascend the Rig Horn, aiming to assail
accordance with the plan communicated
thieves
in Washington on the
republican
the enemy in the rear.
The march of the to each of the subordinate leaders before
Jt may be said that no one can tell what
fourth of next March. [Bait. Gazette.
two columns was so planned as to
bring the movement commenced.
the Democracy would be. or do, if it were
Gibbon's force within co-operating disIt reached the point where the battle
Mr. Merrithew und John Murphy, Jr., of this
in power. This is true ; but we do know
tance of the anticipated scene of action
by was expected at the time proposed, and place, started for Tenants Harbor in a small boat.
During some mismanagement the boat capsized and what Tilden as Democratic president
the evening of the 20th. In this way only had not the action been
precipitated for Mr. Merrithew was drowned. Mr. Murphy was
could the infantry be made available as it reasons which are
yet unknown, a force saved after being in the water several hours. Mr. would bo, and do. There is no risk of
Merrithew was about
would not do to encumber Custer's march would have been
five years of age, was
present on the Held suf- married, and resided forty
mistake here, lie would bo what he has
in Searsport.
[ Waldoboro
with foot soldiers. On the evening of the ficient to relieve
the
of
attackNews.
any repulse
been : he would do as ho has done—and
21th Gibbon's command was landed on ing columns. Gen. Gibbon’s
cavalry’ fol►Some of Anson Robbins’ children at East Dixfield
the suuth bank of the Yellow Stone, near lowed the Indians lor about ten miles and
that
is enough. His name alone affords all
over
an
ox
the
hend
of
a little brother.
put
yoke ring
The ring could not be got off and he slept with his
the mouth of the Rig Horn; and on the ascertained
the guaranty of a purification of the public
they had moved to the south strange
necklace
on over night.
The next morning
2bth, was pushed 2d miles over country so and west by several trails. A good deal a blacksmith solved the
difficulty with a cold chisel. service that the country asks for; His pros'.i n.

and

defeat and be buried tinder the li.>00 majority which Hale piled up in September.

Thomas A. Hendricks,
‘»i

similar condition into national affairs. The
plain choice of the people, therefore, is
between 'lildcn and reform, and Hayes

position

Prksidmnt,

the
inis

diffused throughout public affairs in New
York assures us that he would bring a

rations

[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in flair
control to appear in 1 he Journal, will tired in make
that request ot the Court.]
For

that the disjointed times require; and
good order, which his administration

Civil Service Reform,
The Sad Fate of Canter.
Tiie Freedom Post-office Case. Incur
report of the misdoings of young Yose as asIt is very amusing to note the course ol'
The massacre of live companies ol sistant Postmaster
at Freedom, we stated tint
his tirst
the Bangor Whig in regard to the beau- United States
oeeurred some two years
Cavalry, with lien. Custer ago, but irregularity
that lie escaped punishment at that
tiful theory of civil service reform put at their head, is a
shocking affair. That time. This is true, hut injustice to .Mr. Carr,
who was
forth by its Presidential candidate, and its a
agent at the time, we deem it
large and well appointed force, fitted lmt properspecial
to state that he obtained full evipractical appreciation of the same. In the out expressly to operate against the In- dence of the offence then committed and forwarded the same to the Department with a resame number in which it issues the acdians, should have chosen its time of at- port, which caused
ail order for Yose's disceptance of llayes, with his declaration tack, and been so disastrously defeated, missal. The relatives aud friends of the young
man, however, and prominent citizens who
for civil service reform, the Whig prints can be accounted hut
little less than a dissympathized with the father, made strong exthe following—
grace to the country. The sad fate of ertions at Washington m his behalf, and succeeded
in
an opportunity afforded liim
Rkvexpe Service Promotions. Gen. F.
Custer will cause many a sigh ol re- to retrievehaying
his character, lie failed to appreI>. Sewell, of lintU, Supervisor of Internal poor
Revenue for the District ot A'ew England, hav- gret.
An accomplished oiiicer, with an ciate those efforts, hut msumed his depredation- with the result Unit lias been reported.
ing been appointed Chief ot the Special Agen- honorable
record, brave, dashing, scorn- | liangor Whig.
cy Division, vice Vary an resigned, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has appointed ing danger —he was a splendid cavalry
Tho above gives a refreshing view ot
Special Agent Joseph IE Manly, of Augusta,
leader, and had apparently a brilliant the intuiner of conducting affairs by the
as Acting Supervisor for the New England District. Mr. Manly Iris established an excellent future.
present administration. Here was a tliii f.
record at the Department as an efficient and
Gen. Custer, whose intimate knowledge detected in the
energetic officer, and tiiis unsolicited appointperpetration of that meanment affords an evidence of the Commissioner's
of the Indian character and experience on est of all
possible thefts, the stealing <d
eontideuee in his ability which can but be gratthe plains peculiarly fitted him for the
ifying to himself and his friends. As this actmoney from letters entrusted to the mail
ing appointment is in the direct line of civil place, was at lirst appointed to command —a crime that is liable to throw
suspicit n
service promotion and based upon meritorious
the expedition.
Had the attack been
service, it will doubtless be ratilied by a reguupon innocent men. A faithful official,
lar commission to the office.
planned by him, it is believed the result alter great labor, fixed tho crime upon
The kind of reformation of the service would have been different.
lint Gen. Yose— ‘'obtained full evidence of the ofwhich the Whig endorses and which Mr. Custer, in answer to a summons, had icsfence,” as the Whig says. Why was not
Manly's p: emotion exemplifies, may be tilied before the committee in regard to this
dangerous criminal punished at that
learned by going back to the days of the his
knowledge of the scandalous sale of time, as the laws provide? Why, relaMai ie paper credits. It will be remempost-traderships. and the cheating opera- tive- aud friends and prominent citizens
bered that these piracies which were per- tions of Orville Grant
In revenge he
made strong exertions at Washington.”
petrated upon the people of Maine by the was removed from his command by the He was not
only not indicted, tried and
connivance of Kepublican officials were President, and
only allowed to go with his convicted, as he should have been wild
investigated by a committee appointed by regiment, in a subordinate place.
“full evidence of the otVenco” in the
pcthe Legislature in 187U. In their report,
session of the government, liut he was
was
on
Tuesday
agitated
Washington
embodying the result of their investigaallowed “to retrieve his character'’—that
by the news of the sudden resignations, the committee say—
is, to go hack to tiic post office, break
It liecamc early apparent that .J. II. Manley, tion of Marshall .Jewell, as Postmaster
letters and steal money lor two
esq., of Augusta wa- closely connected with a General
No reason is given. All that open
large number of these questionable credits,
more'
\\ hat a nice thing il is for
years
and it seemed very desirable to obtain liis tes- Jewell himsell knows is that, without the
a
thiel to have triends who can make
timony. .Mr. Mauley lias been during the sum- least
warning or expectation, the Presimer and autumn employed us an officer in the
“strong exertions at Washington” -so
foiled States internal revenue service, and on dent intonned him that his resignation
that when once detected he can be
it
strong
was
in
A
reunderstood,
duly,
Pennsylvania.
would he accepted, and it was immediatequest was made to the Secretary of the 'Treasallowed two year-, more of access to tile
ly tendered. As Mr. Jewell had been an
ury, through lie' govcinor. that lie tie tempomails, and tins cli nice to steal a thousand
rarily relieved from duty, for the purpose of excellent and etlicient cabinet otlircr
appearing as a witness before our commission;
dollars more before being hauled
up. I'ln
and the eoinmis-ioncr of internal revenue so there was great conjecture as to the
i'ittslield post-office thief, to whose ease we
far comp il'd a- to -end a r- quest to the officer
cause of his sudden retirement.
As good
at Boston to whom he had been ordered to relast week alluded, had no doubt strong in
port, that lie should attend la foie its. file re- Republican authority as the Poston Daily
tlucncu at \\ adiington, as vv til the
quest, if communicated to Pirn, ha.- not y et Journal sets it down thus—
strong
been complied w ith.
est evidence of his
guilt, he is -till un'file cause ha- not transpired, but it ha- been
It would appear from the above that
known fur some time Unit the ntli. ial n lsti.in- punished. lieautilui administration m |aw
Mr. Manley did nut avail himself of an op- between tin- President and the Pnstina-tor and
we live under

lu (alilornia the crop of win* it i- i h
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i'he investigating committee has postpotted all matters relating to Mi Blaine

ing talk concerning the resolution for “the
lhe«:ri*
impediment Inun vvi weather
to the next session id t' ingress.
Dr. Hill.
i> said to he quite as
permanent pacification of the country”—a
a- la-l veai
£jon,|
Iiis attending physician, telegraphed that
when it wa- above the average.
I lie \. :
articles, at the beginning of tin* war will paeilication that but for the sectionalism
would delay and might preof the Republican party would have been any anxiety
low hai\e>t wave has re acii< d a-. lii^h
be remembered—also that the re-nominavent recovery.
the latitude <d St. Louis, iml naper- u
lion ol Lincoln was opposed bv Greeley, accomplished a dozen yeaisagn. In this
matter
methinks
lie
doth
too
in Illinois and Mis-ouri ami iTroir
vv
I'he
trouble
ilh
protest
the
because lie lacked iaitii in him.
removed
busy
1 lie ediVary an,
in Kansas, saving the wheat
Iuteiida\chief id treasury detectives, was that he
torial career was lull of libel suit*, brought much.”
took too literally tIrani’s directions, --l.it rnore all the wheat in tin St at.*. a i.. 1 ,,«*an»
oil by his rash and
groundless accusations
*e,-:i
no guilty man escape.”
He should have all in Illinois, wn! hav
aped and
against men in public and private life,
1 'liny lake a ditfercnt course up in the
shocked, and it w ill In- mo* of tile larce-t
lie was a man utterly without discretion
considered
the White House exempt.
First Congressional District from what
a-

:<

in his ti.s

or reason

t

sations against 1 dtleit

anger, llis
wete kindred

lite rest—the result of

ami made in
Gov.

a

accuto

till

persona) pique,

a

moment ol

bitter wrath

I ilden lias met and overcome all

the slanders that can lie brought against
him. When he was the candidate tor Governor in 1S7-1, these were ail raked out
and paraded—dishonesty, gigantic liquids
and all—and yet Tihleti
Dix, the most popular

Republicans
be

elected

over

among the
by fifty thousand
stubborn fact which
man

of the state,

That is

majority.
cannot

was

wiped

a

i|o in the Fifth, when a portion consider that they arc crowded. The rights
id Waldo were overridden at Fllswortli,
and they tamely acquiesce.
lint when

they

.justice

kind,

Republican nominating

ot the 1 irst Maine

District, is an example
of the encouragement which reformers
meet in that party.
While investigation
was

going

on, Mr. 1>. mentioned

some

at the
Kittery navy yard
rctorination. That was enough
to call for his slaughter, and at the bidding of the party leaders he was dropped
as a punishment for his
presumption in
exposing party sins. No wonder that the
members of the party in that district who

corrupt practices
as

needing

the ideas of liristow that the
party
corruption, should
demand another convention and a new
nomination.

adopt

cannot aflord to cherish

if lihiine goes into the Senate, the Republicans of Lincoln County will present
(ien. .1. A. Hall for nomination as his sucit has doubtless been arranged
cessor.
that Lider Stevens shall have the place,
and Kennebec management is very potent.
Gen. Hall will have a warm sup-

port, however.

Fix-Judge Taplev,
meeting, said—

in

addressing

Speeches

as

these
had

certain

removes

Anna,

a

few

Irom life a man who has

C

in Southern

where they had partiei
revolutionary miniver"

saries. T he companies arriving were the
Clinch Hitles, ot Augusta, (la., the Favetleville, N. C. Light Iniantry, the Xortolk I.ight Artillery, and the Washington
escorted

ol Charleston.

They

were

Faneuil Hall, where they
breakfasted, followed by addresses of welcome from otlicials.
They then took ears
to

The York County men will at least
make themselves respected, while the defrauded Waldoites will he set down as

|

little Curtin

r

—

flu* New \ ork and New Knghind Railroad i*
at favor with travellers from
the Kastern States towaid- New York and

coming into gn

Philadelphia, and returning thence. Tin* gn at
of going through without a change

a<: vantage*

of

i* here realized. At the font of Sum
street. I tost on, the traveller takes a train of
magnificent ears, including Pullman sleeping
ears

nor

ears,

the

and rides into the Philadelphia station in
train. The line runs through a ven

same

beautiful and attr::« ti\« portion of the country
I here the entire train is
to llarlem. N. \
transferred to an immense steamer, which takes
it along almost tin entire water front of New
York city, giving the passengers a sight of
of the most magnilicent panoramas in the
country, and lands at Jersey City. Thence the
ears are taken over the remaining ‘*o miles to
one

Philadelphia by
Several of

our

the

Pennsylvania

citizens who

railroad.
have tried this

tor

route

brotherhood.

'I’he Robinson House, ltiieksport, the eard of
which appears in another column, is an excellent hotel.
The Messrs. Moses take every
pains to make their guests comfortable, and
their table lias special merits.

Wellesley, where they went into camp.
No effort has been spared to make their
visit pleasant. The exchange id' such civilities and hospitalities tend strongly to
strengthen the ties of nationality and

After remarks from other gentlemen a
committee was raised with authority to
call a nominating Convention

a

“And tin Lord ill. d amm l aj.';im tl, third
time. And 1„* arose and went to I n. and -ai l.
Hen* am I. for thou did-t call m*
Vud Lli
>1 tl,.
y
penvivd that t>< / .,;••/
1 Sam.

I

The event of last week, in Boston, was
the reception of the Southern- military
companies that arrived on Saturday They
came escorted by the Boston Light Infantry, on their return from an excursion to

quote

us

8-1 years of age

Light Infantry

It looks unusually
plou^fj.iuL’s
»l
strong, ami promises a

■

and

—

ago, when the I'nited
States forces invaded and conquered that
country, lie died a private citizen in the
country that he had once ruled. He was

pated

in

idv

—

country thirty years

Charleston, S.

I'll at .th.-i

arly knee hiyli

“Then the Lord railed -amml, ni l a
.111
t -am.
t.
i. ui-vitl.-wend. Here am I.
1 .>uri.*r -Journal 1 1 >em
\nd tin I. *r l
ill.-.I
1
i„ iiii.
iii,m l
Ami Samuel am-.* and woil In l.li, ami
t.d
Here am L Idr thou di.l-t id me.
\nd h an
svveied, / <■
I Sam. d Mi. [St. Loui (i lohe-I >• am* rat 1 lop.
Kli was ri^lit, tor hi had not called Let

taken a conspicuous part in the troubles
of Mexico, and was the antagonist of this

A gentleman in Portland, for a seltisli jmi-pose had desired a seat in Congress. His friends
for similar purposes desired lie should have the
seat. Tile speaker luul seen the night before
the convention that the friends of Mr. Heed, to
use a homely phrase, "had the tools anil meant
to use them." lie did not believe this action oil
their part had any reference to the real good of
the party, lie did not believe the action was
right and he could not conscientiously endorse
it. It lias been said that if we decide not to
support the nominee of the Portland enlivention it will result in the election of a Democrat.
He had considered that question and had no
doubt that every other mail present hail considered the question as well.
He thought perhaps it would. Rut lie thought
the interests of the District would lie quite as
safe ill tlie hands of a good Democrat, it not
more so, than in the hands of such a man as the
Portland nominee.

the red

m

■.

I'lte death of Hen. Santa

days ago,

ra

i-

yield.’’

made by Dr Malison and

were

tw

\. r

eoin.

Spites, ami uiueh oI it ha- air

tw.»

thriftx

Mr. Uuberts

(lie

among those spiritless hewers ol wood
and drawers ot waters that will
meekly
shoulder any burden.

regarded

fpeal staple,

The Democrats of l’ittslield hoisted a
handsome Democratic llag on the tth

out

convention

and conviction is

and fairness toward York Countv

ignored in the nomination of iteed
last week, they resented it. A meeting of
disallceted Republicans was held at Itidilefurd, on Friday, largely attended by
prominent, members of the party. A Fittie. Fsq of Portland was made President.
1)11 taking the chair Mr. Little said he
thought the course taken at the District
were

by any parade ol the Convention to lie wrung and contrary to
stale*, halt crazy letters ol Horace Greeley. all principles id justice, lie
thought the
Gut Kennebec neighbor will have to con- nomination of
right belonged to York
struct 'oine other scarecrow
County, and lie hilly endorsed the claim
of Mr. Piurkigh upon the Republicans of
Thu defeat ni' lluu. John 11. liurleigh, the First
District.
in the

and finest crops

I'he impeachment trial of Belknap is
I'he
proer-eding slowly in tin- Senate
evidence produced is ol a very damaging

Fighting .foe Hooker is out for Tilden.
He says the country needs and must have
reform.

are

delighted with it.

The famous old circular building, New York, on
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pletely destroyed by lire Monday evening. Nothing
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Augusta,

tin* wife of Edward

Fenno, formerly

Washington, D. CM and daughter of the late Rev. William Frothingham. Mrs. F.
‘‘nine here in feeble health,
resulting from the beat
and malaria of Washington, but nothing was ant ici-

was very severo-

ured.
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re-

Bangor—

Dkatii. Mrs. Edward Fenno died at the
ol her neice, Miss Ellen
Frothiugham, in
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same-This is the* second lire

happening to the* same* premises and the
ties within the- past, eight months.
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ai v&vioaj tinita before while
pretending
to bo in :i trance.
It looks now as if the
There lias been !
whole
affair
was
I
a
In
of both political par- serious trouble in
complete humbug on
Hamburg, 8. C. On Curtis’
part from beginning to end.
ties, since their respective nominations were the 4th Robert Butler and another citizen j
made, I have been struck with the difference of Edgefield county, while driving through
Kive of
with which the Democratic press speak of and the town of Hamburg were interrupted by left their the officer* killed in tire Indian massacre
wives at Fort Lincoln, among them being
have treated their opponent’s nominees, and a colored military company, who blocked the wife of Lieut. Porter, with two children, one of
them
a
babe
two months old. How intense must
the
up
public highway and prevented them have been thebutgrief
vice versa.
of fhose poor women, away from
from proceeding on their way home. A friends in that
for oil' frontier' post, when the news
It is with pleasure 1 can say that all the
was made by Duller to l’rince
of the dreadful disaster reached them.
complaint
Democratic, papers 1 have read, thus l'ar, have
Rivers (colored), a Trial Justice, who
i he Whig says a young man from the
country
spoken of the opposing candidates and protend- summoned witnesses to
11 o’clock Thursday night, asked a liungor
investigate mat- Ii id'out
ed issues, with fairness at least, and have not
to find some one to perform the marriage
tors.
Doe Adams, Captain of the com- policeman
ci reinouv for him.
A justice was routed from bed
descended to misrepresentations or Billingspany, was the first witness examined, and the proper credentials being produced, the ceregate. With the Republican press, on the other Adams became so insolent that Trial Jus- mony was performed and the happv coup’e left to
miles to their home. I has ended their eelrhand, it is decidedly different, and tints their tice Rivers arrested him for contempt, and ;! privy
; oration of the Centennial Fourth.
of
the
is
foreshadowed.
the
continued
ease
until this afi.Tiioon,
policy
campaign
1 he Whig says the two young
who were arl! would seem that in their utter destitution when the trial was resumed.
The com- i'< sled last Wed
esdav night, escaped from the sta
of any of the present real living issues to bring pany proceeded to Court and rescued the lion by digging a hole through the bricks. When an
ollieer
to arrest one of them, Llbridge
before the people in support of their candidates, prisoner, Adams.
Rivers, who, in addi- .tones, attempted
he drew a revolver and snapped it at Ids
his
tion
to
a Trial Justice, combut
head,
will
being
have
recourse
to
their
well
worn
fortunately did not happen to be loaded in
they
mands the State militia, ordered the com- that chamber. Ib- was secured and carried to the
policy of the wholesale denunciation of (lie
station.
to disarm, and on refusing to comDemocratic party’s measures and nominees, by pany
Hilaries I,. Marble of Northampton, Mass., was
ply with his orders he called upon the gored
to death by a bull while crossing a
belittling and misrepresenting the one, and try- citizens
pasture.
lor aid to enforce his orders.
to
and
blacken
the characters
defame, villily
ing
A DESI’EttAIE 1 IGHT
of tlie others.
Till-: CnuisTi \x I XION. of which Rev.
The citizers responded, and the militia Henry Ward Beecher is editor, is the only auThe following is an example of the misrepresentations, miserable slanders and mean actions company took possession ot a brick build- thorized medium lor the publication of his serA lire was mons in Plymouth Church. 'These tire from
that a portion of the Republican party and ing and refused to surrender.
the hand of T. J. Filin wood, who Tor seventeen
both
which
was continsides,
opened
by
press will resort to in conducting the present
years has reported verbatim all the pulpit and
ued for several hours, with but little ef- lecture room
utterances of Mr. Beecher; and
campaign. On the bulletin announcing the re- fect.
One white man, Mackay Merri- the Sermons therein published tire the only ones
sult of the balloting of the Democratic Convenlor
which
he
will
consent to become responsiwas
shot
in
the
weather,
head and killed.
tion at St. Louis some one of the “highmind11 is body was brought to Augusta. An- ble. This paper is abo the medium of all his
ed” Republicans cut and pinned to it, the head
literary productions, including editorial and a
other white man is reported wounded. new
series of the widely known and quoted
lines of that “able Republican organ," the Ban- Olio
negro is reported killed, and nine "Star Papers."
and
which
read
as
follows—
Courier,
gor Whig
It will continue to piesent tile usual variety
were taken prisoners.
A small piece of
of the
Tin: Sr. Loris ,S<p; amide; a Genkkai. artillery was taken from
contributors, among whom are
Augusta to Ham- Presidentbest
Porter of Yale College, Rev. Leonard
Remeds; Sam. Tii.dex nominated; Boss burg, but, after tiring a low rounds the
llacon, 1). [).. R v. Jos. P. Thompson, Rev.
ut.
Tweed's Biei tenant as a Rki oum Candi- ammunition gave
The citizens of Fdvvard Fverett Hale. Judge Tourgee
("Henry
Harriet Beecher Stowe,
date; besides some other equally interesting Kdgelield arc aided by the citizens ot Au- Himrlon") and M*
the
last
three
of
whom
and
a
will
contribute serial
stulf. A later issue ol the same sheet calls Mr. gusta,
regular siege, has been laid stories.
Tilden a “cheap demagogue,” a ‘Mountebank” In lhe building in which the negro militia
The several departments will embrace the
are entrenched.
I’rinee Rivers is in commilook, or brief comments on current events,
“Fraud," and uses other language better suited
mand of the citizens. The siege will bo Fditorials, Stories, Poetrv, Contributed Artitor the Dark Ages, than for the intelligent peocontinued until the company sunender. cles on various subjects. Reviews of Books, the
to read.
ple of the nineteenth

A

Campaign
reading the papers

The

Boston

of Abuse,

century
Journal is another

.MOi.

Augusta, Ga., July 8.

organ’*

There are about 100 men in the

building

armed with Knlield lilies. There are hunwhich hurls most outrageous and abusive dreds of
people mi the bridge between
Liven.wit i.k. The fragrance of new made liny
epithets at the devoted head of Mr. Tilden. Jts Augusta and Hamburg witnessing operain.nl ! im
..ill n.el exteii'ion at tile crossing
there is great excitement in Aubegins to I" refreshing, and there is promise of a fair to presume that the editor of a leading tion■u am. r
w harf Ini' been taken up
Journal should have sullieient talent to conduct gust. but there will be no trouble on this
fair crop. I ln-re are said to be .no tons of eild bay on
I'.'v.'i'i ,! makiiiir tin-(f'iveway easier
band among tin- farmers in town.Crops that are*
side. At this hour, 1 :!0, there is a lull in
a po ilical contest by an intelligent discussion
:
\\ ;i 111 Ii rei 11:
If ii 1 i In h of Sears
growing look pronii-dng, e xce pt the apple- crop, of the issues, and not resort to tactics which the bring, and hopes are entertained that
lie 'In « luii "I P.ellM't, at t lie lat
be
which will
a failure in this section.The clat.
the members of the company will surrenwould disgrace a Biute Indian.
111. >. ii-sport < !ub w ati ring sound of mowing machine s is all the* music
ll Mr. I'ilden is so devoid of character, is so der before desperate measures are resortwe* have- Intel since tin* 4th.Tin* nomination* of
weak minded and altogether a “cheap dema- ed to for driving them out of the buildiat
h..»
pitclii >1 canvas
lildenand llemlrick- take well hen it could not
There is so much confusion and exi.
mil. below the
its very strange, and is not very natter- ing.
gogue,”
ha\ e been bet te-re-el.
citement that it is impossible to give the
t.i
to the intelligence and honesty of the people
rough if for a
ing
l itAMvi e»iM‘.
I In- ee-h-bration of the* Fourth at
fullest definite particulars to-night.
of the great Male of Xew York, that In* should
Frankfort wa< a \ cry happy■ oi;ca.-iou.
fin* sunrise
Tin; kiott.iis stum i:t>
...lii i. t: 1;11'i.m hot Friday cve!\
have been elected over the most popular Rewa- greeted by blasts from the granite ijuarrie- and
At utsta, Ua,, July IT
r-, and 1* Ii a large number
The riot at
I
salute's from artille ry. At
o’clock the re was a fanpublican candidate in the State, Gen. John A.
\ :lrh .'*">■ Mile OH shore
!
:.1 k• a
tastic parade. At
o'clock a procession was formed
Dix, at the last gubernatorial election by over Hamburg has terminated disastrously.
\! monon
This morning between :: and ;i o'clock,
under dir< ction o) John lV-i ce, F.
Marshal of I he- YJ.000 plurality.
six negroes were killed and three woundh. Ih lliisf railroad is ri tnark1 >ay. a- follow s
Mr. Hendricks, who lias the second place on
ed. One white man was killed and anthis
a'.-ii ot the •ear, particularly in
< liit-1 Marshal.
the Democratic ticket, and of whom the late
other wounded.
Aid.
Aid.
Alter the whites tired
"in
t.i three e:»i s ,u'that grain per day
Wm. I’ili Fessenden said that he was the “peer
Monroe* (.'.’orne-t Band.
four rounds from a piece of artillery the
r local <h ah-rs.
l'»o
Mount Waldo Cranite- Company,
men, Capt.
of the greatest statesman in the country,” is renegroes retreated from the brick building
Hehvaril C. Batehe-iele-r.
i.
11 a/e!i inn was t"W ed from
i'
* Hat or of theceiving the same kind and share of attention as into cellars and out-houscs of the adjoinDay.
ni ! na
and
now
lies
in
tinM..nday.
is accorded to the head of the ticket, and the
Fife an<l I n-imi ( Di ps.
Pro-pee*
Tifteen were captured,
's
ing buildings.
fullv lad* n with 1 .aiioloo(i feet
Fa-tern Craniii- Company, «>'» men, Capt Cliarh-.>aine might he said of the people of Indiana, as
and the others, including the captain.
1 tow ue-y.
:;- sa;;s will In
of the people of Xew York, for In* is serving
h.-nt and the vessel got
(lodiless of Liberty.
them very acceptably as their present Gover- Hoc Adams, escaped into the country.
It
:t .ii a short time.
A Company ot
School Boys, Captain Walter
nor.
is reported that some of the prisoners
Towle.
IM-t.i.i, in M.i. kton, in hi- new ship
ll i> t<» be hoped that the Democracy will, in
Seh-ctnu-n ot the various, town* that Were- once* a
were shot, alter being captured. The dead
.a ot ito'ton. r< centi>
made the passage
the coming contest, make a square, upright and
part of Frankfort, and inviteel gue-.-D.
were buried to-day.
Crowds of people
to Hull, I.ngiaiid. in 10J days.
on
the
merits
I iitf
ini'ii
of
their
of
tin
town
elrawn
in
a
candidate."
ancient
manly
light
Age*ei
largefrom Augusta visited Hamburg, ami the
ca rriage*.
and
their
the
ones of which
issues,
•
is
it
ten
the
principal
i.n.g N* w
-ays
by
days
jiiick- Mamino: Ii (
Inti iot containing forty little school girl-*, arc hard-money with all it
implies, and Reform, whites and blacks intermingled freely.
•l made between the two
ports,
singing natiemal airs.
which is of such vital interest to the safety and
There were no threats, but deep regret
Alte r the* procession, the crowd gathered at the
well being of the whole country. And howmping into the middle of the street Sun
that blood had heeu shed and that lives
IV iclilei!' d a liorse that was ficing driven
go-anet stand, where- an organization was made-, with ever good an opportunity may present itself,
No further trouble is anticishould never retaliate by employing the were lost.
ii !. a
ntlv to throw him out. With
Capt. W. A. Koge-rs as President. A ske-tch of tin- they
taetio of their opponents, so that in the end, pate!
!
he demolished carriage attached
e-arlv history of the- mwn was read by F. P. t reat,
should they come oil* second best, they may
i' -»-!i
.i
at the ow ner's -table.
li-ip Mi.-s Main II. Ward read the Declaration ot have the satisfaction of knowing their light, was
Tlio Servian War.
e
Maiei-llu*
delivered
Inde*])e*nde-ne
l-'.me-ry, Lstj.,
an honorable one.
Faiiixess.
h.gli wind from the north west raged
FI !>wo rt h, J it I \ 7.
the* < nation, which is spoken of as a thoughtful,
The contest between the forces of the
la
A barn in Waldo, owned by a Mr.
scholariy and exee-e-dingly inte resting production. A
io.Mi di.wn, and Mr. 15. v*lm was upon
revolted province of Servia and the army
eiinue-r wa- tiieu se-rveil, follow eel by toasts
was .piio
Turkey.
severely injured. It was a public
of the Sultan has already begun, by skirin the- e vening there* was a display
ami responsec iii-tfuction, and had hut one
"1
j.r.i.'i
Just now the war that has broken out in Euof lire-w-orks.
It was a very well comlucted ami
mishes and battles, iu which the Servians
hoard*d.
rope is confined to Turke\ and certain of her
thoroughl) e-njovable- occasion, without an accide-nt tributary Slates.
arc reported defeated.
The following is
i;i!: diwwanee to the widow of Hon
or tin- pre-sene of a drop of intoxicating liipior to
Turkey is a vast country in territory, her the latest news
'In ..!\
from tin* estate, was l.el'on the
mar the happiness oi the- occasion.
area br ing nearly 2,000,000 square miles, or but
t
ii
]uesday. I he estate was rejiroa little less than all the territory of the United
Ni:w York, July 10. A London special
Fi:i.r.i")M M ad
I'm
K< *i*.i:I-:i:a
K. B. Vose*,
!•• a. .1
Slate* lying between the Atlantic and the Rocky
j.h \\ iilium-nm. Ii. !». Iladlock
lias the following:
The defeat of (ten.
the- a-sistaut postmaster at Fre-c-eloni, was last weed;
'• ksj.ort.
.■Mountains,
of
tins
about
I
one-tenth
tor certain of the cred
:11•]" a!•
territory
/.acii at Sierit/.a has been vended from
lie-lei to bail in tin- sum of #.',000, to appear for trial
or 200,000 square miles, is in Europe, the bal11 .i-im r* s( r\ * d.
various sources. His force was almost anance being in Asia and Africa.
at tin* m-xt 11-rin of the* F. S. District (Hurt at Bath,
-"d 1
,j'1 ar- are he tirst to h ad oil' in tIn- oil tin ti: -t
Tim w hole population of Turkey is about 10,- nihilated and tile wounded are arriving ali'lie-.-nay of September. I lie* AVhig give
in
11
1 i.a:
i1 ’\ inaiU i;- annual «-x
ooo.ooo. < >1 this nearly one-h.ilf*or about in,- most
tin- following account of the case
hourly in Belgrade. Tour thousand
ooo.ooo, is in Europe. Her capital, Constanti- men left
i:
lined hy
P.elfa-f l and to < »ak
< omplaiut was made miiuc two
Belgrade for the frontier, Thursyears ago about irwhich is situated at the entrance of the
nople,
■. a •.
t:
a
A
nuin*
'V-dm-day.
large
regula rii it in re-gi-tI letters passing through tin
straits of Bosphorus, which connect the sea of day, and all the heavy guns at the disFreedom Itlice. *nt the matter was explained
d. i. m i wen: ,i,
in* I at y t 'litVord of iianMarmora with the Black Sea, lias a population posal of the (loverninent have hee.it transaway at the time. About three weeks ago a com"f .nr-' ;• •.I lira was had.
Several batteries
plaint reached the i a part me id, ol‘ tne lo-s of a reg- of over a million and 1* the seventh city of the ported to the fortress.
i-tered Jotter mailed a; Monlvilh < mitre, to Kendall
world in numbers. The European population ol
hitorpedoes are to be placed in tiie Dand« .ii*
;n this city is not
jo '•}
x Wiiitne
1 he
Portland, < <mta<niittr alioui £r<
of Turkey is made up of about one-third .Moube, us Lite Turkish licet has already
m is far ad’, anced and the -tori;
mail was-oi led at the 1 reedom otliee. Mr. \V. 11.
hammedan* and two-thirds Christian*.
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Mitiicieiit evidence having been found against
he wa- arrested and brought to liaiigor, asserting hi- innocence ot any itimperiiig with the mails
in air. wa
and that he had m ver touched the
Mont lb- 1< iter. (in being confronted with the evidence gathered by Mr. liigelow, he confessed that he
h.ai opened all the letters as charged, destroyed all
the cor;espomieiice between the parties, abstracted
and u-ed the money and linally he acknowledged
that he hail taken tile money irom the Montville
lett.-r, and was unable to replace it, and had intended to deny all knowledge ol the matter,
lie had at
if-; intended to
bi.in>w' the money from the let
ter-, n placing it and forwarding them alter awhile,
but latterly he had been unable to do this a- the
money wa- spent and lie could not replace it.
He confessed that the lir-t irregularity was tlie
one cau.-ing the first complaint some two \c ars ago.
Having e- -Uped detection then lie stopped opera
lions n r about six months and then commenced
ncain. He wa- unable to give any approximate estimate of the amount h had appropriated, lie had
taken monc) Irom ordinary unregistered letter.which lie never replaced.
It wa- reported in the neighborhood that Voting
N ose had been dissipated and inclined to" gambling, and that ii-' had proved a serious burden to
hi- lather
lie does not seem to fully appreciate 1 he
gravity of the crime.
\
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of letters ia tran.-ii at the Freedom otliee was falsified. which was suspicious, and Yo >■, the acting
l'o.-ti.ni'ter, failed to account satisfactorily for tin
letter. Mr. I’.igelov. then made a careful examina
lion about all tJ• * registered letters that had pu.-scd
through tin oilice for several months, and found that
mine ol‘ them had In
n detained from two or three
» ay- to several Weeks.
Tracing the letters he also
loiiml that the envelopes had been opened and r*
•waled, and Irom the destruction of correspondence,
etc., about these detained letter-, it was .-hown that
Yose had < 'peiied the letter-, u.-ed the money, detained the letter- until su-picion ltad become’tliorouchl; aroused, and lion In* would take the money
from -nine -outre, probably from opi ning -till other
I- tiers, ami re eal and send the missing ones t >r
ward.
Mr. liigi w\ i'oiimi six ca-e- of tlie kind aside from
tin Moat id, ea-e.
In lour ol these a jiort ion of tlie
mom
ha
been abstracted and the letters sent
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into

heroically
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start-

men

with bucket-, and

machine

was

saved.

<1 the Haines which

shop.

Tln*re

was no

who
A bold thief in Boston grabbed $:duo in bonds
from a gentleman’s hand in the banking rooms of
l ower, < .hidings & Co., but was captured.

through

I'lie

tv ere

I wo guns belonging to the Spanish Armada, which
have been under water for iiss years, have been recovered oil' the Scutch coast by a diving party.
lion. Hannibal Hamlin and Win. Caldwell, F.s<p,
have bemi appointed trustees ot tin* second mortgage
of the F.m-opean and North American Kailway.
The night train of tin* Maine Central coining east
leaves Portland now at 11 •':<> P. M., an hour and lit
teen minutes earlier in the night than formerly.
A stray bullet went through the show window of
Lam-on'- jewelry store on Middle street Portland,
the night before the tth. The glass cost about $75.

insurance.

i’-.mum's Great Centennial Show is

Maine,
icreating great excitement by its unrivalled at
‘ii*-.
Its nearest approach to us will be ltock

i, where it

hursday
of'this

ts

now

in

Tlie Maine Central took s.uou passengers to and
out of Lewiston the Fourth without accident or delav. The receipts for the excursion tickets were

i- announced to astonish Jill comers
the 20 th of .July. The inside attrac-

greatest show

on

earth

arc

$0000.

included in

It is probable that tlo-re will hi* a general reduction in rates at all the leading hotels throughout the
country in the fall. I he days of extravagant prices
have passed.

menagerie of rarest animals, including the
living Hippopotamus in America; a Centennial

.-t
1

Mu-i inn, boasting of a world of wonders, an auto
i’i< institute operated by a solid silver steam en:•*, and the best equestrian and gymnastic talent
•

n

A young son ol F. F. Murphy of Kocklund, died
from the effects of poisonous liquid which the lad
found in a bottle about an old building which had
been a store.

united great circus companies can furnish,
public observances will be of tin most mugni-

four

11
:•"•ib

and

soul-stirring

character.

The

tiring

of

Republican says there may not be
question the quantity of lead, in
the Black Hills. Kvery Indian lias got a giinl'ul of
it, and isn’t stingy.
The Kt. Louis

gold, bat there’s

a

■"atioMil salute of Vi guns, with cannon, will intro
in- the
Triumphal Procession ol Liberty and the
-'“tion, displaying the most gorgeous pagent con
ivabh*, replete with appropriate patriotic living
1 'Hies, and the most splendid illustrations of dec

French boy about 1~ years old,
was drowned in the Penobscot just above Winn
lage last Wednesday morning, while in swimming
in company with other boys.

I.mily A. Dinsrnore, by occupation a domestic,
jumped from a window of the hospital at Deer
Island, Boston harbor, Wednesday, and was killed.
She was a native of Bangor.

vieamer Pioneer will make an excursion to Rock
‘iid on the 20th to accommodate visitors to Bar

Great Show.

Will leave (Justine at 0 A. M.,
Belfast, Lincolnville and Camden, and reurn ut the close of the afternoon performance. Fare
horn Castine and Belfast $1.00, from Lincolnville
aud Camden 50 cents, including return
passage,

The annual reunion and dinner ol the class of
1M1, Bow<loin College, will take place at the Falmouth House, Portland, on the lltli inst. (Jen.
Samuel .J. Anderson will preside.

at

sentenced to the whipping post in
California for beating his wife has appealed to the
on the ground of its unconstitutionCourt
Supreme
ality, with every prospect of a reversal.
The first

One day last week ji young man sought Coroner
Moor at the cemetery in grejit haste, stating that his
"‘■rvices were required at his house as the body of 21

i

man

Richard Thorndike was brought before Trial Justice Perry of Camden, on a charge of assault and

•M ad child bad been discovered in his back
yard.
I In- official
promised to be there at a certain time,
“ut before the hour had arrived the
man
noyoung
tilied the official that he was not needed—it was all

“joke. Some fish bad been tied together and rolled
ln u cloth
until it looked like a child. The loud smell
deceived the young man, who thought he had a first
■daas sensation on hand.

a

yil

uiativv art.

“Ming

no

Augustus Parron,

1

‘“dn's

man

During a severe thunder storm, a New llampsliiie
telegraph operator had his thumb taken entirely oil
I«\ an electric discharge while at his key.

engines
wholly in
ami
from
on
which caught
tin out
ol,
sparks
I'm* building is situated in a valley under a
and notwithstanding the high wind of that day,
u a
but little draft of air stirring in that
v-orliood, otherwise it must have been entirely
yed. The building is owned hy F.ben Newell,
damaged about $Kmi. Castle’s loss i> slight,
'!• in-'- was o\erthe casting room and away from
means

xtinguisln

in New York did
disease emit raet-

named Kidley Newsworthy, about
1'.'years o| age, was drowned at Thomastnn on the
1th, by the upsetting of a sail boat.
A young

three miles away.
having hern burning

underway,
by about lilty

woman
a moil I h

Clara Louise Kellogg receives $5oo and expenses
lor singing at the < miiim neement exercises (,f Bowdoin < '>1 lege, Aug. Pd.

some

but held in check

inii't

to

.1. item is, an almost helpless cripple, was
thrown from a carriage in Farmington and hadlv in
jun d.

the Head of tin

mn

*.he

ir.

earn**

whelming majority

\.

lid*-, with the news
foundry at that place was on lire. Oivhigh wind of tlint day it was thought a
itlagration threatened. The lire depart

i<

in*-

courier

a

nyei

day.

)

afternoon

an

The l nited States Commission have decided by a
vote ol VP to 10 to keep the exhihition closed on Nun

and

—

Iri/iu
-i

-■

I

1

Colorado votes by
into the I nion.

come

t-rnaJd. marble workers, wln-re
polish tin marble used in their
ami will employ a number of men. 'Iheir
now
polished in llo-ion. I hi- new shop
i’.e power from tin engine in tin- sine
...

i.

wmdworking department
hy 1 A. Howard and C. I».
u-e.l ii the factory will also

a

tilled there.

e

hi *lii

J

mn

Generalities.

obstructing an officer in the discharge of his duty,
and failing to recognize in the sum of $G0«was committed.

!

Parties who have traveled extensively in Maine
report that all kind of crops except fruit never
promised so well as at the present time. The breadth
devoted to field crops is probably larger than for
many years, the stagnation In business leading many
to till the soil who would not otherwise do it.

is called a tributary State of Turkey,
is. however, nearly independent. In territon i* about two-thirds the size of the State of
.Maine, having about 21.0oo square miles. Its
population i- about double that of Maine, or 1,200.000. lt< capital is Belgrade, a city not quite
so large as
Bangor, having a population of
15.000.
It* present Sovereign i- Prince Milan,
a }oiing man of great talgnts, who is now
only
in his twentieth year having been born in 1*50.
Servia lie* on the South bank of the river
I btniibe which is the boundary between her and
Austria. It is a wild mountainous country
with vast forests of oak. It was from her territory that Alexander in ancient times, drew
some of hi* hardiest and bravest soldiers.
.Montenegro, which is frequently mentioned
in our dispatches, i- also another tributary
State of Turkey.
It lies southwest of Servia
on the Adriatic.
In territory it is very small,
having only lsso square miles und being about
one half larger than Rhode Island.
It* population is about 200,000. Her army numbers 25,ooo. She makes common cau*e with Servia in
Servia

it
ry

resisting Turkey.

Koumania is made up of the old provinces of
Wallaehia and .Moldavia. It lies north of the
Danube and southwest of Austria. About one
third of her territory consists of a tongue projecting north between Austria and Russia. Its
area is about 10,000 square miles and about the
same as that of the State of Ohio.
Its population is 4,000,000. Prince Charles, aged 27, is
t In*

reigning Sovereign.

Bulgaria, which i< al*o frequently mentioned
in our dispatches, lies south of Koumaniu and
Servia and also of the Danube. It has about
the same area as Koumania and a population of
o\ er 2,000,000.
Bosnia lie* west of Servia and is the extreme
north-western province of Turkey. Its territory is a little less than that of Servia being
is.ooo square miles.
Its population is about
1.000. 000. lierzegoviniu is a district of Bosnia
along the coast of the Adriatic, and lias a population ol 150,000.
These provinces which we have named viz:
Bosnia, Montenegro, Servia, Boumania and
Bulgaria, embrace the whole northern part of
Turkey, and extends from the Adriatic on the
West to the Black Sea on the East.
Their
whole territory i about 122,000 square miles,
or about the size of New England, New York
and New Jersey, and the population is about
0.500,000, which is just about the same as the
population of New England, New York and
New Jersey combined.
So long
the war is eonliued to Turkey and
her tributary States and province* it may not
he very serious; but the great danger is that
Russia which has long had a longing eye on
Southern Asia, may take this occasion to come
to the rescue of the Northern provinces of
Turkov, and so lay hold of the ‘‘sick man" who
is the gate keeper of the way to tin* Indian

passed

the

Iron

Dates,

The

Servian

wounded report terrible details about the
lighting at Belina. kite Turkish women
tired from the window.-, with revolvers on
thu Servians.
a

Dt.i T.sivi;

r.ATTt t:

is expected in tiie neighborhood ot Nissu
between Tehcrnavelf, who commands Lite
main Servian army, and (Lilian Tacit::,
who is at tiie head of the principal Turkish force. If the Servians arc defeated,
they will probably inaugurate guerilla
warlare to tire out the Turks and press
Luropean intervention.
CoNsTANTiNoi'i.i;, duly 11. 'The 1‘orte
lias sent the following despatch to its representatives abroad:—
••in an engage incut of live hours’ duration at Sabaskadi, iu the District of lial-

gnulzik,

the

Servians

numbering

i’Odij

beaten and pursued to the Servian
territory. The Turks captured a quantity
of war ammunition.
After an engagement of two hours1 duration at Sabine in Bosnia, the Servians
were driven into Austria.
were

Tlio

Iowa

Tornado.

1)ks Moimis July 7.
J,atcr advices
show that some twenty-live persons were
killed by Tuesday's storm in Warren
county alone, and tiiat six or eight wore
killed in .Madison county.
1 here were
probably 1.70 houses destroyed and as
many more badly injured. The. destruction of crops, tenees and animals was immense.
The names of persons killed ami
I hey were
wounded cannot be obtained.
mostly wives and children ot farmers.
Some reports place the number of killed
in Warren county alone as high as forty.
A train oil the J*es Moines and Indianola
Railroad, which left here last night, is
water-bound between North and Middle
rivers.
Chic ago, .inly 7. A lie’s Moines, Iowa,
special gives Itil'lher details of the terrible tornado in Central Iowa on Tuesday
night The, actual facts are much worse
than at first reported
Mrs. J. 1’. Morton
and child were both killed; Charles Flagler badly injured; K. S Iiramble, Mr. and
Mrs. Greaves, Airs. Delay amt son are bad(>cean.
should Russia come to the rescue of Servia, ly injured; Samuel False and wife badly
then England must instantly hare her arm in injured, Mrs. FJderly killed. Snow Moody
support of Turkey; for if the latter falls into seriously injured.
Many families are left
the hands of Russia, then, farewell to the East
without clothing and the scene is heartIndian possessions of England. Deprived of
rending. Reports from other parts of Warthese (treat Britain loses her position among
ren county show that the storm was gentin* leading powers of the world.
With England and Russia engaged in a dead- eral ami disastrous.
About lifty houses
ly grapple, all Europe can hardly escape being, were blown away and their inmates killor
sooner
later, involved in the struggle. Aus- ed or
badly hurt. From Madison county
tria would at once take the side of England,
the reports are equally disastrous.
Refor Russian success in Turkey means the ultimate loss of all the Eastern provinces of Ausports from Norwalk state that the house
tria. [Bangor Commercial.
of Air. Gideon was swept away and his
wife and three Sons drowned. Retween
Winterset and Norwalk eleven persons
[from tin* Methodist.J
were
killed, seven drowned and four
Gov. Tilden was elected to his present
ollicc by 50,000 majority over Gov. John struck by lightning. The devastation is
and cannot be known until comA. Dix, a decisive test of personal popu- terrible,
munication is established.
larity. Alter Mr. Bristow, he if. the only
man in a high place who has risked
anything in a light against corruptionists, The Curtis Assault Story a Humbug,
l'he Tweed and Canal Kings of the State
H.wcon, July 9. Frank Cowan, who
have attracted about as much attention as was arrested lor
supposed complicity in
the Whiskey King. Mr. Bristow has reJ. W. Curtis, who was
horribly
beating
signed, and President Grant is pardoning accused of improper intimacy with his
the men whose conviction Bristow secured.
wife, was tried in the Police Court yesterGov. Tilden, more fortunate than Bristow,
day and discharged. Mayor Holton, exhas his foot on both the New York rings,
City Marshal, has been investigating the
and was able to triumph over them at St. case with a
physician, and linds that CurLouis.
tis is trying to deceive the people. The
[From the New York Sun.]
physician finds no signs of serious injury,
'l'he Methodist (newspaper) speaks ap- as simulated, and Curtis is in sound conprovingly of the light which Gov. Tilden dition, with the exception of trouble with
carried on “against corruptionists.” This is his throat, which injury he is believed to
the correct way ol putting it. He did not have inilicted upon himself. When the
deliver high-sounding diatribes against physician examined him lie attempted to
corruption in the abstract, or show, by appear delirious, but did not fully succeed.
live hundred reasons, that
corruption was The doctor misled him, and thereby found
an incorrect thing that
ought to bo reform- out that the alleged severe internal injued as pleasantly as possible.
He lought ries did not exist. The morning of the
the corruptionists themselves. This was day on which ho arrived at his sister’s
the way to go to work. lie saw that cor- homo in Searsport ho was, as far as could
ruption could be destroyed only * y driv- be known, in perfectly sound health, with
ing the corruptionists lrom power; and no bruises whatever, and making no comhe set to work upon that view of the mat- plaint.
He gave several fictitious names
ter. It is by this method ho will labor to to persons whom he met, and contradicted
reform the Government and root out its himself in various ways. After arriving at
corruption. The corruptionists who have his sister’s he ate a hearty dinner, and
got hold of it will suffer the fate ot those since then has appeared delirious and
who plundered this city’s treasury and of wild. As far as can be learned ho never
those who have been plundering along the was carried to the bog and tied, but had
canals. There are philosophy, practicali- been feigning the whole trouble. Evity and success in Gov. Tildou’s method ol dence was introduced into court to show
that he had infleted injuries upon himself
working.

I Household, the Little Folks, the Church, and
the Week, comprising the leading news, both
sacred and secular, tin* Sunday School, Inquiring Friends (popular question* and editorial
answers), Fppermost Topics, Farm and Hardin, and Financial.
Vppropriate music will
also be a regular and frequent feature.
For £:j.2D per year (which include* tin* preI payment of postage at Hie mailing instead of
the receiving olliee. as heretofore), the subscriber receives fifty-two numbers of the < liristian
Cniun, or 12fs pages, comprising not less than
/too thousand three hundred, and < i>/ht columns o f I'radJiuj matter in one year, which, if
is-inA in book form, would cost the subscriber
over feu times Hie subscription price of the paper.
By taking another periodical with this,
the Hhristi m I'nion will be given for s3, and
the oilier also at a reduced rate. It gives to
agents large cash commissions, and to those
who grt up clubs a liberal disjoint from regular rates. To clergymen the price is >'2.(JO.
Full particulars w ill be sent on application to
Horatio <
King, Publisher, No. 27 P irk Place,
N Y. Si’e advertisement in another column.
Crocker
A Co., 330 Washington St.,
Appleton
Boston, Agents.

Mothers can secure health for their children ami rest for themselves by the use of Cas-

is nothing in existence like it.
is speedy, it is cheap.

liy P. V. l'li.iu

±3

with

EARTH!

Travelers who stop at the Atneri *an House,
are seldom diappomted.
This hotel
ha- about 400 rooms, and is strictly lint-class
in every iv-peet. Ir is mi>st conveniently located, and altogether is the most desirable
Imu-e to select for a “home'1 during a visit to
Poston.

Poston,

A prepartion which meets a want never before furnished to the invalid is lit \ t'sPi aif.i>y.
Hi .\ i’s 1Ji:\ii:i*v is the am hor of hope to the

youth and aged of ei her si x, for the cure of
Kidney, Pladder, and Glandular Diseases, Diabetis, Dropsy. Grav« 1, Excess and Intemperance, Mental and Physical Debility and Attentions of the Frino-Henital Organs. Hunt’s
Pi:mi:i*y regenerates and Knots tip the whole
•Nervous System.

Important to Persons Visiting
York or the Centennial.

1

vr

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
ry
•as

Tin- young lady who vowed slic'd never mara man under live feet ten in stature, has not
yet been led to the altar of llv-mcn.

Clo-c observers of humanitarian tendencies
must, have noticed that nothing is so common
among the working classes, male and female,

old ulcers, which resist all ordinary applications for their removal.
Glen's Sflpiiur
Soap will heal them.
Sold everywhere.
as

A great many of our exchanges indulge in
cutting satire; that is, they cut. it from other
papers and pass it oil as their own.
FROM A PHYSICIAN.
Hyde Park, Vt., Feb. 7, IN70.
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle A Sons, Boston.
Gents, You may perhaps remember that 1
wrote you several weeks ago in regard to the
use of the Peruvian Syrup for my wife, who
was .suffering from general
debility, the sequence of Typhoid Bysentary. 1 had tried the
most noted physicians in this state, and also
in Canada, without relief.
At your recommendation she commenced the use of the Syrup,
the first four bottles made buHittlc impression,
but while taking the tilth she began to improve
rapidly, and now, after using six of the dollar
bottles, she has regained her strength, and is
abb; to do most of the work about the house;
and L feel that L cannot speak too highly in
praise of the Peruvian Syrup. I have prescribed it to several of my patients, and have
procured the sale of several dozen of it here.
You can make any use of this letter you see tit.
Yours very truly,
H. 1). Bkldex, M.L).
A negro preacher, in translating to his hearthe sentence, “The harvest is over, the season is ended, and thy soul is not saved,” put it,
“Be corn has been cribbed, dere ain’t any more
work, and de debbii is *till foolin' wid dis com-

ers

munity.”
No Humor, however had, can withstand the
purifying properties of Talbot’s Iron Tonic.
By the use of this powerful medicine the blood
is cleansed from all impurities, and made rich
and healthy; the p itient has ail excellent appetite for food, and soon becomes fleshy, strong
and vigorous. Try Talbot’s Iron Tonic.
2wl
;

ever

fv themselves by eallingand examining our well selected stock, that

goods

oui

henperthan

are

thoseiwho quote pi lee- in
t heir udverlL- men*
W’w mean just what we say, and invite the
public to gi\ e n*. a call.

I

Dyspepsia.
Americans are particularly subject to this
disease audits effects: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Habitual Co.stiveness, Heart
burn, Water brash, coming up of the food,
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the mouth,
palpitation of the Heart and all diseases of the
Stomach and Liver. Two doses of Green's
August Flower will relieve you at once, and
there positively is not a case in the United
States it will not cure. If you doubt this go to
your Druggist, it. H. Moody, and get a Sample
Bottle for 10 cents and try it. Regular size To
cents—0ino»32cow
A Few Things That We Know.
We know that a discorded stomach or liver
produces more suffering than any other cause.
We know that very few physicians are successful in their treatment of these disorders. We
know that DaCosta's Radical cure will, without the shadow ofadoubt, almost immediately relieve and permanently cure all of theso distressing symptoms. We know of thousands
who are willing to testify that what we sav D
true to tin letter.
We know that if von will
give it a fair trial you will let us add your name
to the “cloud of witnesses.”
Will you give it ;i
trial, and do it now? Trial size only 25c. Sold
by \Y. O Poor *Y Son, sole agents for Belfast,
A. *J. Jordan agent for Orland.
R. B. Stover,
agent for Bucksport.
Protestor Parkers Pleasant Worm Syrup is
\o
perfectly sat. and extremely palatable.
physi.-required, tosts 25 cents. Try it. tf.Tu

ox

THREE MONSTER ‘SPECIAL TRAINS'
>K S< )LID STEEL CA
<

US, and will Exhibit at

[

ROCKLAND,

THURSDAY,
JULY 20, 1876.

W'e have

A

mill I'lilWINS AM) lillO HOUSES AM) POMES
EMPLOYED BY IT.
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Only Living Hippopotamus

America, all others advertised being base frauds.

hi< person then- are
Girds, beasts and men.
1st, Kii.
• >u

A Now

j.i<

'tv*

Our (dock of Hind: Doods cannot be

iv-, repre-» ntin•'
Neiv A »rk World, dune

j
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Stupendous Msrinc Monster,

Black
i
,

A Vast Centennial IViuseum.

Iii Itn.r Orods

<-E er loo Peerless lh incipal Rerfonners' \ Glorious
Gratuitous, Centennial Daily fourth of duly
Celebration.
Inaugurated’ each morning
ait nit nine o'clock,'!
the hrazen-throat*'d Nationel .salute of
Guns, ami
the general pealing of t h<- Public
Hells, when the

TRIUMPHAL PROCESSION
Liberty and the Nation, will move in Mae
Splendor through tie* principal streets.

oi

Admission 50 Centshildreu un-.b
admission to all purchasyears, -j * cent-; with fn
«.n.o pages,
prs of the “Id IE of C. T. I'.ARNl M
illustrated with .'id lull page engravings, elegantly
bound in muslin gilt. 1’rice reduced from s':...To d>
b '". t'heaper Edition of Mr. liarmnn’s Lite, containing 1’ortrail, and precisely the same reading
matter as tic other, only Eifi v » ents
Complete.
Hooi-' open at 1 and ?p m. <irand Animal and
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A V l. ju>t added to ui. "tuck in >\ I »'S III 1 It.1C
< It A< K L1CS, Soda :nj*i fancy !’i!ot lip ad,
>uap-*
of til! kind-. I.;oii Hi-ruit, Oat Meal Biscuit and
Bund- fi "-li from Bond
llaek- r;., Bo-ton. Al-o
a
large -orhuent of Fklung I htc’kle, Hooks and
Line-. &c.
Al-o | have just I'n eived and -hall keep aon-tatit
ly on hand a I.argo and Well-S lected >!■ ck of
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Bel last Bay Views.

FOREIGN

W. C. TUTTLE.

1876.

Read & Remember!

tt

JIE3iVEY’S JEWELRY Stoic.

DOMESTIC

AND

Photographer.

Ha- nra-ie a series of views of Belia-r Hay from
Saturday « -va in the city, including all llu priuci
pal points at
Weslo\an G-'Ove, Saturday Cove, Northport, and City or Belfast.
flu seem n is magnificent and cannot he surpu-'<d

t lie cm r of Maine.
Mu.--' views are elassilied and are numbered
t comprise' JP view
ami is the Jir-t time
Hie
<mdi an uteipri. e has been attempted.
i'all at mv Studio and look at them, l or Sale

on

—
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'i</([To/itirrn,
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Sardines,

in.,n

il (/(»»/.

Pickles,

JELLIES, NUTS. FIGS, RAISINS, &c.

—

*•

'heap.
W. C. TUTTLE.

Belfast, duly 11, 1

%
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Pure rider A ('idrr \ irie*rar

tiik

by

CHRISTIAN
UNION.
REV.

HENRY

WARD

BEECHER, Editor.

niF.^i A.vim roi: iamiia rsi:.

&#-Best Five Cent Cigars
in the

Fliiuwood’s no(>no i :r<f verbatim reports each w«*ek
of Mr. lieeclll 's

Srrmon's in Plymouth Church.
including the rharac\\ill
givill.
Serial Stork

i;i:v.

i.DWAiih

Author of

;t

18

by
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fvfkftt

“Mail wit limit

a

JFK,
.liulge of the Miperior Court of North
A lit hor

of “Toinet te,

X.C,

High St., Belfast,

CO

half, i>. i
Country,'’ Jet; )

IK »N. ALBION AY. T‘ »l'IK

City,

Ui:o. u. W i:u.s,

All hi- liteiarv product ions,
teti-iie
Si.U. 1* v K i.

TO

W E L L S’

Bl.FClir.B STOWi..

Author of “1'nele l oin’s

Me.

—

1 OK

—

Cabin,” Jcc..

A eompreliensive Family Religious Newspaper.
Terms sa.j'O per year, postage prepaid. To cleigy
S"J tin.
No
lm n
Cash Commissions to Agents.
( l an e for < Mitlit.
Send for particulars.

ARRIVED.

IK iR YTIO

C

KINO, Publish, r,
I’lace, New York.

Park

In

WHO NOW

Maiilioofl: How Lost. How Restored!

York.

July Mlt, sell'. Alexandria, Arev, Brewer; Dol

p

.lust

published, ti

new

edition of lir.

CelelMMleil K**"^YHhfmrir*
,,n the radical run
without

medicine) of m'kumaToititim a or
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses,
Imimtkncy, .Mental and Physical Incapacity, lm
pediments to .Marriage, etc*; also, < -iN'i 'Iition,
Id’ll.i.I’sy and Fits, induced by self indulgence or

><

SAI1.FI>.

j

tin* State of Maine which l have lately purchased

In
at

Bliila.d.eipliia,

inimil

sexual extravagance, &c.
Ma Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in tlii- admirable l-.ssay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty veal’.*'’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of selfabuse may l»e radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once Couple,
certain, and eifectual, by means of w hich every sufferer, no matter what his condition may he, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radicaUp.
l, y-l'his Lecture should he in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two post
stamps. Address the Publishers,

(Jam.)

!!

TNT ew

Hosiery, Flowers.. Parasols

Gloves,

B. F.
For

3ames W. Clark
—

m.AI.KK

IX—

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
No. 13 Phenix Row,
MAINE.

BELFAST,

A

BELFAST.

Soap Makers.

JUST
ful

&c.

WELLS,

7 Main Street,

ly-

ISKX.JAMIN SIDELING Ell late of Troy,
in the County of Waldo,deceased,bygivingbond as the
law directs; lie therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make im
mediate payment, and those wle have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
I. 31. KNOWLES.

York,

and. Boston.

F. RRUGVAN A SON,
Ann St., Nmv V nrk; 1 ost - -Mice ttox, -OMi.

ri'lHK Mibscriher hereby gives public notice to nil
A concerned that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
t he estate of

HAS Tin:

Largest Stock

’astine.

July 10th, sells. Sea Flower, Bates, Bangor; Forest
Queen, Kolduns, do .Mary Boyd, Smith, Bueksport ;
> oung Chief, Fry, fishing; ship I*, K. Ilu/i-lline,
llarrimau, Bangor; sell. F.mma \V. Day,
(new
Gritfin, Stockton; F. A. Colcord, Pass, Searsport.

Carver, United States.
Sid. from Bombay, May noth, Ship W. McGilvery,
Nichols, Dunkirk.
Ar. at Liverpool July 7th, bark Arizona, Berry,
Stockton.
Ar. at Liverpool July 7th, ship City of Montreal,
Mudgett, N. Y.
Ar. at Lyttleton, N.
bark Stillman B. Allen,
Taylor N. Y. via. Dunedin.
Ar. at Westport, June 24th, brig I. W. Parker,
Brackett, Philadelphia via Queenstown.
Ar. at Limerick, Welaka, Perkins, Cadiz.
Ar. at Queenstown, July 6th, brig Josie C. Hazeltine, Hodgsdon, N. Y.
Shi. from Cardenas, July Mh, sell. James \\
Brown, Kune, north of Cape Hatteras.

Agents.

Buttrick’s Patterns

MA!NB.

iS'tnin,

July bill, sell. I,. W. (Martin,-, Rockland.
July t>i 11v sell. Rattler, a ter, Sedgwick.
.Inly rtli, sell-. Nellie t rr, Winthrop, Bangor,
Mary Alin McCann, Kavnui do; Almeda. Patter
son, do; lfullie L. Gray, Selvester, Deer Dio, Kmpire, liyan, Winterport; W. I Washington, Towle,

FOUtCIGN POUTS.

the sole

GLOVES!

Picked up Adrift.

v

Ar. at Minatitlan Mexico, June 17th, soli. Hattie
MeClintoek, HI days from Belfast.
Ar. at Cadiz, no date, bsuk Fnima F. Partridge,
Partridge, from Rotterdam.
Shi. from Dundee, July Hd, Ship Susan Gilmore,

line.

COI1AK8 A U>ITS!

I'lii! Jiii-' lor

BELFAST.

SIM Hi F.N.

have

<•

I Wo

BUCKSPORT.

('arolimi,

June 20th, 10 miles S. F. of Monhegun, ship Bombay from Bath for Bristol Channel.
May 7th, hit ‘.‘ft 5OS Ion 20 W, snip Castine, Aveiy,
from Cardill"for Batavia.
July 2d, oil" Georgetown, S. C. Bar, sell A. Ilayford 20 days from Belfast for Jacksonville.

style

DI SK

we are

WHITE

ROBINSON' HOI SE

MBS. IIABBIF1

l.ueia,

new

trimming

to the

DOlTiLi:

much called lor

:ti

IIERV.EV’S JEWELRY STORE.

news.

New \ ork July t)th, brig James .Miller,
Parker, Cardenas.
Jacksonville
Ar at
July 2d, Anna F. Mciioeu.
MeKeeii, New York.
Sid from Bath July 7th, brig Liberty, Devereaux,
Baltimore.
Ar at Pensacola July Hd, F. F. McDonuld, Kane,
Belfast.
Passed through Hell (late July 7th, schs S. J. Gilmore, Sylvester and James Holmes, Ryder, for
Boston.

low.

CORNIEST

-.

at

remarkably

<•

COMBS OF ALL KINDS
Ltir-rn 1 .ol Soi 1 ii)o |j,n

.V

and :» month-.
I ii South Thomustoii, June
111, Ret-ev, wife of
1 homas Ha-kell, aged
y--;ii
In North Haven, June Mill, Mrs. D- horali Reverage.
In Franklin, June -ftli, Asa Wasgatt, Jr., aged
»
years and s month-.
At Alt. Desert, July Ith, Ida A. Rrown, aged Jl
years and 1 months.
At Alt. Desert, July 4th, Win. Atherton, aged 7ii
month-.
years ;#ul
In Fden, July Jd, Calhert F. Cunningham of Ranabout
J'i years.
gor, aged

Ar

ai

lull assortment of

everything pertaining

Neckties.

s :

Gilkey

a

1IIK

Hair and Toolh Brushes!

>i i ;t >.

Ar at Vinyard Haven, July 4th, sell Boa/,
for Koundout.
( Id July 5th, seh S. S. Day, MeFarling,

Stripe which

e

hour later

!

•J

DOMKsrn

WOOL

I

|

s

>

July tith, schs. Banner, Ladd. Brooksville; F. W.
Martin,-, Bangor; Mary Farrow, McCarty, do.
.Inly Mh, sells, llallie F. Gray, Sylvester, Deer
Isle. Almeda, Patterson, fishing; Cloud Drill", Morse,
fishing; Rattier, ( arter, Deer Die; Mary Ann Me
Cann, Kavnaw, Wilmington, N. <’.; Nellie Carr,
Winthrop. do; Fmpire, llvau, Koekport; Banner,
Pattershell, Boston.
July Oth, sells. Fizza Poor, Dickey, fishing; Senator, ondon, lishingJuly loth, sells. F. S. Wilson, Patterson. Bangor;
Alexandria, Any, do, Jueldn, Gitehell, New York.

iii.

AND

e

notn rs‘,

(

Beiges. Piaid

stic

A .1 uhil.e of Song and Splendor in the Grand fen
tral I’avilioii. Splendid, I/atriolic, Historical lab
leai.x
Nati until Anthems, accompanied by S:d\os
of Cannon, placed outside the tent.-, and iired
by
electricit
Each ev ening, as a brilliant linale, a
MAG N I III EN I DISl'EAY Ol- 1 IRIAN >KI\>.

beyond the J)<ite, \ame and Aye
7nu.it be paid fur.
In Monroe, .July (ith, after a long and painful ill
months.
ne-s, .Judge Asa Tliurlougli, aged (VI years.
In -carsinoiit,.June 1-t, Mrs. Angelim* a. 1 Founts,
years, ii months and l.'» day
aged
In Rockland, .June ,'jotli, A it Inn IF. son of II. \\
and Fanny Wight, aged lo years and 1" month-.
In Rockland, July 1-t, John IF. -on of !.. 1 Murphy aged 8 years, 8 months ami s da vs.
In Rockland, .July Mb, .lo-. R. (.iofray. aged l.i
years, 7 months and hi day-.
In Rockland, June *_*71Id Mary K., daughter of the
lu.te Daniel and Margaret l’o.-t, tige-l jo ears, ;; mo-,
and 11 days.
In Rockland, July Jd, Alary A., wife of Capt. A1
mini (Jrei-lev, aged.".! year-,
months and 11 days.
In Appleton, June U7th, Mr. Samuel Drown, "aged
8d years,
mon.lis and .s days.
In Warren, June *J‘»th, Delia Me( allmn, daughter
of Alexander and Sarali F. Copehmd, aged 1 year

pliin,

woo

lo

.nti'-,

OF

line all

KNICKERBOCKERS

CENTENNIAL PORTRAIT GALLERY
$2,000 PER. DAY IN SALARIED
I*. T. liarnum’s IIippodromatic Heroes,
Smith, Nathans & ( o.
Great European
imi>,
I.owande’s imperial Brazilian Circus, and tie
Eamous Company Carlos,

good

a

I >l;i

COTTON

A

In tlii
city, .1 ui\ lsr, I>\ Miles S. Staple--, R-o.
Mr. Charles F. Walkei an-! Mi
Ro-e \.
hot >1 of .’swanville.
In Rangor, .July Ith. Mi-s Jennie 1*. <m:nt ai.-l
Mr. < liai les As. M.i-sure, hotii of Sear -port
In Rockland, .June lath, Mr. lit'- A. Fi.-k aii-1
Mi>- (Jeorgia Rueklin, hotii of Camden.
In IVuobscct, .June lutli, Mr. .Janie'S 1'. Rridves
and Miss Nancy II. Reach, both of IVnob.-rof.
In l’enohscot, .June Jitli. Mr. Frank N Snowman
and Mi.-s Nina II. (Jrindle, both of lYnobsr.»t.
In l’enohscot, .June gsth, Mr. Deo. h
Fmerson,
of Ruck-port, and Mi-- Flora S. \'arnum, of IVnob
scot.
In Rrnoksville, .lime‘doth, .Mr. Colon F. Rink*- ami
Mr- Maria R. Norton, both of Rrooksx ii 1*

PORT

l

:i n<

Mechanical Scenic 111 -dons, operated In
soldi) SlEN'Eli STEAM ENGINE.

MAURI E 1).

sim*

have

u

Knickerbockers, De

AUTOMATIC MARVELS

LIFE-SIZED

Cashmeres, Black Mohairs, Black
Hernani, Black Grenadine.

Black
I

From the An lie Regions, and tin only one ever
lie is in feet long, weigh-* I
captured or exhibited
v,|ij pounds, and cuts .To lbs. of lish a
lay.

and

surpassed.

Drap'de'ete. Black Alpacas

LEOPARD!'

THE GREAT LIVING SEA

PAPERING
PAINTING,
done in
the best manner.

>

islkachkd

AND

UKDICED PKICKS.

A l

CAPT. COSTENTENUS,

eggs
plenty,
li» l-7al7c for Norti.ern ami B 1 7ul.se per do/, u t'..i
Eastern.
Bk a ns—The market remains dull for mediums, at
si oO per bushel for car-load lot
and 61 55a 1 >e per
lmsh for good and choice pea heans,
1 here is a
light demand for yellow eyes at 81 M'al M per hush.
11A\ AM* Silt v'w—We
coar>e hay at 67! e
:t77; medium at 61s OoaP.* on, ml line at s-!7 *** alv
o
Straw is selling at 6-.'7 oua-js per ton.

Obituary

selling very cheap.

we are

COTTONS !

A Noble Greek Albanian, i.\rrooi ii ii.mv Hkai.
11' 1
*1
1!l
liina I irtarv, as i* iui -hnisr for en
gaging in rebellion against tin* Ki lg

and

i

LOT OK

NEW*

ltltOWN

Menagerie.

1Z S

THE HOST 1!: MO I! A ISLE OF MORTAL MARVELS.

NOTICES.

rpmte

E R C A 1

1.500,000 Cash Capital Invested

mon

special bargains in

Prints, Cambrics, Cretonnes,
1>

Towering Living Giraffes. A School of
Half-Ton Living Sea Lions, and
BAHNUM’S $25,000 BEHEMOTH,

and full directions for successfully using, this pro\identally discovered remedy. Those who wi-h to
avail themselves of the benefits of this discovery
without cost, can do so by return mail, by addressing with stamp naming paper,
Dl:. CHARLES 1*. M VRSHALI.,
: 13 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. V.

SPECIAL

COMING

A CENTURY'S FESTIVAL OF FEATURES
in a Metropolis of Separate Tents.
It- Menagerie i- l(K) per rent, tile Lai-itest i ver
Moved.
sixty < u;i:s «k laui; animals & ampul
hiu. luuuy of whiult singly cost more than a com-

To ( onsum i*tiv is.
The advertiser, a retired
physician, having providentally discovered, while a
.Medical .Missionary in Southern Asia, a very simple
vegetable remedy lor tin* speedy and permanent cure
of < 'niiHumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, ( atarrli, and
all throat and lung affections,—also a positive and
radical specilie for Nervous Debility, Premature
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty
to make it known to his suifering fellows.
Aetuated
by tLi-; motive, lie will cheerfully send (free of
charge; to all who desire it, the recipe for preparing,

New

The Grand Union Hotel, New York,opposite
the Grand Central Depot., has over.jot) elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live, better for less money at the
Grand Union than at any other lirst-class hotel.
Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the fitv, and to Phiiadt Iphia Depot.

N

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

—

of the skin, or yellowishface and other parts of the
dullness
and drowsiness, with frequent
body:
headache; dizziness, bitter or bad taste in the
nr nth.dryness of the throat, and internal heat;
palpitation ot the heart, a dry, teasing cough,
-on* throat, unsteady appetite, sour stomach,
raising of the food, and a choking sensation in
tin* throat; si/knes- and vomiting, distress,
h* aviness, and a bloated, or full feeling about
the stomach and side.-: aggravating pa ns in
the -ido. back,
breast, and about the shoulder-, colic pains ai.d soreness through the bowels; constipation, alternating with diarrima;
piles, ilatuleiiee. nervousness, coldiu--of the
extremities, rush of blood to the head, with
symptoms of apoplexy: numbness of the limbs
(especially at night), and chills, alternating
witli led Hashes; kidnev and other minan
diilieuIties, dullness, low spirits, and gloomy
forebodings. < >nlv a few ot these symptomwill be likely to be present in anv ease at one
time.
i PE ATM ENT.— lake />/*. Pt‘irri;'s (juhlfn
M‘ >Ueul Jlisnnerp, with small doses of his
Pleasant Pin'ipUiiy 1’rPctx, which act as an
alterative on the liver. For Liver Complaint
and the \ariou- aHeetior.s caused by a diseased
liver, these remedies are unsurpassed. The
Golden Medi '.i! Discovery does not simply
P<r/i./(r the disease, but it produces a lasting
<• licet.
1»v it- use, thi* liver and stomach inchanged to an active, healthy state, the appetite is regulated, the blood purilied and enrielied. and tin* entire system ivnova.ed and restored to beallh.
The Di.-eovery is sold bv druggists. p. \
Pierce, M. !>.. Proprietor, World's Dispensary.
I>uHalo, N. Y.

O

W’e refrain from
city helm
quoting prices, and rim public an -atis-

—

A -allow eolu.brown -pots on the

T

_

Papering f ront Halls, Parlors a id
Sitting Rooms, a specialty. Orders solicited and
will be promptly attended’ to.
Satisfaction as to
price and work assured by

f.n i'll CO.V/‘I.,U.\ T.

S

LAKGK urn) varied Stock of

u

ottered in this

IS

l*

) MP TOM S' 01

O

Offer th«-m at prices much LOW Ell than

M. 1>., ot* the World’s Dispensary. Putt'alo, \. Y.. Author of** The PeoM. A. CULLNAN,
Common
Sense,
Medical Adviser,” etc.
ple's
< ’oruor of Miller and Cross Sts.
The Liver is the great, depurating (purifying)
ttw-U.s
Belfast, May 10, IKY*.
organ of the system, and has very appropriately been termed the “housekeeper” of our health.
1 have observed in the dissecting-room, and
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
also in making pn^t-nmrlrhi examinations of
( 't>m etcd W lly for the Journal
the bodies of those who have died of dilferent
By CH uti.l.s 11. Sak<;i:nt, No s Main Street.
diseases, that in a large proportion of eases,
Flour
the liver has given evidence of ha\ ing at soim
lOali
65.UUalC.oO Corned Beet'
s
70a7u Mutton
time been diseased. Liver atteetions are equal- ; Corn
75 Lamb
loalu
lv prevalent in beasts. Every butcher knows | Corn Meal
e Meal
1.50
lsa7<>
Turkey
that the livers of cattle, sheep, and swine, are Ry
oOaOO Chicken
OOaOO
Bye
ten times as frequently diseased as any other
7 * Fowl
l$a2u
Barhy
A healthy liver each day seeretes about
50 (ieese
organ.
Oats
Half*
t wo and a half pounds of bile. When it becomes
Beans
OOaOO
61.50al.75 Duck
;>ua::5 Hay
6lo.00sil5.0u
torpid, congested, or if, from any cause, it be Potatoes
O.OOiufO.00 Straw
6»>.UUa7.00
disabled in the performance of its duties, it is Apples
55
Salu Washed Wool
evident, that the elements of the bile must re- Dried Apples
Butter
lSaJO Inwushed
main in the blood, thus irritating, poisoning,
Cheese
15a 15 Hides
4a5
and perverting, every vital proees*. Nature
15 Call Skins
10
lvggs
attempts {•. rid the system ot these noxious Bound Hog
00auo Lamb
.".i'ulu
materials by means of other organs, as the l’ork Backs
14 Hard Wood
§5.00a5.50
15al7 Soft
85.00a5.50
kidney- lungs, skin, etc, which become over- Lard
salo Shorts per ct.
611"
taxed in performing their additional labor, and Beef
7 Lime
\’eal
61.75
are unable to withstand the pressure.
Cod
5a»> Butter Salt
Dry
The hrain, which is the great electrical cen4 1-7 Blaster
Bollock
$1.40a0.0o
ter (/fall vitality, becomes overstimulated with
11. < 1. Seed
17u7l
65.75a5.50 Clover
unhealthy blood, and fails to normally perforin
its fun-lions. lienee there is dullness, headache, impairment of the memory, dizziness,
BOSTON MARKET.
gloomx forebodings, and irritability of temper.
Mom* vy, .July 10.
U hen the blood i- diseased, the skin manifests
Bl 1 i: It
We i|i:ote choice Western ;it VO;i'J7c.
discolored spots, pimples, blotches, boils, car- Common Western sells at h'»al7c, and good Mo ! P.v.
buncles, and -crofuious tumors. The stomach Fine New York and Vermont hut;> ranges i‘r >:u
and bowels, >ooni" or later, become affected, 74a7f*c, and fair to good do at 70a75c per II*.
ClIKKM --We ijliote line factor) at '.» l-7ai"
and constipation, piles. drop*v, dyspepsia, or
fair to good at 7 l-'.'aUe : -kirn eheest- sell at
diarrhu a. i- the inevitable result.
lao.s I rish
are not
and
11 at
S

JUSi ketltined EHOM

have

Ihoumatism, > -iaticn, Swellings, Sprains, s;iff .joints. Burns,
Scald*, Poisonous Bites, and all Mesh, hone and
muscle uilmcnt>, ran bo absolutely cured by
tin' Centaur Liniments. What the White Lininn-nt is for the human family, the Y< How Liniment is for spavined, galled, and lame lmrse>
and animals.

Painting

i:,

ON

H. Johnson & Go.,

AND

GREATEST SHOW:

ltiscertain.it

4a and Graining

Complaint.

NEW

Caked Breasts,

'O’OUSE

Liver

P. T. BARNUM’S! H.

tors perfect substitute far Castor Oil. It is
absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take
as
honey. For Wind-Colic, Sour Stomach,
Worms or Constipation, for young or old. there

RECEIVED!

LOT OF FIRST RATE POTASH, WHI I K
.Make* beautiami Pure. VERY SIRONG

Soap.

1G Cents per Pound.

WM. O. POOR & BON,
Johnson's Block, Belfast.

$25.00

ti'47

Reward.

'\VTH\vill pay the above sum to the person who
shall lirst give us the information that shall
Tf
lead to the detection ami conviction of the parties
who recently broke and entered and robbed our
\Y. (I. CROSlty.
Camp at ljuuntebacook.
:>\v 1

To Whom it

E. .1. MORISON & CO. Til
Carle
Morison,'
(Successors
Doctors,

R. T. EMERY.
C. 15. 11AZHLTINK.

May Concern.

IS is to certify that my wife has had the Dropsey one year; has been given over by three
she received no benetit till I employed l>r.
PKALKKS IN
KNKillT. Now she is able to do her own work,
and it is my opinion that she would not have been
alive by this time, had 1 not employed Dr. Knight.
1 would hereby recommend him to all persons
who have similar complaints.
Ship aud Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural ImLEVI PHASE.
plements, Paints, Oils, Glass, ice. No. 52 Main ;
ROSIN A PEASE.
tf34
Street, Belfast, Me.
Appleton, July 1, 1870.—2wl*
to

&

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

On

an

New Hampshire girls always read the
“weather probabilities,” lirst to see how
tlie weather will be the next Sunday night
and they carry in wood accordingly.

Intaglio Head of Minerva.

lb noatii the warrior’s lu-lni behold
The flowing tre-ses of the woman!
Minerva, 1'alias, what you will—
A winsome creature, Greek or Roman,

Minerva?

No' ’tis some sly minx
In cousin's helmet masquerading;
If not, then Wisdom wa> a dame
I or sonnets and for serenading!

The loss of

set of (also teeth did not
prevent a marriage at Cairo. 'The bride
tied a handkerchief over her month and
told tlie minister to “goth ahealh.”

thought the goddess cold, austere,
No? in.ol« for love's despairs and blisses;
I >id Pallas wi ar her hair like that ?
Wa- Wi-dom's mouth so simp -d for kisses?

I

Who was lu ?
Was lie glad or sad
Who knew to carve in such a fashion?
Perchance he shaped the dainty head
For some brown giil that scorned his passion.

White, for the Human Family.
Yellow, for Horses & Animals.

hey

Editor Rocky Mountain Herald.
Denver. Colorado, showing
the Prevalence of Catarrh
and the Popularity of
Sanford's
Radical
Cure for Catarrh.

1 in years wiped out the man, but left
Idle jewel fresh a any blossom.
Till some Yi>eoiiti dug it up—
I o rise and fall on Mabel’s bosom!
0 nameless brother! See how Time
Your gracious handiwork has guarded ;
how your loving, patient art
Has come at last, to be rewarded!
Who would not suil'er slights of man,
Vml pains of helpless pa-sion also,
1
have his canon agate stone
< >n such a bosom rise anil fall so

ily.

“livery

nine out of ft n adults in this whole region
country is alllicted with Catarrh. It seems to be
climatically epidemic out in thi> atmosphere. Mr.
Smith tells me that the three dozen bottles of liADiAt. Cl. I:K were immediately sold, and that he had
fortv orders lor more within the last three weeks,
but had none in re to supply lrom.”

i ol

Aldrich.

“Indiana Home, Jeff. Co., End., May 28, 73.
“I think it my duty to inform you that I have suffered much with swollen feet and chords. I have
not been free from these
swellings in eight years.
Now 1 am perfectly well, thanks to the Centaur
Liniment. The Liniment ought to be applied warm.
Benjamin Brown.”
The proof is in the trial. It is reliable, it is handy,
it is cheap, and every family should have it.
lo the >ick and bed-ridden, the halt and lame, to
the wounded and sore, we say, “Conic* and lit*
li**al«*d.”
To the poor and distressed who have
spent their
money for worthless medicines, a bottle of Ontaur
Tininit*nt will !*• given without charge.

»

Song.
i

The Mr. Smith referred

gmith &
Doll, furniture dealers, Denver. When in Jloston
about a year ago he purchased eleven bottles of-

your ro-es yesterday
About thi- light robe folds of white,
\\ herein their gat here 1 .sweetness lay,
'till clings their perfume of delight.
wore

Cl ki.. the latter
luit had

ot what

who talk- sows, lie who listens reaps.
i»> degrading the female character, men most
effectually degrade their own.
So manner.- arc so line as the most awkward
manifestation of good will toward men.
den\ one's -elf is simply to put down a
lower feeling in order to give a higher ascendancy.
To

Many

arc judged
harshly by the world, bethey allow no eye hut Hod's to -ee into

the inner sanctuaries of their hearts.

1 here i- hut one true way, however, of getout of any position we mav be in, and That
to do the work ol it so well that we
grow lit
for a better.

ting

Where there is love in the heart, there are
rainbows in
the eyes, covering everv black
cloud with gorgeous lines.
There is often pure gold in 1 lie coarsest-lookore. there i- open the rarest
pebble in the
most rugged rock.

ing

lor

order lor

a

not

thinking

as

vou

everv one enjov the lull and free
liberty ot thinking for him-elf. Abhor everv
approach, in any kind or degree, to the spirit
ot persecution.
If you cannot reason or
perMinde a man into the truth, never
attempt to
lurce him into it.
[John We.-ley.

It lile he a battle, how mad must he he
who
Jail- to arm himself lor the conte-l; If |jfr |H.
a storm, how infatuated i>
he who sleeps while
l<iw hark is driven amid unknown waters!
if
lib' he a pilgrimage, how unwise i- lie win*
-tray- from the right mad, nor seeks to return
till the twilight shadows
gather around his

pathway.

H U t hi- a grumbler. Some
people contrive
get hold of til*' prickly -ide ol < verything, to
run against ail the
-harp corners, and find out
ali the di-'igiveabie tilings.
Half the strength
"("■ii! hi growling would often -et things right,
ton may a- well make
up your mind, to begin
with, that no one ever found the world
quite
a- he would like it: but
you are to take your
ol the trouble and bear it bravclv.
You
will be very sure to have burden laid
upon vou
Thai belong to other
people, unless vou are a
-lurk yourself; Hut don't
grumble, if the work
need- doing, and you can do it,
never mind
about the other boy who
ought to have done it
and didn't.
l'lio-r workers who Jill
up the
gap- ;,nd .-month away the rough
-pots, and
liiii-h up Li'* jobs that others leave undom—
are tin- true
peacemakers, and worth u
whole regiment of growlers.
T,1P ni‘‘thod of nature: who could
ever ana1 hat rushing -tr.-am will
>/.*' it.'
not stop to
I.e observed.
\\ can ucv« r
nature in
surprise
a
corner; never Hud the end of a thread: never
l!
1 11,1 Ji,st dunr.
The bird hal'\M
tin- eg" ha-tei,- p, |M. a
bud.
he whoieii! -s we admire in
tne order
o! the world. i- the result of
inJinite di.-trihunon.
Its smoolhne.-s is the .smoothness
of tj1(.
I 111 1
cataract.
Its permanence is a per‘j1
-"'Ul;il .liK-liiKilion. Kvery natural fuel
i. an
iiiunul..in. iii).I U-al IV.)m
whir!! p emanates
is
iTi*an:itii»i also, and from
everv oh,.
'iali.."
a
now
.Milan:))ion.
IT
>1 ami stnl. a
would he crushed and
dissipated l,y H-" torrent it insisted, and ir it
in- I" 1. would In; .razed:
as insane porto

was

cured. The

a re-

j

ntU nun,-- 1 have kept the II.mih ai, (Tick for
a year
I was atllieted with Catarrh myself and
while in Boston was advised to try this remedy, and
it entirely eared me. Since then I have eons'tuntly
recommended Santo tin's Radk ai. Ct in-..
<<R US <iAIKS.
1.1 t 1.1.11 oN, N II, Sept. •-», is::,.

Hampshire Druggist Entirely
by Sanford's Radical Cure.

Montgommaky, Ala., Aug. 17,

Cured

•U

\<

|

■

CATARRHAL COUGHS.
W

have known

people to sutler a year or more
from a distressing cough, with all the
symptoms of
consumption, and yet be completely cured ly a few
bottles of the Uahk ai. Cut, -imply because the
cough was but a symptom of Catarrh, and could not
o

!•** relieved until the

principal

disc:'..-.

w as

JR Hi

ol' ,L I!

inllammation is the mucous lining of
the nasal passages and throat that by direct
sympathy a cough, constant and distressing, may become
a
prominent symptom of Catarrah. Care, there
lore, must be exercised in determining the origin of
t ie trouble, otherwise all the remedies used will be
worthless, and The disease make rapid progress toward-

consumption.
great majority of the
pulmonary consumption may be traced to

id'
IT*

A

Is

a

pleasant

ami

fawtor Oil.

cases

sician’s elfort to

m;»,.

produce,

for his

own

oi

Phypractice, an

effective cathartic, pleasant to the taste and
free from griping.
Pitcher, Ilvannis, Mass., succeeded in
combining, without the use of ulchohol,u purgative
agent us pleasant to take a* honey, ami
which possesses all the desirable properties of Cas-

PHYSICIANS
Recommend Sanforu's Radical Cure, and
Prescription Files can be Produced in
Support of the Assertion.
.1' " " ill] |.li ]]>ur.- 1V<- refer to the iact that ever

It

is

ll,,Vl,nv

‘'vug ,r."m

metaphysical and
eternal spring. In all animal
and" vegetable
toim., the physiologist concedes that
no cliein.'t y
mechanics, ran aeeoimt for the Piets
-'Ol a llit-lcrious
principle of life must I,e as!
‘nllal,*t> tile organ, but

faculty

disorders of the stomach and bowels of children.
is certain, agreeable, absolutely harmless, and

introduction, many members of the medical
have unhesitatingly given the Radii ai.
Crui. their approval, and have in
private recommended and encouraged the u-e of it. “You are
aware,*’ -aid a distinguished citv physician, “that
my obligations to the Massachusetts Medical .Society
an- such that I cannot
publielv recommend or
scribe the Radii ai. Cl in.: but since i receivedpreso
much relief from 1 he use ol it
my-elf, after a thoro*
trial of th<-ii'iiul remedies, | hav e
advised
privately
its u-e, and presume I have ,-enr to vour store no
h -.- titan one hundred of
my patients for it.
atarrh is the

cai

worms,

[

1C

.SANFORD’S JAMAICA
Hot Drops, etc.

DiMiKR,

superior to * 'oinpositioit,

lie

U"'

],I0II1'S
1‘ki-

f

ole"’1;""■.,,|iiloroplier:

;!"d

have

1 lie

following story is told of tin- gold
m
Watertown, Wis.: A fortnight ago,si Watertown lady with true fem1,11110
recklessness in time of excituneut,
tlirew a stone at a cow which had

invaded

her
flower-garden. The stone happened
to he a choice
specimen of gold quartz
which by some accident
had been misplaced. <)t course the lady did not hit the
cow
and the missile went oil'
at rmht
angles and landed in a neighbor’s
A
lew days afterward
he picked it
up, and
was astonished at the
show of gold which
he saw on all sides.
it down to a
jcwelei, it was tested, and the gold pronounced to be of the best

yard**

Taking

quality. The
lucky tinder was wonderfully elated lbr a
lew days, and would not
have taken $K)0 a
square loot lor his land, hut the lady who
threw the stone
having heard of his good
futune, mistrusted the truth, and Imvi m
asked to see the specimen, at once
identiifed it as a portion of her
cabinet, and car-

triumph.

II your chicks
get infested with vermin
annoint the poll of the
head, under the
wmgs and under the throat, with
sulphur
and lard ; better still with
kerosene if you
use it with
judgment and discretion.

might

at the
beginning
thu sarae good sense as
dI d1 the
h l.m
l.itc A. I stowart. lie
was educated lot an
Lpiscopal clergyman In
ot
it
he
speaking
said, "I discovered that
d I .joined the
ministry I should make a
poor preacher, and lose the chance of
be-

coming
"

a

good merchant.”

Why, Ichabod,

ned more

detush,

11

a

thought you got mar-

year ago.”

"Well, Aunt

of, but! lound

out
and all her folks were
oppos-

just give ’em
thing brop.”

lt;

•io

I

it was talked

tli.it the girl
to
and so I
,
ten and let the

as

and mothers may rest.
J. P>. ttosc & Co., of hi Dey .Street, New York, are
the sole preparers of Castoria, after Dr. Pitcher's

recipe.

.'{m2

purchasing

Belfast, April 2o,

187ti.

Boots & Shoes

1.1

place

I'll**

Goods

Spring

be had in the market for

II. H.

HOHBE3,

4vvJ

isr»'«.

Also

closing

Notice.

Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by note or account, are herebv notiti* <1 Ilia? their accounts must
he settled immediately, or they will be placed in the
hands »d'other parties lor collection.
II. II. LOHBL.S.
lot t'
Belfast, J uni' o, ls7**>.

&7C.

Splendid

a

L

aiii

out mv

Piano

Line of

s

Tuning.

There will be many, who re-sorted to Unfashionable mineral springs in by-gone years, whose
pockets will not permit them to h ave this year, as

SHIRTS.

not

Y~3|j

«

F’ipe Organs

i
B. I

all must visit the Centennial.

We advise such

Ti:ned and

Regulated.

nt'del at J S. ( aid well's Book Stole,
I h hr lb* Oiling lion .... High St.
I w r,!
s

e

C XT F F 8

or

at

clriiik

1am

IIERVEY'S Jewelry Story,
Thonix Row.

HOSIERY !

"

KINDS.

PULL

DOWN

TOUR VEST”!

4ft

all the mit-

thou art the sun,” writes a
joung poet in an ode to his girl. As we
have seen him look in her
face without
sneezing, we refuse publishing the
per-

day

®*

week guaranteed to
M M Agents, Male and Fi*male,iu their
M own locality. Terms and Outfit

now

m

Augusta,

free.
Maine.

Address 1*. o. VICKERY Sc

Ijer ^a-v at home.
free. Sti.nmin &

JsR ft!
IU

Samples

worth $1
Portland, Me.

Co.,

i_.

o

now

having

a

furnisli

can

of VKS'I S
hands with

our

rimy fascinate and gain the love and utlection of aiiv
person they choose instantly, -loo pages. Rv mail
oO cts.
Hunt Sc Co., 139 s. ?tii St., Pnila.

anything- you Want

ready

to

Id. 1 K7d

um;

New

in

I

Full

Price, Twenty-Five Cents.

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
ONE

CLASS

complete

list of all the towns in the
United States, the Territories and the dominion of
<
unuda, having a population greater than 5,000 according to the last census, together with the names
ot the newspapers having the
largest local circulation in each of the
places named. Also, a catalogue
ot newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as giving greatest value in
proportion to prices
charged. Also, all newspapers in the United States
and Canada printing over 5,000
copies each issue.
Also, all the Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and
Mechanical, Medical, Masonic, .Juvenile, Educational, Commercial, Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sportmg. Musical, Fashion, and other special class journals ; very complete lists.
Together with a complete
list of over :ioo Germai
papers printed in the United
States. Also, an essay
upon advertising; many tables of rates,
showing tin* cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner
in advertising would like* to know.
Address
GEO. 1*. ROWELL & CO., 41 Park Row. New York.
a

ii ii mm!

Largest Stock

Bargains

ever

Calf Boots from $3 to $5

;

IN

JUST RECEIVED.

from $1.60 to S4.

BONNETS

&

OF ALL THE LATEST

STYLES
A(Wd everything

in the

are

Millinery
selling at the

STORE,

13 Phenix Row, Belfast.

—AT—

MERRILL’S,
Hayford Block, Church St.
tf42

BELFAST.

AM)

arrange-

.Sr.tlMMi:

(itnls Ftirnislti:!"' Goixb, Hats,

Caps,

a

D. L.

4<itl

PEAVY,

All Wool

Pants,

7 Phenix Row.

IN

T~. READ,
MACHINIST!

Probate,
and examine the claims of creditors to the estate of

Machine Attachments.

Mt. Desert, Macliias.
Eilsworlhand Bangor.

Spices

WWWMVW No Charcoa for obtaining
Patents
unless successful.

|

J

{Commissioners.
3\v51*

FFWISTi >N

CAPT.

DEERXNG.

1- RI*.MO\ FL) to their new P.
inking Room
in Custom Hons* S
piare, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
tirsf days of June, July, August ami
September, and
December. January, February and .March, interest
being comimted on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.

HAN

Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from to 1J A. M., and g to 4 P. M.

Saturdays Pank closes at I J, noon.
John H. CK imrv, Treas.
ASA FAl.'XCK, Prest.
lielfast, June Sth 1.-.74.
(*•

.loiiesp.n
K* tun.in...
t an

1 M.u
I« :i\»

STEAMER

i

i

Witness the
to its

of He nth
merits

names

extraordinary

K I l:.

&C

••

AMI MANY

llv

IVi‘|i;ireil

OF UK Its.

Ell Hill SUV1 1 11. I'l up
>

I; 1

Druggist

*«#*i»»*

Apothecary

NOTICE.

Comm* rial Whaif, Ip.ckland, .-v*
.inti
I'!iur*ci;ty mor ni ii « at
3 i o'clock
or ..ii an a :u of steamer City
:
Iieii n:•>!id ! ;■• to I*or;;.111 i. J.-r l)e» r I -ie, s. \V a;;
Ibir Harbor- Mt |».
ri
and Winter Harbor
llcturiiini:, b-ave.- Wint.r Harbor every FVecIn m.M
,ind Friday mo riling* .it 4 40
o'cJoC k touching ts above, arriving at Kockla
it abonII n'clock. ...inieriing \\i:li steam< i:
of Kii'lmiond t- r Port land.
Will leave ( oilin',
b, \V har!, IP>« klalid,
*>a(iircl;iv morning- at * l-'i o'clock
arn va 1 of St earner a- a!. lor I li *v«.r:li, tone:
at I >eer 1 -ir.
Moml.n
b'etlirnina, lea.t- 1.11
at 1
nj
inoruing .if .» Id o'clock
! 'i“. o:: mg in b elJand a
II o'cioc
comacting v. ;t li ste.;n.< r t it\ oi Kii lmioud for 1'
land.
lie St auier c dt i. i.i
11 .1 .11 i. .\ has b.
nt I v re tit
d and farm'bed with a .\ l. W lb )11
and lie\v Maclnner;. luakilm In
•.
eryw.A a
chic- st• atnei.
1- or farther partienlar-, in*jii■ r»- ot
« 'l !;t
--vl t 1H»1\ A.M.IR
A,, at.
rovtlaad Ala
!‘aiiro;i.l W}»ai
«■

..

I titi-m,
l!i i.FAvr, jp:

»•;»

<

Main Central Railroad.

Lumber Yard
IVS. R.

’! rain® n.»\v leave Ib lfa-t at .1"
lb
M
!
lliorndike
II’nitv
Anivinj
IJuruliam '■> 'o A. M.
la .IV e Helf.lSt U»
1A 1* M
ih'Ook' f V
I l.o.
like ’.on
i nit'.
Arriving a! Imnihuinat
1*. .M.
ill 1 l KN IN*.,
.,

t.

■

Cooper,

informs

his old customers and

HERERY
public, that he has opened

tU

<

At the loot of Main Street, mar the Railroad Depot,
where he will keep constantly on hand >a\\ed finder of ail dimensions. Pine, Hemlock and spruce
Hoards, Shingles and < luphourds t all qualitm-.

Larthes, Cement, Lime,

i.

la A
ibi.hham a’ 'a »A..M. Idlll) a
11...
dilv io ;
ldo»tk- PM,. Arrie at Uell i~i ».
A. M.
l a a >a ib.r l.hatll iit mo., 1*. Al. I but V o..S;»
Ik a
tlikeo.pj. !b ook.'
Arriv e nt lielfii't r..dO.

a

Sand

and

T H K

Hair.

M. ii. ClilHTi;.
till

Ui-llasl, May !, I-:-

h

*

Something Hew

nt

n

l.v

.t

;i11

1

,,i-t

TinI’vTi.

l.

1

vidutuiv

>

Mu.;

tin.

iu»i:

Keeping

Sale

and the Ih.M \
lt I

ol' Valuables

Ml'SU'Ks ill its IT I;
-.1 A l; -1' ..i
V U i.i

I’l

|

li-

1

■

07 Exchange Street.

Iron Ware!
C A L. I,

A N I >

S K 1:

I

> 51;

U

II.

I.. I».

MAIN

w

FIRST

>V)$}

Horse

L A

Agents

tien.

(Formerly

with A. B. Mathews, Furniture Dealer, No. 70 Main Street,)
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that he is now located on

Agt.

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
A.

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

Room

Piano for Sale !

Papers

excellent

a

tfl-H

BORDERS
•JO

cheap, perfect cure for
or

a

11. 1
llu

*

I.

l-

\
(

i.

b

AND

1

OlU HiN

FA 11

OF

PATENTS
or Ib-signs.

St., opposite Kilby St., Bos to

ATKK an e\teu-ive practice of upward> car-,continue- to -ecurr Patents in the I n
states ; also in tin at Britain, France, and other t
eign countries. ( uveal-, specification?-, Ameats,and all papers for Patents e\i-cnted on r<
able terms, with de-patch. Ke-eurch« madi iter mi ne the
ability and utility of Patents of I n
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in
matters touchingtIn- same, ( "pi. of the claim
A
any patent, furni-hed by remitting one dollar
signments recorded hi Wa-liingti u.
A o A(/encn in th<
nii< •/ St/U
possesses sup/
facilities /hr ttUuininp i'att uts >>r ascertain/
of ii, rentiotis.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to |
euro a Patent, and the usual great d*-luv there.
here saved inventors.
>

TF.STI M< )\f A I.S.
“I regard Mr. lhldy as One of t he most capable uti I
successful practitioners with w horn I have had
t HAKI.KS
ticial intercourse
MASON,
('uiiiVr of Patents
no hesitation in
assuring inventors t:
employ a man more competent imt tru
and more capable of putting their applies,
tions in a lortn to secure for them an earl)' and livable eun-idernt ion nt t lit Patent Office.
K DM l N D 15 IKK K, late Com Vr of Patent
“Air. K. H. F.nnv has made for me over TIllKT 'i
applications for Patents, having been successful
almost every case. Such uiiini>takable proof of gr<
talent ami ability on his part lends meto recoinnm
Ai.t. inventors to apply to him to procure their j
tents, as they may he sun of having the most fan
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at vt
JOHN TAOOAK1
reasonable charges.
Boston. Jan 1 is?f>.
1 vr-7.
cannot

worthy

GALL

ALT

Paints, Oils & Varnishes Belfast Hardware Store
PURE LEAD AND OIL•I-

N. MASPRY & SO\S Ready Made Colors for
Painting interior ami exterior of Houses, Barns,
Fem es, &e. Call and see before purchasing else

El. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main
30tf

St., Belfast, Mo.

Before purchasing vour goods. There you will
lind tieiieral II \ KDW A KK, PAINTS, Oil.
and \ A I! N ISlll-.S, N A I I.S,
CLASS, and
FAKMI.K’S lool.s, cou-tantly on hand and
for sale .it Lo\\ l-.s f PKIPKS. Don’t forget
the place, ANOIFK’S, No. 1 Phenix Uow.
April ‘JO Is,',..
ti lt*

To tho

Notice of Assignee of His Appointmeiit. Ill
:o

:C-

In the District Court of the l nited States, for the
District of Maine.
ni the limiter of A. ,1. Ilarriimui >
,
& Co., Bankrupts.
s

,!iulkrup,cy.
1

maim:, SS: At Baugor, the
twenty-seventh day of .him*, A. l>. ls*70. The
undersigned hereby gives notice of Ids appointment
as Assignee of A. J. ilarriinan & Co., of Belfast, in
the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, within

DISTRICT

MO-ELECTRIC BELTS.

W
n k
1A. \\

"I have

-O

piano, of good make
in tine order. Will be sold
Anand
bargain.
at tlie Journal

I.

•«

II. EDDY

No. 76 State

they

extra

expense.
Hoping to see all my old friends, and as many new
ones as will favor me with a call at
my new place.
I remain, Respectfully,
GEO. DkPBOLW
Belfast, June 8, 1870.
Jinos4U

> >

I

patentubilitfi

Repairing & Upholster-

SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS
neatly aud at low prices.
♦5s*Work taken from houses aud returned witlio^

M

Fur lunations. Trade Mark-

VERY LOW AT

in \\ orsted Work mounted

11

l.ihb\

J.

*

House,

And Prices to suit the times. 1 shall make < 'oknu i:
and Dkapkky Wok it a specialty.
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, l feel confident I shall be able to
ph ase all w ho may favor me with a call. 1 shall be
pleased to show samples and patterns at urn-lime;
also Lace Drapery put up in the latest styles.
L vmkkkqi ins in Cretone or Worsted Goods cut
and made to order.

M (AI: I

'•

I

SOLiCiTOR

Wanted.

r\V001>, Winterport, Af•

A

11.

circular- or intormatiou audn-ss
A. W. CooMBS. Scoreiary, Fortin,

ip

R

Rake !

Send for Circular.

A

I

H.»

^

KliKl)

11; v

Ij. D. M. SWEAT, l’rr-i
A. W. COOMBS.

AMKK11 AN

CLASS

I

mb-,
Abler .•burn, >ko\\ began,
An-.Ml i*. Mun ill. 1;. .,'ii.' :.i,
.In-1 pit Dam-, Keninbunk.

I

STREET.

«

And\i. Su. at.

-AT*

US

I

John Mii-m
1 K. >\\ in.
\ V i 11 ?. m 1
Da\
William

r

Geo. BeProux

A new,

RICHMOND

a

FOR

This linn confidently assure the masters and owners of ships that they* have tin* best of facilities lor
executing every branch of shipwork, for hothw ooden ami iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to
give
satisfactii n.
tp;(,

MrN READ.

OF

■

M i

RICHARD II. MOODY
and
if 1 *•

S

If I Iwli Premature Debility. Send for circular
call on Du. J. K ABB, S.Ti Broadway, New York.
4wl

CITY

iM'stlay

WADL1N&MRRR1LI/S

at

Vloml.n

o'clock.

»

**

Belfast, Mo.

Office.
£2, 187tt,

iiii'port,

;u

Will lea1.-

F

\vli<> tentity

men

A. 11 ayford, Es.p, Ex-Mayor,
lit lfi-t, Me.
Israel Cox, (iell l Ins. Agent,
Harrison IIayford, Fanner,
1*. M. Moody, Horse lYaincr,
S.,l. Dean, l’rup. iif Livery Stable, Rockland
Ellen \V <ea\ ey, Hotel Kt ep.-i N -» :• eur-p. .i !.
Robert O. Ames, I canister,
tl. W (slack, Deputy Sheritf,
tL M. Iluie it to., Stage Props., Ellsworth.
W. L. Cleaves, Prop of Kiv. Sruble Stockton.

Hotel.

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

Feb.

M

PORTLAND.

"'here be w.ll be glad to welcome them. The house
i- near the depot, well fitted and oilers
every inducement for a <|tib t summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the ln-use. (Jive
me a call.
JOSEPH SAN PORN, J R.
lielfast, June 1, 1 *•?."».
ifjs

Apply

-.

8

W i; 1 I»• ;i
1'- il.tiu.1
holiday. IVnliiritla.v and Friday evening* .it IO o'clock
ti
IPekland, k’atiiii-i;. !»••!f':>-r >< :ir>port. Sand
pula.. Ibick.-p"! t, \\ mterport, H:tinp>e n and Iking
IP 'iriii111< a v« > r.anaor c *-rv Ylonilay. U il
iitMiliiv and t ritl.i» morning* .it f» o’cll.

(i R AN I T K

Announces to his many friends that he lias
returned and again taken possession of the
well known

(o the Court

■

1.i;i-*r».

CAPTAIJS G. KILBY.

JOSEPH SANBORN. JR.,

Clmrdi St., Next iloor

Will it-a vi
I' o
I I a n it
’I lini’Nitav F»
iit
lO oVImk I'T Kueklltli!
• a-' ip
I >i i-r I-!' Si'd^wit
>« mil M
a
.1 Mur Marl
M
1». -.-rt
\1 i 11 b r i d i:

CHARLES HOUGHTON
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. ! STEAMER
CART. ORIS B. INGRAHAM

Sanborn House.

I!. K. 'll.

S

at

in or it ni“

HOTU OUNA.MFN LAI. A. I SKI I I

WORKS: Barton Street.

CHAS.

^
-r
1

NEW LUMBER YARD

no

tiro that six months are allowed to said creditors to
in and prove their claims, and that we shall
attend that service at the ollice of O. 11. Keen, Esq.,
in Freedom, on the first Saturday in .Inly and the
lirst Saturday in December, at nine o’clock, A. M.
STEPHEN STRUCT, i

ALllFliT l(AI,L.
Freedom, June 19,1870.

STF.AM 1.11

>

Savings Bank.

KKI:.

t

\

<

Marine I insurance Company
Agent
For Sr\!:si-,»i:t and Vn iMrv, and
Agent tor the
-ale id PI H'H PIN F IJ.MPLRand fiMPFR.ldr
>h |) Orders, Pridg.-s, &c.
j;,,m w. I.. Pi t K S’
.’Mills at Puck-w ille, s. < ’.
Sear port, Me., April gl>, ls7»>.
riiif.’*

I'll

n or

f<»

Burns’

HORSE-FLESH!

"W" ringers.

MARINE INSURANCE BROKER,
of tin* Poston

u,

INSIDE LINE

and

CURES

SEAUSl'i

past ten yt ars')

J]

1 A K I \ \ 1 I Allt It A IK
<ln plierd, \pt-\, < a-tiie
Win. \\ .i
-''ii Apt
Brook-. !!••. Benj. Ityder.Apt.. l-le-h..i
>. W Barnhill, A ph. \ inalliam u ; Howard <un.ii
Apt., in If;:-t.
Belfast, Jurn s. l>7n

I

ANl) SORES ON ALE

Iteturn,

■>,-

to

1 BKH.1I i

•*

rPill' PA IL V r-l.NCil WRlNlJKR. The best
1 clotlies' wringer in the market. Call and set* before purchasing d-ewluiv.
I <-r-al< at
K. J. MORISON *A Co’-. V* Main MjIh-lfuM.

J. 1).

a it i:-

I'h*'h.ipi y Custi
Brook-\ ille

(Justine.
( astine to Brooks\
ille,
Beltast t>> Viuallrav en.
Brooksville or ( astine to \ iualhav
return,.
!-!< sboro to Vinalhuven or return,

’*

*-^Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
shot time Repaired and Pored to slum!
ct.K-..
n0> 4^ MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, 187b—tf

Belfast,

bring

j\pril

’•

Honper

OINTMENT

Repairing,

I HE

LUTHER DAVIS late of Freedom,
deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give

t<>

•*

of

Searsport.

taken the Agency of the Bill'vst Ma,
Wnitics, (.’lark & Fernuhi, Proprietors. P«

wishing
script ion can

to purchase Marble Work of any it*
<lo so of me as cheap as they caii bu'
any where in this State.
A. T. QUIMBY.
tfll
Searsport, Sept. 16, 1875.

OF

District, who have been adjudged Bankrupts
individually and ns partners under the style of A.
J. Ilarriinan & Co., upon petition of their creditors,
by the District Court of said District, tiled October
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Assignee
10th, 1875.
said

People

A \ F.

hi.r.

SURSCKIREES having been appointthe Hon. William M. Rust, .Judge of
WLed tobyreceive

$7 50.
3.25.

Bellas!

14

AND OTHER I ELS OF

Or.

Belfast

nun

Isle llOlO

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

Morison,

Sliiji 1111*1 ( uri'iiijrc Iriinmiufjs, Agricnltural ImpU'iiH'iits, I'iiini-, * -it', <Hai.
N,, r.j Jiaiu
Street, Itelliut, .Me.
ll'll

Sewing

»

—

1-

ARABIAN

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

Commissioners' Notice.

selling

Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw,
INVENTOBg 110
Treinout Street, BoBton.

<

»

Agents fur

Globe Mills Standard

ir..\'»ui,i »i

*»

Ki;s,

with the

Daily

\\ holesale

—

No. 13 Phenix Row,
BELFAST.MAINE.

Furniture

Seth (L Wyman of Lincolnville,
Comity, State ot .Maine, by bis mortgage deed dated September s, 1>75, and 'recorded in
the W aldo County
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 1(5(5, Page
conveyed to me in mortgage the following descnbed real estate situated in said
Lincolnville, to
wit
It being the same
conveyed to said Wyman by
Alice 1. Perry by her deed dated
August Jl, 1875, to
which records reference is had for full
description;
now, then lure, the conditions of said
mortgage having been broken, by reason thereof I claim a foreclosure of the same agreeable to the statute in such
ca<( s made and provided.
ALICE 1 THOM US.
Lincolnville, June 15, 187(5.
.Jw51

All my Heady Made Clothing are my own mamifactur, which 1 warrant to give satisfaction.
Custom Work done in the latest Style, in the best
manner at
S1UNKY KAI.ISII,
4s Main Street.
3m43
Belfast,
23, 18715.

TO

Coffees Roasted
Patent Roaster.

Where he is prepared to do all kinds of

"W/"EEEAS,
Waldo
TT

Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings
Hats, Caps and Gents Furnishing Goods, &c.,
Chevoit Suits at

Cujif. W. I*. ]•

Will run until further notice a* follow*
Lem.
Brook-\ ille tor Ihlta-t
\:
Motniay, l uesthi aim
I inlay at 7A. '1
ti
:
louclunp a: a line at
l-livlioro. Also l lmrstl.,;. at 1' M., Fastine
1
M
and lsle>boro at 1" A.'.M
K. iurninp, leave Btlfa-t, >anfor(l‘* Wharf,i ever,
"•dm -da- and Saturday if d o'clock A. JM., or on
ani\al<d halier,\i ...Monday and I l.ur-da v at
4. " l\ M., touch'.up at 1 >• --'..or
and c.’astine.
1 tie
Wedne>«la> morninp tiip from Belfast will he \
< ai\i
b uded
Hail.or, \ iualhav. u, r» turning
the in xt day, 1. avinp \ inulliaven at 7 ■'••lock 1 duo
day morninp, touclcnp as above.

of

-and-

Notice of Foreclosure.

OF

bought at PANIC PRICKS. 1 am
them at Prices to meet the times.

n

\i

-PIONEER,

& Co,,

Champlm
<; lit

Line !
1 1. A M I

>

by which the process is rendered much less painfu
and tedious than by Lie old methods.
1Y« th insert
ed iii Rubber or Celluloid Rase, us per.-on-; p re fir
He has the country right for the usi of

ING AT SHOUT NOTICE.

just returned from Boston where I bought
large line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC

Which I

Steamboat

nv

HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
by all Drugge ts and Dealers in Medicine.

it..

1 hail similar goods have ever before or can now he
bought for, either in lielfast or elsewhere, (h ntle
men wishing to buy Well Made (i a km en rs ( iiea
p,
will do well to call
ou^ne, as there is no charge for
examination of my goods, and the prices at which I
shall oiler them will convince you of my determination to offer good bargains. Kemember the place.

have

Line which

LOWEST PRICES

J. W. CLARK’S

new
to sell

FASHIONABLE

AAt. Lower Prices

Clot bind
I

HATS

PRICES

AND ISLtSBORO

l*r. Moore, corner ol ( hurch and
all the latent
•Spring Streets. 11;
improved instrument:} lor operating upon t e- tli, iu
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO

Great Reduction

A FULL LINE OF

HI. M.iat

bills ma t be paid on delivI»ANILL L AN L, Agent.

•,

Sielliisl, Castinc, OrooksvilN*

timosB?

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

Heady Made Clothing !

ALL—

Belfast, June 8, 1870.

AND

M’Kl.Vi

B. F. WELLS*.

$4.50; Men's Low Strap Shoes

SHOE

undersigned has math* entirely
meats which enables him

—AT—

Men's
to

tl'4?

interested in Snrinr/ Monet/ trill
pit.use lake Xotiee.

NEW'

MERRILL’S

Men's

Congress Boots from $1.75

FAMILY

I he

nit n

Owls

offered.

—

J

P.

James W. Clark

JOINERS,
OFFICE: Waterloo Bond. ^

Sheeting

—IN

and Best

..

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,

LORD,

Rubber

FASHIONABLE GOODS

R.
.Sold

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

iVIeroliant
Tailor.
tf41

-AT-

——

Boots & Shoes

SON’S,

OK

Alt

L.

!

wash oil.

nor

accompanied l.y Bill of Ludiny

freight

All

duplicati

easily applied, being in one preparation, and
quickly and effectually produces a permanent color
M A Nil A< 1TU1.1)

he

Coffees.

Coaches to com v passengers to ami from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Hoarding Stable connected with the
House.
Pel last, Sept. -*3, 1875.- -tfl.5

and Solicit Trade to Sustain it.

H.

to

on

$15.50

-----

nm-t

of goods.
Bel fa-t, May

It is

—

ft j-Particular attention giv. u to < oi.ua nxo
nod 1 on v !•: v \ n» n«
Prompt attention given to
Communications by mail.
dnuVJ.

BARGAINS
—IN—

MEN’S

POOR &

<3* RAND

HUNDRED AND FIFTH EDITION,

(ontaining

The

THIS

relied

\-r

ery

Nos. 175 & 177 Commercial Street.

Block, Main Street,

Main Street,

wood /‘aiw

Johnson's Block. Belfast.

a

Assortment
UK

in

American

CLEAn, LIGHT, DURABLE!
WM. O

keeping

may be

in

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making and inserting
artilicial teeth.
tfhi

SANBORN HOUSE,

Tiling'!

j:xami:i.u:d

I intend

receive

BELFAST, MAINE.

Idil

IN icicle PRa/ted.!

w

40

Alden’s

for .M.UltlNKS can
AloXKOK hands who
work, will please notify us
CKO A. (IPI.MIIV AM. O.

R !

NECK TIES!

PRICES !
GREAT

elegant preparation

This

Dye,

change the color of the beard from gray or ny other
undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion.

MATNE.

-om n i:

have work.

It ST Itr.CtAVlA) A I

H/IIND READING. PS YCHOMANC Y. FAS1
cination. Soul Charming, Mesmerism,
ana
Marriage Guide- showing how either sex

FOR THE WHISKERS.

sujiply

Trusses! Trusses!!

UNDER

And

extreme

arc

ami

licllast, .1

W E A

—AT-

Trip,
freight

All

POKTILA'N I >. MI',

work.
Parties OWNti

GLOVES

i*kr

mm

me

Thc good Samaritan stops at the sound of
woe; so does a good bor.se.

TTTT P

arc

at home. Agents wanted, Outfit and
terms free. TRUE & < o.,
Augusta, Maine.

a

M
C«

SUSPENDERS

SOLD

will

HENRY II. GRANT,

constantl' adding NLW and HLSIHABLL
P;dt« rns m all departments of inv slock, making
it 'me of the I.AKt. L> 1 and BL> 1 ASSOB I Ll> in
tiiis section of the state. Prim s reduced. Ail
gonds
selling YLIJY LOW at

it, get good from if,

save monev, and visit
A word to the wise is sufficient.
SOLD RY ALL DRUGGISTS.

to him

( A itii late Hon. Wm. Mdiilv: ry for

COLLARS! SILVER WAKE!

AND WILL BE

Philadelphia.

preparation for its

JmosTl

Watclies, J"ewelry

to

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

Assayer of Massachusetts,

TNT E W

*

buy

State

intended purposes.”

fmio-i 1

••

EVERYTHING

J. (I THOMPSON i SON’S

Hayes,

,-I consider it the best

Bui.f
>

effectual,

•'

will visit Belfast
patrons that
every three m* lour months, ami would be glad to
eouiract for tuning
bv the year, .mv,
once
a
year
no, twice a year
s I ,uo, three
oo.
Some
time.-s^
year
8
»
1‘iauos in his circu®
it‘stand well hv one
tuning per y ear.
Mr. Hooper i~ well and t* orahly known in Belfast,
mnl trusts li«- will have a liberal 'putronagi
having
had .ill xperience lor ovi
t w lit -live
11 e will be ill Bellas* in about a Wt ek.

—AXI)—

CAN BE FOUND AT

entrusted

DKAl.I.ll I.V A],I, Ifr.VDS OK

R. H.
HOOPER
ice t«» hihe

gives

in part of Fine While

AM.

at Law!

to Carle Sc

Special
1

1

mill i y i.

Dr. A. A
says of it

OKA 1.1.KS IN

A

for Boston every Monday,
1*. M.
Wednesday.
-day and Saturday, at
Returning, will le:i>v Boston every Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at f> 1 J P M.
FARE TO BOSTON,
$2.50
3.65
LOWELL,
Centennial Tickets for the Round

E. J. MORISON & CO. SCRATCHES
Successors

No. 13 Main Street.

BUSINESS SUITS!

so

Capt. J. P. Johnson,

Win. R. Roix,

Will l»av

F. A. GREER,
SPECIALTIES.
Attorney i Counsellor at Law, Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses

at

Belfast, June

,

WALLACE,

BELFAST,

on

place,

DRESS SUITS,
<3270.

Buy is at

account of failing lu-alth, proposes to sell
oat his entire stock of BOOTS and SHOES d
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the
wearer the hem-lit of the L< »W I’ltH LS f«»r ( ASH
ai.d CASHJONI.Y: a- I propose t.> close up my
business very soon no credit will 1m* given.
M\ Stock consists of all the various stvles of | ADIES. MISS aii'l CHILDRENS' Kill c/.orn,
and Ml) /'< )XEh 11()(>TX, aBo SUPPERS, PET
T<>\ SHOES, also MEN'S and BOY'S oaf.f
Jif/OTS, .t/.EX.tS JIOO'T, also CALE STRAP
HECKLE SHOES, also Common K IP, THICK,
and SPLIT SHOES, for common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to nu ntion in detail, and
finally, call and examine the QEAl./TY and PRICES, and you will be -lire to buy.
A< I propose to
give till GOOD HARGAJXS us long as they LAST,
if 1 am Tie to attend to business. iJmt’t forget the

of the Finest that

some

to

II. II. FOEtKHS*
Who

Have Come !
And

has been found

W1IOLKS U.K

FIXJ1X AXi) FAFF!;

Decline in Prices of

dressing nothing

a

STEAMER

KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,
Capt.

.-hong.

desirable.

Attorney ^ (Counsellor at Law, Twitchell,

inducement to Buyers of

__

Large

or

tin* hair grow thick and

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

W- P. THOMPSON,

elsewhere.

H. H. Johnson & Co.

Consisting

We Have Heard of it!!

making

ami

i r:

s

DENTISTRY!

II\I!IIW Bl.llt'k. Belfast, lie,

Us

Try

youthful color.

at Law! DR. G. P.
LOMBARD.

Attorney
A11 business
rompt attention.

laded hair to its

By its tonic properties it restores the capillary
glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly
opiiiiied by 10. K. lioylc.

$

or

which will neither rub

JOHNSON,

GEO. E

ARRANGEMENT for IDe SEASON of 1876.
Two Simmers on the Houle! Four Trips per Week.

as

eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.

MISS

asty

reasonable I’lltCF, please give us a CALL,
guarantee satisfaction in every instance.

sleep

excitement

Would that all

Gome and

Furniture Store

t'iUiil lullless, in balaneed

go forward still.
a strain of
music,
Ike a sleep, u is inexact
and boundless. It will
■ ot be ms,..,-ted.
unravelled, nor shown
seekcst thou in mV
iur
n,, tin
-ill.
1 his refers to that •in,I tii-,1 in
"f'XI 111 tlie third, and
everva'k il‘ -mother mooil.
1,1 nil I s tt It
i n andi1","'1
love it, thou must behold
H Hi a spirit as grand as that
hy which it exists,
11 thou canst know
the law. Known it will
not he, but
gladly beloved and enjoyed.

ried it oil in

and t

B. F. WELLS.

<>K

w,fc

"''.T
r,!.„

-Neat

a

w«-

It

USUALLY KEPT IN A

CIO
°

a

LOWELL!

all

Buckingham’s

Wanted.

A IIP, IK K. EKLLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano amt <'abinet Or^an. Special can* taken with bepiuners tor
terms impure at 11.5 Main Street.
Nov. Si, Is75—tf*l

Attorney

thing

!
At

be used for wind colic, sour stomach,
eostivem ss, croup, &c., then children can

^bertisem cuts, j

in

from Boston with every

n turn. a.

I -allies if you want

customers

ojtjn'ohrinnt no’dicoruni oftliemedi-

Kach package contains a livati-e on Catarrh and
lb'. Sanford's Improved Inhaling Tube. Trier -si.uo.
Tor
1,\ Druggists everywhere.
WKKKS ic
TOT'l'KR, Boston, (ii-nertd Agents.
S

give all of onr
perfect satisfaction.
to

It should

<t‘rie- ot uninterrupted cures, 1 cannot allow
proJcssional etiijueite to interh n with a candid
express'ion of my regard for it. i therefore give Santokd’s
RaDI< AI. C'i IT Roll < A T A ITU II1V
IimpUlIilied approval, and con.-ider it as a remedy for the t reatim-ni
of every lorm ol * atarili
superior to am j.r.-paraiion
laid down in any text book w ith vvhiisi 1 am familiar.
Y. rv respectfully,
Dm <11 \ R1.1 > .AI A I \
Mg ii irrison Avenue.
.May J'.i.

#>“l

to

ju.-t

cheap.

profession, and hv many is thought incurable.
W hen, therefore, a
preparation is presented to my
in'in .-, endorsed le so
responsible a linn as Me<sr<.
" erk- \
Rutter, 1 am bound to give it a fair and
unprejudiced trial, ami when such trial results in a

i,Xs’tlm^rt0,llV
*!‘

We intend

to all ages, but is
especially reconi
mother* us a reliable remedy for all

mended

now ottered for
sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
100 feet on Church Street, and more
deep, with buildings thereon in good

E.

wonderful and satisfactory

are as

removes

—

adapted

siur' its

Church Street, is

FRESH &■- NEW

Oil.

tor

'‘Vs'' %V‘.‘V J',1*1*1

t" one thought.
1 1 ,l"
'VM|' ..nr.se Ot nature. Not
1,111 :,n
or novel ell'oet.
nature de•>i-"'o.
It is unbroken
."Ho""'.
I lie beamy ol these
lair ubieots is
miiiorli.! into them from a

,ie. Ti' :"‘rC'

Has

perfect substitute, in all cases, for
an

WELLS

It

As

r

G.

Over Coats

Dr. Samuel

(

MillinerY!

All of

oiler at the very

we

MRS.

can

Custom is tile result of

Sale!
HOMESTEAD of the late
rpiIE
JL John Hamden situated on

Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
by Lemine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with lion
Ell, Wood-house and a large Earn.
From 0 to U Tons Hay cut annually upon tlie premises. A good Orchard upon the
premises, l or
further particulars apply to tin* subscriber.
1>AVi. HAL*ADEN,
lieltast, Feb. 15, 187fi.
ith.J

anythin';;

_

“Pr-yr-

In the most Desirable Shades.
which

Estate for

Immediately if

compounded

care.

It restores gray

an

Musical Notice.

(ir«-at

Castoria.

Valuable Real

h'ct of Land,
than 50 feet
condition.

greatest

with the

ever.

Acre and a half
of land for sale or rent. One
of tlie new houses on Belmont
-Avenue. Terms easy. Emiuire of
-OEO. (i. WELLS.
tf!5
2D, 1870.

Will be Sold

8tli.

Opening1

Ribbons.

St., New York.

v

Belfast, Feb.

Rent.

or

OUSE with

H

standard article is

I

BOSTON

RENEWER.
LThis

Its effects

—OF—

S P R I N Gr

Cataukh.

l.I)

Grand

1874.

Hose .V Co.,

For Sale

f^ri!

a
71-tint* Unite
FIJI ATWOOlb

\l\\ 1

HAIR

good

»

—AND-

Before

“Gentlemen,—I have used over one gross of
Centaur l,iiiim«iif yellow wrapper, on the'
mules ot my plantation, besides dozens of the family
Liniment for my negroes.
I want to purchase it at
the wholesale price, and will thank von to
ship me
Savannah
one
steamer
by
gross of each kind. Messrs.
A. 1. Stewart & Co. will pay your bill on
presentation.
James Harrow.”
“Respectfully,
I lie best patrons of this Liniment are Farriers and
Veterinary Surgeons. It heals Galls, Wounds and
Poll-evil, removes Swellings,and is worth iiiilliou*
of dollar* to Farmers, Livery-men,
Stock-grow•‘rs, Mieep-raisers, and those having horses or cattle.
What a Farrier cannot do for $20 the Centaur
Liniment will do at a trilling cost.
1 hese Liniments are warranted bv the
proprietors,
and a botlie will be given to any Farrier or
Physician who desires to test them. Sold everywhere.

Laboratory

King virtually

Jcine

Silks,

sensitive to

,^uj

;l

Laces,

removed.

J'

J

used in our stables.
“II. MARSH, Supt. Adams Ex. Stables, N Y.
“E. PL’I.TZ, Supt. L. s. Ex. Stables, N. Y.
“ALBERT S. ODIN, Supt. Nat. Ex. Stables,N.Y

ever

A New

tin* Meadow
'lower.

“New

York, January, 1874.
'Every owner of horses should give the Centaur
Liniment a trial. We consider it the best article

NOTICE,

^SPECIAL

A

situation stands east aud adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO,
April 2'.*, 1875.—till
Monroe, Waldo Co., Me.

Sanford’s Steamship Co.,

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

LARGE TWO STORY HOUSE
situated on a very sightly spot
at Winterport, lower village, in full
r view of the Ray and River, with a

complete line ot repair pieces, so full that I can build
a complete machine at two hours’
notice, making

is adapted to the tough muscles, cords and llesh of
horses and animals. It has performed more wonderful cure* of Spavin, .Strain, Wind galls,
Scratches, Sweeny, and general Lameness, than all
other remedies in existence. Read what the
great
Expres-men say of it:

another with the

soon

that Mr. Smith

j

<

i

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

dozen

frequently done for this remedy as
relief from long and painful su tiering.

He

man

Celtic, and

an

CATARRH.

Eternity.

no

received

and Devotion.

Thought

We arc to live
A many years as atoms in the air;
" in n these arc pa.-t, as many tlimisantl more
A- grains of sand that crowd the ebbing shore ;
" hen tin -e arc spent, as many still behind
A
ien\es --1 fore.-ts shaken witli the
wind;
" hen these are gone, as many to ensue
A- blade- of gra-s on hills anil dales that
grew ;
" lien tliese are past, amany on the march
A
midnigiit lamp- that gild the starry arch,
" lien these < xpire, as many million- more
moment- in the millions gone before.

Condemn
think. Let

the lirst named

as

turn for

cause

Ai.

we

seen

prevalence of tlm disease, coupled with the recommendation' of Mr. Smith, soon created a lively demand, and without advertising nearly three hundred
bottles were sent out. This is a striking illustration

elia Thaxter.

Jewels of

of Sankokd’s Kadical

the earnest

pleasing intelligence

A power to turn the darkness bright,
I ill hfe with matchless beauty glow-,
Fach moment touched with tender light,
And every thought of you a rose!
A

n«*t

the IiAi>i<

ot

one

request of a peisonal
remedy
heard of the latter. Shortly after his
at

arrival in Denver

o

and

lie had

acquaintance.

my heart your memory clings.
So sweet, so rich, so delicate
i.lernal summer time it brings,
l>< lying all the storms of fate;

>"

Hemedy,

Catarrh

And all in vain the warm wind sweeps
I lie-e airy folds like
vapor tine,
Among them still the odor sleep-.
And haunts me with a dream divine.

is the linn of

to

FLOWERS.

they

but they will always allay pain. They have straightened lingers, cured chronic rheumatism of many
years standing, and taken the pain from terrible
burns and scalds, which has never been done by any
other article.
Tilt* White Uniment is for the human famIt will drive Rheumatism, Sciatica and Neuralgia from the system; cure Lumbago, Cliillblaius,
Palsy, itch, and most Cutaueous Eruptions; it extracts frost from frozen hands and feet, and the
|ioi*on of liite* a ml feting* of venomous reptiles; it subdues swellings, and alleviates pain of
every kind.
For sprains or bruises it is the most potent remedy
ever discovered.
'The Centaur Liniment is used
with great efficacy for Sore Throat, Too time lit*,
Caked IBr*»a»c«, Earache, and Weak Rack. The
following is but a sample of numerous testimonials

Statement of 0. J. Goldrich, Esq.,

Stock of

HALL’S

smaii orcnaru ana lana enougn lor a large garaen,
a
well of water, and a cistern. The above

Celebrated Mowing Machine was originally
JL invented and built as an 11:* *\ Frame Mower,
proving so popular with iarmers that icootfen frames
wen- obliged to remodel and
adopt the Iron frame.
I alike any other mower its ten years of successful
operation has placed it in tin* front, and to-dav its
peculiar features are appreciated hv iarmers all over
the land.
Ciose about buying a mower should examine the
.Meadow King and get terms and prices before purchasing any other.
Illustrated circulars and recommendations furnished on application to agents, or to
FtiFD AT\V001>. Cen’l Agent,
\Vinterport, Me.

Hats, Bonnets,

simplv
less

tilings

Spring

House for Sale.

King

Mower!

Have just received their

are
tlie wonder of the
world. Their effects are little
than marvellous,
there
are
some
which
will not do.
yet
t
will not cure cancer or inend broken bones,

CATARRH.

Roth man and jewel lay in earth
Rem-ath a lava buried city;
l lu- munith-ss -utnim rs came and went.
With neither haste, nor hate, nor pity.

«

H.H. Johnson & Co.

These Liniments

Rut lie is dust; we may not know
ilis happy or unhappy story ;
Nameless, and dead these centuries,
His work outlives him—that’s his glory'

Rail;.

Liniments!

Mamma asked a precocious youngster at the
tea-table tlie other evening, after a long and
veaniing gaze toward a plate of doughnuts,
“Mamma, do von think I could stand another
of those fried holes.” She thought lie could.

The magic hand that earvt d I his face,
And -ei this vim -work round it running,
1*'
Iiaiice ere mighty Phidias wrought
Had lost its subtle >kil! and cunning.

Meadow

urn,urn,

a

On learn ug the number of revolutions of the
great Corliss engine ner minute, Dom Pedro
said: “That heats our South American republics !”

The nightingale should be her bird,
Ami not ihe owl, ig-eyed and solemn;
lli>w very fresh she looks, and yet
vne’s older far than Trajan’s column!

Thoma-

Centaur

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR

A.

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store,

i

